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THIS wartime BOSTONIA — our patriotic edition, a concession to governmental paper restrictions — is sent you from the new quarters of the Alumni Association in the Copley Square district. On Friday, the 13th of October, the loading of thousands of cards and stencils was begun and continued through the following Saturday and Monday until the Alumni Office had been set up on the third floor of Boston University’s Horace Mann building at 178 Newbury Street. Though we have exchanged a front view of the State House for a side view of the Exeter Theatre, we are content with our location near the Administrative Offices and five Schools and Colleges of the University. The WELCOME sign is out. (Yes, we shall have to put out a few of these limited editions of BOSTONIA, but the December issue will be as usual with pictures, and a special treat in Max Grossman’s, B’26, account of his early days in Washington.)
The arrow points to the next building on our Charles River Campus, the College of Liberal Arts building. First steps in the fund campaign have already been taken by the President and the Trustees, and construction will start when the war ends.
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PRESIDENT DANIEL L. MARSH

On October 6 President Marsh read his Annual Report, a challenging plan for the development of the University, illustrating it by means of slides, many of which we have reproduced.
The President's Annual Report

To the Trustees of Boston University:

This Report covers the one hundred and fifth year of Boston University, counting from the date of its founding, and the seventy-fifth year, counting from the date when it was chartered under its present name. Sobered by world conditions in general and by what the war had done to educational institutions in particular, we entered upon the year apprehensively. Although the outlook was full of foreboding, yet when we view the year retrospectively, we can pronounce it good.

The reports of the Deans and of the heads of the bureaus and divisions of the University, which I am submitting herewith as a part of my Report to the Trustees, tell the story of curriculum and personnel changes and give a detailed account of the activities for which they are variously responsible.

The grim "Reaper whose name is Death" has again taken his toll from the field of our University life. The list this year includes three emeriti members of the family and three instructors, namely: Arthur H. Wilde, Dean Emeritus of the School of Education, January 4, 1944; Frederick W. Colburn, Professor Emeritus in the School of Medicine, April 9, 1944; Norton A. Kent, Professor Emeritus of Physics in the College of Liberal Arts, June 5, 1944; Sue C. Hamilton, Instructor in the College of Practical Arts and Letters, December 5, 1943; Lester D. Watson, Instructor in the School of Medicine, June 14, 1944, and Stephen J. Boylan, part-time Instructor in the College of Business Administration, June 8, 1944. And since the close of the year on June 30, death has claimed an Honorary Trustee, who, for a period of one year between the ending of President Murlin's administration and the beginning of the present administration, served as Acting President of this University, namely: Bishop William F. Anderson. Annually we add to the length of the list of distinguished University folk who are being gathered to the other shore.

It is appropriate that I should here mention also that up to the date of writing this Report, 97 alumni and students of Boston University have paid the last full measure of devotion to their country's cause in the present terrible war. We grieve with the families of all these, and assure them of our sincerest sympathy. May I not quote here a little poem I wrote not long ago, in order that I may share a personal experience with those who have been bereaved:

I used to be afraid of death,
A dread and awful thing,
Of which I spoke with bated breath,
Of which I could not sing—
A lonesome trail, declivity steep,
Full-fearsome with its shadows deep.

But now I view it otherwise,
A way to Love's abode;
I clearly see, with tear-washed eyes,
Death is a friendly road
Of luring curves and luminous shade
Down which I'll go all unafraid.

For down that road, around the bend,
Beyond where I can see,
I'll wave a hail to many a friend
And clasp Loved Ones to me.
With them and Christ, what joy 'twill be
To fare forth through Eternity!

One of the retirements not mentioned in any Dean's report is that of the organizer and developer of the University's Bureau of Information, namely, Mrs. Demetria S. George. Mrs. George is the widow of Harry A. George, who, prior to his death some years ago, was the University engineer. Mrs. George has given seventeen years of faithful and conscientious service in establishing and making indispensable our Bureau of Information. She has earned the retirement which we trust will be restful and pleasant to her.

Dean Bennett F. Avery was asked by the United States Government and the Government of Iran to become the Director-General of Public Health for Iran. He accepted the invitation, and since February, he has been rendering much-needed service in that far-off and strategic center of war activity. In his stead, we have appointed Dr. Charles F. Branch as Dean of the School of Medicine. Dr. Branch, who has for eighteen years been a member of the Faculty, brings to his new and responsible position unquestioned devotion and loyalty as well as trained powers and national recognition.

Among the outstanding convocation events of the year, I should mention the following graduation exercises, to-wit: On August 14, 1943, we had the Summer Session exercises, awarding degrees to 195 students; on December 23, we graduated 45 students of the School of Medicine; on January 22, 1944, we graduated 107 students, representing eight Departments of the University, and on May 22, we had our regular Commencement, in which 541 students were graduated. The total number of graduates, exclusive of honorary degree recipients, for this year was 888. In addition to the foregoing, we graduated with appropriate ceremonial recognition the soldiers in the Army Specialized Training Program and in the Civil Affairs Training School.

The Boston University Women's Council, adhering to what appears to have become an established tradition, held its annual Bazaar in November. Let me commend this annual Bazaar as worthy of praise and support. It fulfills a fine social function for the University constituency; it serves as a rallying point for the women of the Council, and it adds appreciably...
to the fund for the proposed Woman's Building on our new campus. In your behalf, I thank the women for all the splendid service they are rendering, and wish them increasing success in their worthy endeavors.

In May, we celebrated the twenty-fifth anniversary of the establishing of our College of Practical Arts and Letters. More than six hundred alumnae returned for the commemorative banquet on the evening of May 20. An especially spectacular Class Day at our Larz Anderson Centre was one of the most colorful features of the celebration. Dean T. Lawrence Davis, who has been the guiding spirit of this College from its inception, and Mrs. Charles Tierney, Chairman of the Alumnae Committee on Arrangements, have our thanks and congratulations for the splendid work they did in making the twenty-fifth anniversary memorable. The biennial demonstration put on by our Sargent College of Physical Education for Women always fills the Boston Arena; but this year's Demonstration on April 1 was pronounced the best one yet. It attracted visitors from all New England as well as from New York, Pennsylvania and points beyond.

No event in the University year is anticipated with more eagerness or attended with more enjoyment than our Christmas Convocation. Every year, shortly before the Christmas vacation begins, Trinity Church is crowded to its utmost capacity, including standing room, for the Christmas Convocation, where the University Chorus, directed by Professor James R. Houghton, leads the vast audience in the singing of Christmas carols. The whole service is energizing and inspiring.

The BIG CONVOCATIONAL event of the year was the three-day Institute on Post-War Problems, held in connection with our observance of Founders' Day on March 11, 12, and 13, 1944. The annual observance of Boston University's Founders' Day has become an event of such significance that it attracts the attention of every part of our country and even of lands beyond our boundaries. Europe, Asia, South America and Mexico have all been vitally and intelligently related to our Founders' Day programs during the past several years. As we have customarily tied the program to some one Department of the University, so also this year we paid tribute to our Graduate School, which had been established just seventy years before. The purpose of the three-day Institute was to plan for the post-war world, expressed in a quatrains I wrote for the front cover of the program, as follows:

Help us, O God, to plan the future,
As men the harvest plan;
To sow and cultivate and nurture
For benefit of man.

The nature of the planning was determined by the consideration, first, that we are an educational institution in general, and second, that we were celebrating the seventieth anniversary of the founding of our Graduate School in particular. Therefore in addition to the traditional Founders' Day Convocation in Trinity Church, we had group meetings that dealt in a scholarly way with Teachers in the Post-War World, with Education in Democracy, with the Role of Physics and Chemistry, with the relationship of the Social Sciences to the Biological Sciences, with the Contribution of Religion to the Post-War World, with America's Post-War International Policies, with Planning the American City, and with the Place of Labor and Management in Meeting American Human Needs. The theme of my Founders' Day address was "Science for the Benefit of Man." Most of the learned discussions, so far as they could be reduced to type, appear in the April issue of Bostonia, — a publication that has value far beyond that of the average alumni magazine.

There were many discussions and addresses of such significance that they attracted world-wide attention. For instance, the address delivered by Eric Johnston on "Labor and Management" at the concluding banquet has been so widely quoted and commented upon by editors, columnists, commentators and others that one is justified in believing that it is bound to be given a permanent place with great American speeches. Another feature of the program has such continuing interest for Bostonians in particular and urbanists everywhere in general that I must mention it here. It is what we have called "The Boston Contest." It rated a prominent place in our program, being given exclusive attention on Monday afternoon. The speakers included America's foremost authorities on various phases of city planning and government. The idea was conceived by the Boston Society of Architects, and at the request of its informing genius, Mr. William Roger Greeley, Boston University conducted the Contest as a part of its educational program. The purpose of the Contest was "to develop citizen interest and citizen participation in a forward-looking and practical master program designed to promote the sound growth and prosperity of the Metropolitan Area." Awards of five thousand and two thousand dollars were made available for first and second prize winners respectively, and ten additional awards for specific meritorious suggestions. The response of the community has been most gratifying. By June 19 (the closing date for entries) ninety plans had been submitted from individuals, groups, and teams of organizations. The high quality of most of the manuscripts was encouraging.

This contest was jointly sponsored by Governor Leverett Saltonstall, Mayor Maurice J. Tobin, Boston Society of Architects, Boston Chamber of Commerce, Harvard University, and Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The Director of the Contest was Professor Donald B. Leiffer, head of the department of Government at Boston University. The judges are Honorable Charles Francis Adams, our own Trustee, and undoubtedly America's number one private citizen; Harold S. Buttenheim, Editor of "The American City"; William Roger Greeley, architect; Joseph Hudnut, Dean of Harvard University School of Architecture; Lewis Mumford, author of "The Culture of Cities"; Henry J. Nichols, President of Boston Chamber of Commerce, and the writer of this report, President of Boston University.

ONE OF THE THINGS that has made this year good is in spite of the forebodings with which we entered it is the Treasurer's financial report. After ample and what we believe to be adequate reserves as against unforeseen contingencies in the ensuing year's operations, we have a surplus of $6,744.25. Small as the surplus is, it is a welcome addition to our general capital account.

I stand in the pleasant position of being privileged to speak both for the Trustees and the Faculty. Therefore let me say to the Trustees that we members of the Faculty sincerely thank them for the constructive service they render to and through the University without any thought of compensation except the compensation that comes from the knowledge that they have done an exceedingly important work very well. On behalf of the Trustees, let me also say to the Faculty that we Trustees are deeply appreciative of the high morale which obtains, the readiness to do hard word, and the ungrudging devotion and loyalty given by the faculty members of this
For both Trustees and Faculty, and particularly for myself, I wish to express profound gratitude to my associates in the administrative offices and to all the personnel in these offices for their faithfulness, their kindly spirit of cooperation, and their constant vigilance to keep the good ship of the University progressing on an even keel.

Not much is to be said about athletics in a university when the nation is at war. Nevertheless, we have made one distinct advance which is worthy of being recorded, namely: We have during the year entered into an arrangement with the University Club by which we have the use of the superb athletic and recreational plant and equipment of that Club for our students, including a regulation size swimming pool; eleven squash and handball courts; a gymnasium floor space 130 feet by 70 feet, allowing for basketball, badminton, volleyball, etc.; dressing room facilities, and equipment rooms and office space. These fine resources are available for both men and women students.

The health of the students has never been better cared for than in these war years when the Director of Student Health, Dr. Kenneth Christophe, has been studying and planning and working out a reorganization of the whole Health Service program.

BOSTON UNIVERSITY HAS DONE ITS UTMOST to win the war. I refer you to my Annual Reports of the last two years for an outline of our war service. The making of physicians for the Army and the Navy still goes on in our School of Medicine. In the other Departments of the University, we have completed the work the Government assigned to us in training for Basic Engineering, Foreign Area and Language, Civil Affairs Training School, etc. We have received from high army and governmental authorities words of unstinted praise for the character of service rendered by Boston University.

Because of our lack of extensive dormitory accommodations, Boston University has not been called upon to furnish housing for as many army and navy activities as have many other universities. We wish we had more and better dormitories, but one compensation for not having them during the war period is the fact that our service to the Government has been exclusively an educational service. From first to last, Boston University is an educational institution, and the record of our war service is a record of education and not merely a record of furnishing barracks for soldiers or housing for various kinds of military and naval programs that carry on their own "show" independent of university personnel and control.

Boston University folk have rendered a service far beyond that of the classroom. They have bought bonds; donated blood; participated in waste paper, scrap iron and tin salvage; some have given themselves, and others have given their own sons and daughters. Up to the date of writing this report, we had authentic word of the entry into the service of their country of 6,129 students and alumni of Boston University.

As Boston University has done its utmost to win the war, so also it must do its utmost to win and preserve the peace.

YOU WILL REMEMBER that two years ago, I reported to you that I had appointed a committee for the purpose of studying conditions and recommending changes in our program in order that we might be prepared to render our optimum service to the post-war world. That committee has consisted of one agile-minded representative from each of the eleven Faculties of the University, with Professor Edgar S. Brightman of the Graduate School as Chairman, and Professor John S. Perkins, Assistant to the President of the University, as Secretary. The other members of the Committee are Professors Chester M. Alter, Ralph G. Wells, Jose D. Onate, Kenneth G. Kelley, Dorothy E. Koch, Charles M. McConnell, P. Dennison Smith, J. Wendell Yeo, J. LeRoy Conel, Ina L. Morgan, and Judson R. Butler. Professor Charles F. Branch and Professor Leah Feder were originally members of the Committee, but were succeeded, because of change in status, by Professor Conel and Professor Morgan, respectively. Recently, Professor Donald B. Leiffer of the department of Government was added to the Committee for special service.

That Committee has now presented to me a comprehensive report which I deem of such importance that I am going to conclude this Report by sharing it with you, giving at some points the studies and recommendations as made, at others the essence of them, and at still other points the salient features, for I esteem this Committee's work as worthy of the kudos of this serious consideration, as follows:

From a practical standpoint, the establishment of programs for returning veterans is the first requirement of postwar preparation at Boston University.

A comprehensive program for returning veterans must include at least six points, viz:

1. A balanced view of the returning veteran's problem: We need to make adjustments in curriculum and to set up new kinds of programs; but we cannot let the veterans take over the entire educational facilities of the University or change the outlook of the University to any great extent. The veterans will be with us during a relatively short space of time.
2. Administrative machinery for reception of veterans: This is well organized and is working smoothly, with Dean Chester M. Alter as Director of the Veterans Reception Center.

3. Liaison: Between the University and the Veterans Administration and between the veteran and the Veterans Administration. This function is now well in hand.

4. Administrative machinery for admission procedures: Passing on degree candidacies, transfer of credits, etc. We are well organized here. The University has adopted a uniform set of principles for both undergraduate and graduate schools.

5. Programs of study: What should be included; what special programs will be required; to what extent should they be intensive; how far should we go in making opening dates more flexible? These and many similar problems are now being treated by a special University Senate committee. It is planned to suggest programs of study on five different levels:
   (1) Professional and graduate degree programs
   (2) Pre-professional degree programs
   (3) Undergraduate degree programs
   (4) Vocational non-degree programs
   (5) Refresher non-degree programs

6. Machinery for announcing veterans' programs: Bringing them to the attention of veterans and others. This involves the preparation of one or more booklets. This is under way.

A careful study of present faculty resources in relation to potential needs has resulted in the preparation of the following Faculty Replacement Schedule, based on the foregoing table, which can serve as a starting point for the adjustments required. Of course, the schedule is intended as a suggestion only. Final determination of faculty additions must be based on actual facts and needs.

It is the purpose of this schedule to suggest where it is feasible to direct immediate attention to the faculty replacement problem. If appointments in these fields could be made on an "if and when" basis, we would be protecting ourselves against the coming manpower shortage in college instructors.

**Suggested Faculty Replacement Schedule**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Most Urgent for First Recovery Stage</th>
<th>Proposed Faculty Appointments for Final Recovery Stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CLA</td>
<td>At least 3 appointments required in fields such as Physics, Psychology, Government</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBA</td>
<td>Approximately 15 additional appointments desirable in fields such as Economics, Foreign Area and Language, Classics, Fine Arts, Geography, Sociology, Chemistry, Biology, Religion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAL</td>
<td>It is estimated that enrollment in this Department will not materially increase in the first stage of recovery; so no new appointments are recommended here to meet the immediate needs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUSIC</td>
<td>One additional full-time appointment in music will probably be necessary in this first stage.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SARGENT</td>
<td>Sargent College of Physical Education enrollments are now at a peak, being fifty per cent higher than they have ever been under Boston University auspices. Facilities and physical resources are strained to the utmost to provide for the load. While every effort must be made to maintain this peak after the war, the chances are that we will suffer slightly reduced enrollments here which will be in line with facilities and space now available.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THEOLOGY</td>
<td>There is likely to be an unusually large demand for ministerial training for several years after the war. At least 5 new appointments will probably be required.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**REBUILDING DEPLETED FACULTIES**

Immediate attention must be given to the problem of restaffing our depleted faculties.

1. An Overall Estimate of Postwar Faculty Needs

The accompanying table, based on probable enrollment trends shows the approximate distribution of future faculty needs, additional to our present staff.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Additional Instructors Needed for First Recovery Stage</th>
<th>Additional Instructors Needed for Final Recovery Stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CLA</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBA</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAL</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHS.ED.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Special factors involved.

2. A Faculty Replacement Schedule

In some departments, faculties have been depleted almost beyond recognition, due to war conditions. In others, the change has not been so severe.
The Law School faculty must be almost completely rebuilt. 3 appointments will be needed at once when students start returning and enrollment reaches about 150. Eventually, the School of Law will probably stabilize at about 450 full-time students. Based on present facilities, 6 new full-time faculty appointments will then be required.

The Deans and faculties in the individual Departments must be zealous in consideration of new opportunities. It is up to them to think through the needs in personnel and facilities of new programs and supply the necessary initiative and pressure to translate their ideas into realities. No one Department, no one committee, no one individual can speak for the University in this regard.

Among the many opportunities available, the following are mentioned here for special consideration. They all fit into the University picture, although some do not come within the scope of a single Department. Deans and Departments should be equally interested in each one of these proposed developments. Most of the proposals have been carefully thought out in the meetings of the University Postwar Committee.

All of the following, of course, are to be considered along with existing fields which must be strengthened as suggested in the foregoing Faculty Replacement Schedule.

### Social Work

The full-time staff of this School is probably adequate to take care of the first stage of recovery, but one or two additional appointments will be needed when full-time enrollment approaches the 100 mark.

### Graduate School

In all probability the policy should be retained of having Graduate School faculty consist of regular appointees from other Departments.

### Physical Education

As soon as the first stage of recovery sets in, it will be necessary to build up the coaching staffs and physical education instructors. This development must continue as needs increase.

### Expansion into New Fields

An institution of Boston University's character must always be attuned to the educational needs of the area it serves. It must anticipate demands in order to keep abreast of these needs.

The war period has given us an opportunity to stop and survey educational needs in relation to our programs as now established. There are many fields which Boston University might properly enter. These are itemized in some detail in this section.

In many cases, the proposals are extensions of programs where a nucleus already exists in Boston University. These extensions, however, are so far-reaching that they are considered here to be new fields.

In none of the recommendations are there major prerequisites for facilities or for long periods of preparation. Boston University cannot afford long periods of research and investigation, with "pilot" schools, etc., which often precede introduction of new Departments in some Universities. We must be more pragmatic, more resourceful, more expedient.

### Foreign Area and Language Curriculum

A four-fold curriculum in Foreign Area and Language has been recommended by the Committee on the University in the Postwar World. The Committee's carefully thought-out report envisaged a coordinated program consisting of the following aspects:

a. A new foreign area and language field of concentration in several areas and languages.

b. Related cultural minors in languages and areas in which the objective is practical (involving oral mastery and area understanding) rather than formal.

c. A new kind of foreign trade curriculum, heavily based on a study of area characteristics and an oral mastery of the language. This is very important due to the probable major increase in foreign trade training.

d. A revolutionary secondary school language teacher training program in which the objective is oral mastery. This training will be used as a means by which teachers will better be able to impart to secondary school students the literature and the grammar of the language.

We feel that Boston University will let a golden opportunity go by unless it goes through with such a program as outlined above. We have the personnel, the faculties, the reputation, and the "know-how." We have a chance to become a real center of instruction in this field.

### Labor Education

In another of its formal reports to the President, the Committee on the University in the Postwar World recommended the revolutionary addition of a college program in labor leadership.

Labor unions are here to stay. They will serve better with a high type of leadership. The main difficulty is the lack of education of the leaders.

There is proposed, therefore, a new kind of program designed to give potential leaders in the labor movement the same kind of general and technical education that is now given potential leaders in management.

It is felt that labor and management training (not labor management per se) side by side in the College of Business Administration is entirely compatible with reality, for this is the way labor and management must work in actual practice.

### Public Administration

There already exists a Public Administration and Government department at Boston University.

This is a recommendation to expand this work several-fold to meet the potential increased demand for trained personnel in this field after the war.

We have an opportunity here, not only in undergraduate and graduate programs, but in the field service as well.
One- and Two-Year COLLEGE PROGRAMS

All signs on the educational horizon point to the influx of an entirely new clientele for institutions of higher education after the war — the high school graduate not seeking the standard four-year program but wishing to pursue a one- or two-year program. It is certain that for at least three to five years after the close of the war there will be a demand for this kind of program for veterans.

Thus it seems essential that we make up our minds soon as to how far we should go in this direction. It should be determined whether we should set up one- or two-year programs of study within Departmental organizations, or whether we should organize these programs to cut across Departmental lines (similar to the organization of the Summer Session) so that the 4-year Departmental programs will not appear to be diluted in the public’s eye.

A second and related development which has been much discussed (often in confusion with the above proposition) but on which no action has been taken, is a proposal for an all-University General College which all freshmen would be required to attend.

It is recommended that this proposal receive continuing study. It should be realized that it is a much more drastic and far-reaching proposal than that submitted above, since it affects all existing organizational relationships. The first proposal recommended above does not change any existing organizational arrangement of the 4-year degree programs. Instead, it is a proposal for Boston University to take on a new educational service.

**ADULT and EXTENSION DIVISIONS**

It is recommended that immediate consideration be given to a major increase of the University’s adult and extension programs. This should be effected either by a committee composed of energetic and far-sighted faculty members or by an entirely new adult and evening extension administration. The following phases should be considered in a comprehensive view of this problem:

a. Increase in the purely "adult" type of study. We have neglected this field in favor of exclusive degree and credit courses. We should enrich our offerings to attract the adult clientele interested in the knowledge to be gained, not the degree credit possible. This means courses of different teaching approaches, of varying lengths, and of wider appeals.

b. We should increase our extension offerings ten-fold, (i.e., courses outside of Boston). At present, our extension offerings are limited to a few courses given here and there for teachers. The very success of these courses should indicate to us the tremendous possibilities of a wide New England extension service of Boston University whereby, for example, courses in business administration are given in Portland or in Pittsfield, courses in social work in Hartford, courses in music in Providence, etc.

c. There is also a larger demand than we realize for in-service extension courses of various sorts — putting on special training programs in plants and in governmental organizations, organizing courses for groups of workers or members of unions. We already have two or three such contracts which could easily be expanded into a dozen or twenty.

d. While it is true that correspondence courses have never gained a foothold in New England, we should be alive to such possibilities after the war, due to the success of the Army Institute program and the growing popularity of correspondence courses in general. We feel that Boston University could well develop "home study" courses based more on the guided reading concept which would be a real educational service and widen the sphere of Boston University’s influence throughout the entire New England area.

**FIELD SERVICE**

By this is meant the means whereby outside interests can come to Boston University and get expert advice and counsel in a wide variety of problems.

Such services could be largely on a self-supporting basis. They would afford an opportunity for the University to render a distinct service to the community. They would have a material effect on the improvement of the University’s public relations. They would be of inestimable value in attracting the attention of the community to the institution. They would greatly increase teaching effectiveness by giving students and faculty members direct opportunities to participate in practical programs.

What is fundamentally needed to initiate such programs is an awareness on the part of faculty members and department heads of the high value of such services. A policy committee should be created to make sure that such programs are inaugurated and constantly developed.

The areas where this field service could be developed as extensions or sidelines of the University’s regular fields are:

- **Liberal Arts:**
  - Chemistry
  - Physics
  - Municipal Adm.

- **Business Administration:**
  - Mkt. Research
  - Time & Motion Study
  - Taxation
  - Management Statistics
  - Industrial Tests
  - Letter Writing
  - Office Practice
  - Trade Associations
  - Industrial Relations

**Industrial Arts**

Among the many opportunities available to the School of Education in teacher training fields is that of Industrial Arts teacher training. The Committee on the University in the Postwar World has made a formal recommendation for an extension of the School’s service in this field.

**Teacher Training in Inter-Racial Understanding**

One of the big postwar problems is going to be the smoothing down of inter-racial conflicts in America — the Jew versus the Gentile, the white versus the negro, the serviceman versus the civilian, the catholic versus the protestant, the employee versus the employer.

The public schools will have a large responsibility for the development of proper understanding and cooperation. Here an entire new field is opened.

The Boston University School of Education is peculiarly qualified to develop leadership in teacher training in this field. It has the academic resources and personnel to cover all the fields involved. A highly worthwhile program can be developed along these lines similar to that already conducted so successfully in the 1944 Summer Session.

It is recommended that such a program be developed as an integral part of the University’s offerings.
DIVISION OF STATISTICS

The field of statistics is bound to be greatly expanded after the war. In education, in business, in biology, and in social work, statistics is becoming an increasingly important tool.

At present, Boston University's statistical programs are so decentralized that in no one Department is a statistics laboratory warranted. Yet, when the total University is taken into consideration, a laboratory becomes a very important requisite.

It is recommended, therefore, that, due to the specialized nature of the service, a division of statistics be formed to embrace all the Departments wherein this subject is taught so as to provide the impetus for the establishment of an all-University statistical laboratory and an enrichment of the University's offerings in this field.

Boston University should be filling a much larger role in the field of radio than it now is.

It now goes without saying that radio is going to play a much greater role in education than it has in the past; therefore it is imperative that we, as an educational institution, keep abreast of the developments in this field.

It is recommended that Boston University strengthen and coordinate its effort through the creation of a Division of Radio and the appointment of a full-time radio director or consultant to develop the following areas in this field:

a. A well-rounded curriculum, cutting through Departmental lines, of courses and programs designed to train students for radio careers—whether in the production or the business end.

b. The development of in-service training programs whereby people engaged in radio activities throughout New England will be attracted for special programs of study.

c. The development and production of high type radio programs as a public service, and the promotion of these programs as sustaining features or as regular programs among all New England stations.

HEALTH EDUCATION

Out of the war will come a greater emphasis on physical fitness and health standards. One of the greatly expanded fields will be that of public health education — the job of the public health officer and staff — the job of the high school teacher in teaching health principles, etc.

Boston University is admirably situated to offer such a program because it can combine the facilities of its School of Education, School of Social Work, and School of Medicine.

It is recommended, therefore, that such a program be instituted in the School of Education in order to widen the University's sphere of influence and to contribute to a real national need.

Physical Education and Training Program for Men

Boston University is in an ideal position to become the leader in New England in offering an academic program of physical education for men. It will complement the strong leadership already ours in women's physical education.

It will require strong leadership and support as an integral department of the School of Education or as a separately organized division under the general supervision of the School of Education faculty.

Plans should be formulated at once looking toward (1) curriculum, (2) location and scheduling of classes, (3) faculty, (4) promotion and publicity.

Without doubt, air transportation will rank among the ten leading industries after the war. The rapid development of air transportation during the war and the nation's postwar plans for leadership in an air-age bear out this conclusion.

We have an opportunity to develop within the College of Business Administration a "core major" in air transportation administration and management which should be explored at once. Courses in air transportation economics, accounting, statistical control, traffic management, etc., can be developed to provide a very worthwhile major in this field.

Boston University is deficient in its offerings in the field of Bible Literature or Appreciation. This is surprising in view of the eminence of our graduate School of Theology.

The Committee on the University in the Postwar World has recommended in a formal report that several courses be added to the curriculum of the College of Liberal Arts to make up this deficiency.

In this section there are brought together a dozen proposals designed to increase the stature of the Boston University faculty in the afterwar period and to enhance the scholarly and academic standards of the University.

A UNIVERSITY DEAN

There are two chief administrative functions in a University; one, fiscal; the other, academic. The President, at the apex, coordinates these functions.

At Boston University we have, under the President and by means
of the Treasurer, provision for an all-University administration of the fiscal function. The Treasurer confers almost daily with the President on fiscal aspects involving the entire University. It is now evident that there exists a need for a similar all-University administration of the academic function, always, to be sure, under the President.

To this end, it is recommended that the position of University Dean be created at Boston University. Such a position would in no way interfere with the line of contact now existing between the Deans and the President. This present contact would still be the "channel" on all matters affecting Departmental interests. It is expected that the University Dean would exercise a coordinating influence in all-University academic spheres.

Organization of All-University Academic Departments

Within the University's academic organization there are many academic interests of mutual concern to all who teach in the same subject fields, regardless of Departmental separations.

Among these mutual interests are advising on and knowing about new appointments, opportunities for placement of students, Summer Session offerings, Evening and Extension offerings, research and professional activities, teaching materials and methods, and a host of others.

For the purpose of creating closer working relationships among these related groups, we recommend the organization of all-University academic departments in those fields composed of faculty members from more than one School or College. The function of these departments would be entirely academic and not administrative, in line with the suggestions in the preceding paragraph.

The chairmen of these departments might either be appointed by the President in consultation with the University Dean and the Departmental Deans concerned, or be elected by the faculty members, for a period of not more than two or three years.

All-University Basis for Faculty Appointments

Before we start rebuilding our faculties, it is essential that we have a "faculty design" planned in advance. We must have a place for each man before we seek him. If we allow ourselves to develop a faculty merely as prospects happen to appear on the scene, we shall wind up with a lopsided personnel that will not do justice to the University needs.

We recommend the adoption of the principle that no faculty be allowed to develop on an exclusively Departmental basis, and that each faculty appointment be made with one eye on Departmental needs and one eye on University needs. To meet this objective we recommend that prior to final approval by the President of any faculty appointment, the proposed appointment be submitted to an advisory group consisting of:

a. the Dean of the Department concerned
b. the University Dean
c. the chairman of the all-University academic department in the field
d. the Dean of the Graduate School, if the field is a Graduate School subject.

If the above proposal proves to be impractical, an alternate recommendation is offered, as follows:

That prior to final approval by the President of any faculty appointment, the proposed appointment be submitted to an advisory group consisting of:

a. the Dean of the Department concerned
b. the Chairman of the department in the College concerned
c. the Deans and chairmen of other departments offering courses in the same fields
d. the Dean and chairman of the department of the Graduate School, if the field is a Graduate School subject.

Such a flexible advisory group, meeting when the occasion demands, would be of great value in assuring that all appointments are made from the University point of view as well as the Departmental point of view. It would give all concerned firsthand information about appointments in fields common to the total University program. Any appointment will finally be made, of course, in the manner specified by the By-Laws of the University.

Junior Faculty Appointments

Boston University probably has one of the highest ratios of professors to instructors of any institution of higher education in the country.

It is recommended that in the postwar period more emphasis be placed on the appointment of "junior" faculty members with the definite objective of retaining after a year or two only those who fully merit a more permanent connection with the University. While this would increase the faculty turnover, it would, in the long run, make for a more select faculty.

PROMOTION POLICIES

In the past, wide variations have existed among the Departments in respect to promotion policies, especially concerning professorial ranks. Some departments have freely assigned professorial ranks to faculty members, while others have restricted such promotions to a marked degree.

There is now a definite need for standardizing a promotion policy to fit all Departments. Such a policy, however, must be flexible enough to meet individual differences. Moreover, standardization becomes essential if rank is to be a determining factor in salary scales, loads, and tenure.

TEACHING METHODS

The Committee on the University in the Postwar World has submitted a carefully worked-out report which, it is believed, will focus attention on the improvement of teaching methods without exercising undue influence over what individual faculty members will consider their own business. In brief, this report calls for the following:

a. Departmental meetings (e.g., all mathematics faculties) at least twice a semester at which time reports of new developments are presented and discussed. In this connection, the previously recommended organization of all-University academic departments will play a significant role.

b. Exhibitions and demonstrations by University experts of developments in specialized fields such as visual aids, objective testing, etc.

It is believed that teaching methods will be definitely improved through utilization of these two devices. It is recommended, therefore, that these suggestions be put into the hands of the faculties for execution and that the meetings be inaugurated in the fall of 1944.
Of major importance to Boston University's postwar development is its official and unofficial attitude toward research. Of the two, the unofficial attitude is the more important, i.e., the attitude of the individual faculty member. If a faculty member really wants to carry on research and write, he will somehow find the time and a way to do it. However, it is here that the official attitude comes into play: the University must provide conditions which will encourage faculty members to perform research.

Though Boston University is primarily a teaching institution, it should strive to have at least a part of faculty time devoted to organized research. A portion of this would be through the individual efforts of faculty members, and a portion would be through formal projects to which faculty members are assigned. To meet this objective, the following specific proposals are recommended:

a. That industrial grants of the type being received by the Department of Chemistry also be sought in other fields.

b. That a University Research Council be formed consisting of heads of interested departments (i.e., Chemistry, Physics, Statistics, Bureau of Business Research, Educational Clinic, Medical) for the purpose of advising on policies, keeping in touch with research opportunities, foundations, etc.

c. That the University announce a plan of releasing faculty members from teaching duties in order that they may carry out research projects if independently financed.

It has long been a complaint of Boston University faculty members that they have no time to write. On the other hand, those with a strong urge to write have always found the necessary time, — and they are generally among the hardest working professors!

Boston University should avoid the practice of bringing excessive pressure on faculty members for production; on the other hand, our University should not ignore the place of writing and production as an indication of the standing of a college instructor.

It is recommended that increased importance be placed on faculty production in the following manner:

a. that it become a definite factor (though by no means the exclusive one) in promotions, especially in appointments to assistant and full professorships;

b. that a University bibliography be published annually and that it be given wide notice and circulation as an indication of the University's official interest in the productions of a faculty member. This means an expansion of the present bibliography which now appears in the President's Annual Report.

Conventions and Professional Meetings

Educational and professional conventions and meetings are of definite value in stimulating the professional interests of a college instructor. No teacher can long refrain from attending such meetings without losing contact with leaders and developments in his field.

It seems desirable, therefore, that the University take more definite steps in encouraging such affiliations than it has in the past. To this end, the following recommendations are offered:

a. that information be sought each year regarding the status of faculty members in professional organizations with the indirect implication that the University feels they should belong;

b. that the University subsidize convention travel to the extent of offering to pay one-half the travel cost of attendance at any annual meeting of any faculty member holding professorial rank. The present policy of paying all expenses of a faculty member who is to appear on the program should be continued.

It seems worth while to make sure that the present reorganization of the University Senate is maintained and that this body is given the prestige, standing and functions envisaged for it in the University By-Laws. The recent meetings of the Senate proved to be such a boon to faculty morale that it is recommended that no less than two such Senate meetings be held each academic year.

These two devices are very effective in keeping faculty morale and production at a high level. The practice of sabbatical leave for travel, for research, and for writing is an essential factor in academic administration. The practice of exchange professorships likewise has a considerable advantage in broadening the outlook of both the institution and the individual faculty member.

It is recommended that in the postwar period sympathetic encouragement be given to broadening the opportunities for sabbatical leaves and for exchange professorships.
**An All-University Faculty Club**

The personal contacts of a social nature among faculty members are important in contributing to the over-all morale of an educational institution. Due to its scattered physical plant, Boston University faculty members have never enjoyed the social contacts among themselves to which they are entitled.

It is recommended that consideration be given to the possibility of securing quarters which would serve as a faculty club. The advantages of such an arrangement are self-evident.

---

**Central Admissions Office**

There is probably no institution of higher education in the country that has decentralized admissions to the extent that Boston University has. In effect, we have six separate undergraduate colleges each with full authority to reject any or all candidates. Standards of admission vary widely. Likewise, the methods of administering admissions vary widely.

In addition, we have a superimposed all-University department of School and College Relations whose function is to cultivate prospective students for all Departments. The lack of a definite criterion hampers this office in the performance of its function.

The advantages of decentralized admissions are numerous, but they have basic faults in that they are incompatible with the development of the all-University idea. By its very nature, a decentralized admissions policy will always tend to emphasize and widen cleavages among the colleges, to encourage varying academic standards, and to nullify the all-University idea.

There is no question but that we will eventually have a centralized admissions department; the only question is when, in what form, and how should it be organized?

The function of a centralized admissions office would be the same as that now existing for the separate offices, namely, to deliver to each faculty a suitable number of students who meet the admissions standards set by that faculty. There is no significant reason why an individual Department should maintain control over this function to the extent of insisting that admissions be arranged in its own office, on its own forms, in its own time, or by its own clerks.

There is no reason to believe that students selected by a central admissions office in accordance with standards determined by the faculties would be inferior in any respect to students now selected by Departmental admissions officers.

We therefore recommend that serious consideration be given to the establishment of a central admissions office for undergraduate departments, and that concrete proposals be worked out and tested.

In our opinion, the present physical separation of the Departments does not constitute a serious barrier to the organization of a central admissions office.

---

**In addition to the rebuilding of faculties and the development of new opportunities for service, there exist many other areas of a general academic nature that must be considered in Boston University's postwar picture. These are discussed in some detail in the following paragraphs.**

---

**Increased reliance must be placed on testing procedures in the selection of students. Previous formal education will become less and less a factor. Since our admission and guidance officers will be faced with increasingly serious problems in the postwar period, they must continue to become increasingly skillful and sympathetic in their functions.**

---

**Boston University's intercollegiate athletic policy must be clearly defined. It should be the University's policy to encourage any sport, other than football, in which a sufficient number of qualified students are interested.**

In respect to football, we have three choices:

a. "Big-time"

b. "Small-time"

c. Abolish as intercollegiate sport

It is our recommendation that Boston University adopt a policy of "small-time" intercollegiate football, i.e., informal football.

We recognize that much will depend on what neighboring institutions do. In any event, we should avoid our immediate pre-war policy of being neither "big-time" nor "small-time" — of gaining none of the advantages of either policy, and reaping all of the disadvantages of both policies.

It is further recommended that Boston University adopt and announce at once a regulation that physical education activities be required of all undergraduate students throughout their entire college career — not just two years. Such activities would, of course, vary according to individual needs as determined by proper medical and physical education authorities.
Intramural athletics should receive more vigorous support after the war. Facilities and programs must be increased, and more skillful administration must be provided in order to insure student interest and participation.

Student Health Service

We shall be faced with a responsibility of supplying increased health service after the war. At the present time, we limit such service to clinical examination at certain hours, taking no responsibility for infirmary or hospital care, or for medical needs after clinic hours.

With an increased dormitory clientele, the University must adopt a more comprehensive medical coverage for students living in our dormitories. This responsibility can no longer be overlooked. The following recommendations are therefore submitted:

a. The establishment of an infirmary of at least 15 beds for the exclusive use of dormitory students. (The A.S.T.P. here gives us good experience in operating an infirmary);

b. Full hospitalization service for dormitory students. This should be arranged either through an insured plan or on a direct cost basis.

c. An additional charge of $10.00 per semester on dormitory bills, in order to finance the above recommendations.

The following additional optional services should be made available to all commuting students:

a. Provision for a hospitalization plan through the Blue Cross or some similar organization, financed by the student but administered by the University.

b. Provision of a "White Cross" doctor's plan, financed by the student but administered by the University.

To date, our counseling service has been too much limited to the beginning and end of the student's college career. It is obvious now that we must develop a regular educational counseling system throughout the University whereby student counseling service will be available to each student throughout his entire collegiate career.

Organization of Courses

There are two types of course organization that have been evident in recent years: the over-generalized survey or orientation course, and the highly specialized subject course. We must avoid both of these extremes in the postwar period; we must set up standards and criteria for courses which avoid over-generalization on the one hand and over-specialization on the other.

We recommend that programs throughout the University be based on fewer courses per semester to be taken by the students. By this we mean a substantial reduction in the number of two-hour courses and an increase in the number of four and five-hour courses. In general, no student should be permitted to take more than five separate courses in any one semester.

The basic problems of required courses versus elective courses, of requirements beyond the course work, and similar academic matters, must always receive continuing attention. We should endeavor to make curriculum requirements more flexible so that the educational needs and interests of individual students can become a more important factor in the determination of their courses. In such a program, faculty guidance will play an increasingly important part.

In respect to advance degree requirements, we should strengthen rather than minimize the written thesis or dissertation requirements, emphasizing research aspects rather than composition aspects.

The problem of language requirements for advanced degrees should receive continuing study. We question whether it is more important to establish a universal requirement in a foreign language than in mathematics, or statistics, or in the field of any other research tool. Only if foreign language is important in a man's particular field, should he be required to be proficient in it.

GRADING

It is recommended that grading systems throughout the undergraduate departments be made uniform.
Extra-Curricular Activities

We need an active all-University committee to guide student extra-curricular activities, whether departmental or all-University, and to further continually the development of a well-balanced student activities program.

One objective should be the establishment of more effective faculty supervision over student publications, principally the News and the Hub.

Another pressing postwar need is the establishment of readily accessible all-University student recreation rooms.

We should retain the optional acceleration features of our calendar at least for the period needed for the retraining of veterans. After that, acceleration — even as an optional policy — should be dropped. The twelve-week Summer Term, however, should be retained.

We are not ready — psychologically or administratively — for the quarter system. Our basic calendar should remain on a two-semester basis. Five factors are offered for consideration:

a. Inter-year vacations should be spaced more evenly — independent of seasons; for example, spring vacation should come midway in the semester, — not necessarily at Easter. The fall calendar should be arranged so that no first semester classes will be held after the Christmas holidays.

b. We should retain a modified concentrated program throughout the year so that graduation can take place not later than the first week of June. Opening registration day should always be the Monday following Labor Day.

c. In respect to adult education programs, we should not be bound by semester beginning dates: we should not hesitate to have six-week courses, ten-week courses, or twelve-week courses beginning at any time throughout the year.

d. The policy of absolute uniformity of opening dates throughout the University should be strictly enforced. In this connection, once a date has been announced, it should not be changed.

e. All the legal holidays of Suffolk County should be observed.

Boston University's cooperation with any plan of Universal Military Service must necessarily depend on the nature of the military scheme. Certain general principles, however, are recommended at this time.

We should retain some organized military relationship in the University, such as the Army R.O.T.C. We should also renew our effort to secure a Navy R.O.T.C. program.

We should be ready to adjust schedules so that students may follow required military programs during the summer, rather than interrupt their college courses, if such is permissible in any national program.

All-University Committees

We recommend a continuation of the principle recently followed by the President in appointing all-University committees rather than committees composed of representatives of particular Departments appointed on a delegate basis. We feel that the continued employment of such all-University committees will make for greater administrative efficiency and for more all-University consciousness.

Administrative and maintenance procedures are not important in themselves: they are important only as they contribute to the academic well-being of the University. The administrative functions are discussed here in what is believed to be the proper perspective, i.e., from the point of view of an all-University objective of providing the most efficient conditions possible for the carrying forward of academic work.

Physical Plant Policy

Boston University's physical plant has always been inadequate. To date we have managed, one way or another, to cope with this handicap. After the war, however, we shall find ourselves confronted with a serious housing crisis (especially in the Copley Square area) unless additional plant is provided.

If we can erect but one new building by January, 1946, the
An over-all problem will be averted. If not, we shall be gravely limited in the service we are able to render.

The following is a detailed statement, with recommendations, of our academic housing problem:

A. Space required in the postwar period

For the adequate provision of educational service, space of approximately 1000 cubic feet per full-time student is required. Using this measure to supplement conclusions based on observation, we can appraise the adequacy of our physical plant as follows:
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**College of Business Administration**

The Charles Hayden Memorial Building is adequate considering projected enrollments.

**School of Medicine**

Even though facilities are better than they were a few years ago, they are still not adequate. In consideration of expected reduced enrollments in the after-war period, however, the present buildings may prove to be suitable.

**Sargent College of Physical Education**

A definite need for additional space exists here. After the war we will have a choice of (a) obtaining new facilities or (b) reducing enrollments.

**School of Theology**

From the standpoint of space, this building is adequate; but it is now so old that major repairs are required which will cost approximately $15,000 a year, and as time goes on, even more.

**School of Law**

From the standpoint of space, this building is adequate; but it is now in such a state of deterioration that repairs amounting to about $25,000 are required.

**College of Practical Arts and Letters**

This is perhaps the best maintained building in the entire University plant.

**Copley Square Center: College of Liberal Arts, School of Education, School of Social Work, Graduate School, College of Music**

Even in consideration of present reduced enrollments, these buildings are being used to capacity. In the first stage of post-war recovery, we may expect a one-third increase in enrollment; in the final stage, the present figure is likely to be doubled. The gravity of the situation is evident.

Two factors explain why the problem amounts to more than merely securing classroom space, as in the case of our accommodating the A.S.T. students:

1. A number of rooms of a special nature are required: scientific laboratories, practice rooms, visual education clinics, seminar rooms, guidance offices, student lounges — to mention only a few.
2. The centralization of administrative offices in this area. Such offices are requiring more and more space, thus restricting the area available for instruction purposes.

To meet this over-all problem, the Trustees should construct at the earliest possible moment an additional building on the new campus, to be used by one or more of the Departments now in the Copley Square area.

Nearly eighty separate offices exist in Boston University. Approximately one hundred clerical employees are on an annual payroll totalling about $130,000. The annual expenses for stationery, postage, and other office supplies, amount to approximately $200,000. It is important, therefore, that arrangements be made whereby the greatest efficiency will be effected. To this end, the following recommendations are set forth:

A. Methods and Forms

All printed forms of the University should be analyzed by an Office Management Survey Committee in order to eliminate duplication, assure proper wording, etc. It is estimated that savings up to 25% will result from subsequent revisions.

B. Duplicating Service

The University spends almost $10,000 annually for mimeographing, planographing, and duplicating service. With an initial investment of $5,000 and an annual operating budget of $5,000, the University could maintain its own duplicating department.

C. Mailing Service — Postage Control

It is estimated that roughly $1,000 in postage is outstanding in stenographers desks at all times in the University. It is also estimated that roughly 450,000 pieces of literature are mailed annually from the University. The latter activity consumes much valuable time of University secretaries. For these reasons, a central mailing service, supplied with a postage meter, is desirable. Such an office could operate on a budget (exclusive of postage) of about $3,000 a year.

D. Messenger Service

An improved inter-departmental pick-up and delivery system should be established. This service should operate on a strict schedule, and at more frequent intervals than at present.

E. Telephone Service

We are now paying approximately $25,000 annually for telephone service. About one-half of this expense is originated by inter-office calls. An internal automatic system for handling such calls might effect a distinct economy.

F. Centralized Recording

In the Copley Square area, seven independent registrars offices are now operating, employing a total of thirteen clerks. Payrolls total $20,000. It is likely that greater efficiency would result from the incorporation of these offices into a central recording bureau. It is certain that greater convenience to students would result. It is estimated that such an office could operate on an annual budget of about $12,000.

G. Accounting and Payrolls

The time is rapidly coming when modern bookkeeping machines will have to be introduced into the Treasurer's Office. We should begin at once to study the merits of various systems, and to examine methods employed by other institutions.

It is recommended that authorization for such study be given at once. $10,000 should be allowed for the installation of the modern bookkeeping machinery.
Dormitories and Dining Rooms

A basic objective at Boston University is the widening of its geographical sphere of influence. Obviously, a prerequisite for such a policy is the provision for adequate housing and subsistence facilities. In the postwar period, care must be taken to supply these needs.

A. Facilities

We recommend the appointment of a commission to study Boston University's student housing needs for the coming ten years. Out of such a study may evolve the recommendation that a housing unit, capable of handling from 300 to 500 students, be built on the new campus, to be financed over a period of 15 to 20 years from expected operating profits.

B. Administration

The University Housing Committee has of late been coordinating — from the all-University point of view — such questions as housing regulations, student rules, student activities, etc. It is now evident that a similar all-University coordination of financial administrative matters in connection with dormitories should be effected. Such considerations as equipment, personnel, inventory control, upkeep procedures, etc. require the application of a technical knowledge and detailed attention which should not be the responsibility of individual Deans or of a lay Housing Committee.

Our dormitories now gross a quarter of a million dollars annually. Thus there are numerous problems of a managerial nature which present themselves. These cannot be handled efficiently by our present decentralized administrative organization.

For these reasons, it is recommended that a Director of Dining Halls and Dormitories be appointed, to serve under the Housing Committee. His position would be analogous to that of a real estate manager, the need for which has already been recognized.

While the establishment of such an administration would add from $5,000 to $10,000 annually to the operating budgets of the dormitories, the right man in the position could save this amount two or three times over in the first year or two.

Library Control and Development

There is a need for coordinating the several Boston University libraries on an all-University basis. On the whole, departmental libraries should not strive to be general in character; instead they should specialize. This principle, however, would not apply to the College of Liberal Arts Library.

Specifically, the following recommendations pertaining to library development are set forth:

A. A survey of the various libraries for the purposes of determining resources, procedures, distribution, etc.
B. The organization of a library staff on an all-University basis. Regular meetings should be held by this group for the purpose of discussing such matters as current releases in particular fields, resources at hand, ways and means of improving the functioning of the libraries.
C. The development of a union list of resources. Such a list should definitely include reference works and periodicals.
D. An identification system whereby students of all Boston University Schools and Colleges would be permitted to make use of any departmental library.

Scholarships and Loans

During the years immediately following the close of the war, American universities will, perhaps, feel a stronger obligation toward young men and women than ever before. The need for student aid will be greater. Boston University's resources in this connection are limited. It is therefore vital that available funds be administered in the most effective manner possible.

Current decentralization of student aid administration has weakened the potentialities of our resources. For example, certain Departments with large restricted balances have employed unrestricted resources to the obvious disadvantage of those Departments not enjoying restricted balances. To prevent such unfair distribution, a centralized "resources" administration should be established whereby funds could be more properly allocated among the Departments. Only with such an arrangement can the fullest use be made of available moneys.

To this end, the following recommendations are set forth:

A. The appointment of an all-University Student Aid Coordinator, whose functions would be:
   1. To gather together all student aid resources — both funded and appropriated — in a special control ledger wherein the total picture would be available at all time.
   2. To allocate funds to Departments (in a manner similar to the handling of the N.Y.A. appropriations), according to student needs and fund restrictions. A reserve, however, should be set aside to be used at the discretion of the President.
B. The actual selection of students to receive aid (both scholarships and loans) should be under the direct control of the Departments with the obligation that those students slated to receive the benefits of the President's special fund.
C. All student aid grants and awards should be recorded on standard journal sheets through the Bursars's books, for posting to the subsidiary student aid ledger. This will provide an up-to-date record at all times.
D. Close control and management over student loan turnover should be maintained as a means of checking on the effectiveness of collection procedures.

THE FOREGOING is the major part of the report submitted to me by the Committee on the University in the Post-War World. Some portions have been omitted from this printed form, for one reason or another.

The parts of the report having to do with curriculum matters are hereby referred to the appropriate faculties for consideration and action. Recommendations other than those having to do with courses of study will be decided either by executive decision, by action of the University Council, or by action of the Trustees, according to the nature of the recommendation.

Let me say that when the Committee was appointed, it was for serious work that would not be left hanging in the air. I am now presenting this report with the full expectation that its recommendations will be given the respectful consideration that they merit, and that they will all be acted upon. Indeed, I fully expect to see major changes made before the beginning of another semester.
If it has been worth our while to toil and sacrifice for the sake of winning the war, it is equally worth our while to plan in travail and sacrifice to win the peace. It would be one of the most cruel ironies of history if America, thrown into the alembic of this global war, should be transmuted into something else than the America that we love and for which we are willing to die. Americans have surrendered right and prerogatives for the sake of efficiency in winning this war. We are not disloyal if we declare that unless these rights and prerogatives are returned to the people unimpaired, America, though it may possess the form, will no longer possess the vital force of democracy. The lust for political power is a consuming lust. Power once possessed is relinquished with reluctance. The American people — all the people — must be the rulers. They must be the custodians of their liberty, their freedom, their democracy. They must everlastingly be on the alert to select competent officials, who, in the vernacular of yesteryear, will be their "hired hands" to do certain work for them. The people must be the bosses: political office holders must be nothing more than their servants.

That is why a widely diffused education becomes indispensable in a democracy. The people are not fit to rule themselves unless they are intelligent. When the people become ignorant and greedy, they accomplish their own debasement and ruin; for usurpation of their rights and privileges and powers is then an easy attainment, and the usurper is always on hand. This sentiment was expressed in an Act of Congress as long ago as 1787, thus: "Religion, morality, and knowledge being necessary to good government, schools and the means of education shall be forever encouraged."

Sometime ago I saw a mural painting entitled "The Spirit of Education" by artist Newell C. Wyeth. The Spirit of Education is represented by an heroic figure holding aloft the flaming torch of enlightenment. The Book of Learning, open before her, is available to all the people. The background on one side is suggestive both of our pioneering days and of our expanding future: A landscape of fields and mountains; log cabin of the frontiersman; the colonial schoolmaster and his children with their hornbooks; a Franciscan priest and a Dame school teacher; Booker T. Washington and symbols of vocational education; Benjamin Franklin and Thomas Jefferson as types of advanced thinking in fields of higher learning. On the other hand, the background represents industrial America, with harbor tugs, skyscrapers, factories, modern homes, and everywhere symbols of the influence of the Spirit of Education upon the people: Types and flowers of education such as Horace Mann, Mary Lyon, Lowell Mason, and many others. The Spirit of Education is the dominating figure; for in the light of her flaming torch the clouds of ignorance and prejudice and superstition have parted, darkness is scattered, the landscape is lighted up and people can see the way to go because the Spirit of Education holds aloft that flaming torch of enlightenment. It calls to the mind the opening stanza of the Boston University Hymn:

O Glorious thy name and fame,  
Resplendent from thy youth!  
O radiant the holy flame  
That lights thy lamp of Truth!  
O Boston University,  
O Alma Mater dear,  
We'll cherish, love and honor thee,  
And thy great name revere.

But more than mere education is required. The clever conniver, unprincipled and without character, is a greater menace to the public good than an ignoramus. Poverty and crime do not always disappear with education. We need education plus moral control. But that moral control must reside in the people — in each individual citizen — and not outside them. What a democracy supremely needs is full-orbed education of mind and heart, where each individual will not only know what is good, but will have within himself a center and source of moral authority that will energize his will to do what he knows is good.

Respectfully submitted,

DANIEL L. MARSH,
President.
To the Board of Trustees of Boston University:

Herewith, I present my annual report for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1944.

The total gross income for the year was $2,631,563.03, which was $627,432.12, or 31.3%, more than the amount received last year.

The comparatively slight falling off of $83,413.57 in tuition and fees was much more than offset by receipts from the United States Government of $681,165.49 on account of the two government-sponsored programs carried on by the University, — the Army Specialized Training Program and the Civil Affairs Training School. The expenses specifically incurred for carrying on these programs amounted to $633,023.00; adding to this figure $42,344.90, which represents departmental expenses chargeable solely to these government programs, shows a balance for unitemized University overhead of $5,797.54 from these projects, — a very modest sum accruing to the University for rendering its services in our national emergency, and these services I might add have been characterized by those having this national program in charge as outstanding.

After making all proper deductions for expenses and reserves, we have closed our operations for the fiscal year with a net addition of $6,744.25 to the current surplus of the University. The final figure last year was $2,419.05.

Our regular tuition and fees, largely from civilian students, amounted to $1,399,908.83 and constituted about 72 1/2% of our total income.

Exclusive of the expense of the Government programs, our departmental expenses decreased $75,346.57. Administration and general expenses decreased $37,783.61.

Our dormitory gross income increased $32,032.90; dormitory expenses increased $13,334.56, resulting in a net improvement over last year of $16,698.34.

Endowment Funds, including Annuity Funds, increased $33,237, totaling at June 30, 1944, $5,186,744.71.

Endowment Income increased $4,659.47 during this period.

Net return on all real estate operations, after deducting all carrying charges on the substantial amount of vacant land held by the University amounted to $6,594.45, — a slightly better showing than last year.

Scholarships granted from general University income amounted to $41,661.90.

During the year, payments aggregating $34,456.25 were made on outstanding mortgages.

Current and Educational Plant bank loans were $85,000 less than they were a year ago and since the close of this fiscal year all current bank loans have been paid in full.

As of June 30, 1944, the Net Assets of the University amounted to $9,231,250.71, — an increase of $169,821.85 over last year.

Although this report of necessity deals only with our financial operations for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1944, I am sure the Trustees will be glad to receive some assurance as to our situation in this present fiscal year. We have set up from the operations of last year very adequate reserves to meet unforeseen contingencies. Further, the larger income, which will accrue from the substantial increase in our registration figures for the fall semester now in hand, insures the continuation of our balanced budget program for the current year.

Detailed figures covering various phases of our financial operations for this period are shown in my printed annual report.

Respectfully submitted,

E. Ray Speare,

Treasurer

A condensed summary follows, as compiled by the Treasurer of the University from his Annual Report for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1944, which was presented to the Trustees at their annual meeting on October 6, 1944.

A Condensed Summary of Interesting Facts

Compiled by the Treasurer of the University from his Annual Report, based on complete audit made by the firm of Charles F. Rittenhouse & Co., Certified Public Accountants, and presented to the Trustees at their annual meeting on October 6, 1944.

Income and Expense, Year Ended June 30, 1944

Sources of University Income for Current Operations:

From Students:
Tuition and fees, including health, convocation and special fees $1,410,327.67
Room and board in dormitories 252,290.49

$1,662,618.16

From Donors:
Gifts to be expended for general and special purposes 81,831.59

Expended and Appropriated

Expenses of Instruction and Administration:
Salaries of faculty and staff, expense of libraries and laboratories, departmental supplies, and salaries and expenses of general administrative offices $1,065,474.54

Maintenance and operation of about 30 buildings comprising the University Plant:
Cost of superintendence, wages of janitors, heat, light and repairs, insurance and other maintenance expenses 357,791.26

From Funds:
Income from investment of endowment and annuity funds for the support of professorships, prizes, organized projects and for general purposes 146,599.22

From Sundry Sources:
Income from rentals, athletics, net income from self supporting enterprises, government courses, and income from other miscellaneous sources 740,604.06

Total $2,631,563.03
Expenses for General Purposes:
Expenses of maintaining various University activities, payments for annuity and group life insurance premiums and other miscellaneous expenses........ $ 281,718.87

Expenses of Student Varsity Activities: and Government Courses:
Expenses of maintaining student health service, musical organizations, debating clubs, athletics, etc........ 707,704.16
Scholarships and Aid:
Grants to students of scholarships and aid out of current income .................. 41,634.90
Direct Dormitory Expense:
Salaries of managerial staff, wages of employees, and cost of food supplies. The cost of maintenance of buildings is not included............. 103,089.87
Special Expenditures and Reserves............ 67,405.18
Total ........................................ $2,624,818.78
Net excess Receipts over Expenditures............ $ 6,744.25

FINANCIAL VALUES, JUNE 30, 1944

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Land and Buildings:</th>
<th>Mortgage and</th>
<th>Book Values</th>
<th>Notes Payable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colleges and Schools</td>
<td>$3,890,621.92</td>
<td>$775,606.25*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Site ...........</td>
<td>1,996,596.80</td>
<td>364,550.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sargent Camp, Peterborough, N. H......</td>
<td>78,650.00</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickerson Recreational Field ..........</td>
<td>181,731.98</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals ...........</td>
<td>$6,147,600.70</td>
<td>$1,140,156.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endowment invested in land and buildings</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1,777,777.45†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals ...........</td>
<td>$6,147,600.70</td>
<td>$2,917,933.70</td>
<td>$3,229,667.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Equipment:
Colleges, schools, departments and offices .......... 386,434.76

Current Assets and Investments and Cash pertaining to Educational Plant — Net:
Cash, accounts receivable, investments, etc ...... 428,404.23
Investment of Endowment Funds ............. 4,425,718.29
Investment of Annuity Funds .......... 761,026.42
Net Assets of the University ............. $9,231,250.70

* Includes Soden Building Notes Payable $118,000.
† Includes $10,000 of Annuity Fund Investment.

THE TREASURER'S REPORT WAS GOOD NEWS

Endowment Funds:
Professorship and Lectureship Funds $ 606,084.88
Scholarship Funds .................. 640,785.85
For designated purposes or departments ............. 228,308.47
Library Funds .................. 72,973.09
Loan Funds .................. 71,992.31
General purposes ............. 2,805,573.69 $4,425,718.29

Investment of Endowment Funds:
Bonds ................................ $ 638,927.01
Stocks ................................ 1,218,936.36
Real Estate Equity ............. 599,517.91
Investments controlled by donors ............. 114,000.00
Accounts and Mortgages Receivable ............. 5,490.00
Savings Banks ............. 6,076.86
Educational Plant ............. 1,767,777.45 $4,425,718.29
Cash not invested ............. 76,992.70

E. RAY SPEARE, 
Treasurer.
News of The Classes

Edited by DORIS MACINNES

1875
Rev. GEORGE W. DUBOIS, S.T.B., of Gambier, Ohio, died on April 20.

1876
EDGAR H. LIBBY, B.S.(Agri.) died on July 11 at the age of 92.

1888
On June 6 WILLIAM HARVEY COOKE, M.D., died of cerebral hemorrhage at the hospital of which he had been a founder, the Homeopathic Hospital of Essex County, now known as the East Orange General Hospital. He was 77 years of age.

LORENZO F. KINNEY, S.B. (Agri.), formerly a professor at Rhode Island State College, died September 9 at his home in Kingston, Rhode Island. For many years Mr. Kinney operated a rhododendron farm in Kingston and developed many new varieties. One of his sons is a professor at Rhode Island State.

1891
FRANK N. BEMIS, A.B., former sports editor and assistant business manager of the Boston Post, died at his home in Saugus on September 28. Mr. Bemis studied for the ministry — he was the son of Rev. Nathaniel Bemis, who had held Methodist pastorates in several Massachusetts towns — but on graduating he turned to journalism. He joined the staff of the Boston Post in 1894 and remained with that paper until he retired permanently in 1940. He was the last of his immediate family. He leaves his wife.

1893
Mrs. Edward F. Chamberlin (CARRIE D. BEDDOE, Ph.B.), died September 8 in East Orange General Hospital after a long illness. She was a native of Charlestown, and had lived in Littleton until she became a resident of East Orange forty-three years ago. She was very prominent in her community — had been a member of the East Orange Board of Education 1911-1918; a charter member of the College Club of the Oranges; a former vice-president and historian of the Woman's Club of that city. She had been active in Red Cross work during World War I and the present War. At Boston University she was a member of Delta Delta Delta, and was described by her friends as "a sparkling personality, pleasant and cheery — and friendly." Two daughters and three grandchildren survive her.

1894
JOSIAH BON, LL.B., died on August 18 at the age of 74. He was born in Russia and came to this country when he was 12 years old. After graduation from the School of Law, he practiced actively for half a century. He had observed his fiftieth anniversary as a member of the Massachusetts bar in July. Several of his cases reached the U. S. Supreme Court and some are cited today in the teaching of law. A daughter and three sons survive.

1895
Rev. RICHARD DEMING HOLLINGTON, S.T.B., died of coronary thrombosis on August 7 at a hospital in San Diego, California. He had held pastorates in Ohio, California, and Rhode Island. In 1927 he became professor of church administration and preaching in Garrett Biblical Institute, Evanston, Illinois. In 1939 he retired and soon after went to California to live. Recently he had been preaching in the Community Church in a suburb of San Diego while the pastor was in the Army. Surviving are his widow, two daughters, four grandchildren, and a sister.

1896
Judge CHARLES SUMNER SULLIVAN, LL.B., presiding justice of Charleston Municipal Court and senior municipal justice of the State in years of service, died September 9 at St. John's Hospital, Lowell, following an operation. Gov. Eugene N. Foss first named Judge Sullivan to the Charleston Court as associate judge in 1911, while he was serving as clerk of the court under appointment by Governor Russell. In 1900 Judge Sullivan entered politics, and was elected State Representative and later State Senator. His widow survives, and a son, Lt. Com. Charles S. Sullivan, Jr., U.S.N.R., who on the day his father died was announced by the Navy Department to be senior judge advocate of the general court-martial board, Island of Oahu, Hawaiian Islands. He leaves also a daughter.

1897
Judge LESTER WALLACE HALL, LL.B., 70, has retired from the bench of the Salem, New Hampshire, Municipal Court. Judge Hall was appointed in 1913 and has served until his recent retirement. Now relieved of his court room duties, he is actively engaged in the private practice of law.

Rev. IRVING LOVEJOY, S.T.B., at the age of eighty-nine still works in his garden at Compton, California. Quoting the Los Angeles Times of August 20: "Sixty-five years ago young Kansas-born Irving Lovejoy stood on the campus of Boston University with only $2 in his pockets — facing the prospect of working his way through three years of postgraduate training. Three years later he left Massachusetts with the desired degree, considerable more money and a blushing young bride." Mr. Lovejoy retired from the ministry twenty years ago, but has continued as an active church worker. On August 20 Rev. and Mrs. Lovejoy marked their sixty-second wedding anniversary, and entertained their six children and families.

1898
Dr. EDISON W. BROWN, Medical School, died on August 18 at Chelsea Memorial Hospital. He was born in Canada, but had lived in Revere for more than forty years where he was active in local affairs. He leaves his wife, mother, and two sisters.

1900
H. HARDING HALE, LL.B., Boston attorney, was elected Senior Vice Commander-in-chief of the Sons of Union Veterans of the Civil War, during the Encampment at Des Moines, Iowa. During World War I Mr. Hale was in Federal Service in Washington, D. C., and since (Continued on Page Twenty-Four)
Boston University

Placement Service

Completion of the second full year of activities in the University Placement Service shows a substantial improvement in the type and amount of assistance given to students and graduates.

A total of 1085 placements (full-time and part-time) records a gain of twenty-seven per cent increase in the number of full-time positions provided seniors and graduates. There were fewer undergraduates who needed financial assistance in the form of part-time work. Lack of candidates was the reason for a drop of twelve per cent in part-time placements as compared with last year. Summer placements increased forty-six per cent with a total of 112 in positions paying earnings from $175.00 to $600.00 in various types of work. Registrations for assistance were received from every College of the University and placements were recorded for all colleges except the Schools of Law and Medicine.

Two far-reaching changes of policy were made in the Placement Service which were received favorably by the students and graduates. On March 28, 1944, President Marsh approved the elimination and graduates. On March 28, 1944, President Marsh approved the elimination of these individuals.
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Pearl Harbor he has filled many speaking assignments for the Massachusetts Committee on Public Safety.

OSCAR L. YOUNG, LL.B., LL.D. (HON) ’42, chief justice of the New Hampshire Superior Court, has retired, and will spend the rest of his life in relaxation, doing just what pleases him and his wife. He served on the court bench for nearly twenty years.

1901
CLIFTON M. HEATON, Law School, assistant counsel of the National Life Insurance Company, died August 20 in Montpelier, Vermont, at the Heaton Hospital, an institution founded by his grandfather. He was president of the Montpelier Savings Bank and Trust Company, and a former member of the Vermont state legislature. His wife and two sons survive.

1908
HAROLD P. WATERHOUSE, LL.B., died on September 1. Mr. Waterhouse was counsel for the Melrose Cooperative Bank and dropped dead while signing legal papers in the bank’s offices. He was a native of Augusta, Maine, but had lived in Melrose for fifty years. His wife survives.

1909
SAMUEL J. DEARBORN, LL.B., died on September 10 at his home in Manchester, New Hampshire, where he was prominent as an attorney. He was widely known throughout the state for the bar review course. Survivors include his wife, a son, a daughter, a brother, a sister, and a grandchild. He was a member of St. Paul’s Methodist church.

1910
Bishop J. RALPH MAGEE, S.T.B., newly appointed resident bishop of the Chicago area of the Methodist church, has assumed his new duties which include episcopal supervision for 412,782 members of the denomination in Illinois. Bishop Magee is well-known nationally as a leader in religious thought and movements, and is particularly interested in the social problems of the churches. At present he is a trustee of three colleges — Cornell College, Simpson College, and Dakota Wesleyan University.

1911
CHESTER T. WOODBURY, LL.B., of Salem, New Hampshire, was nominated municipal justice in Salem Court. Justice Woodbury maintains law offices in Haverhill, and in Salem where he lives with his wife, four sons and a daughter.

1913
FRANCIS E. CASSIDY, LL.B., of Webster, who has had extensive public service, is now rounding out his second term as County Commissioner for Worcester.

Mrs. Charles F. Dings (ELEANOR LOUISE WATTS, College of Liberal Arts), died at her home in Canton on August 12 after a year’s illness. She was past president of the Canton Mother’s Club, vice-president of the Unitarian Alliance Circle of the First Parish Church, a member of the Sunday School Committee and the church choir, director of the Canton Hospital and Nursing Association, and a member of the Canteen Corps of the Canton Branch of the American Red Cross. She leaves her husband, two children, her parents, and a brother.

1914
The appointment of Dr. HELEN TODD, M.D., of New London, Connecticut, formerly of Meriden, to the faculty of Wilson College, for the current year, was announced by the President of the College. She will be resident physician and professor of Hygiene. Dr. Todd was clinic physician at Stephens College and at various times has served as resident physician at Connecticut College, faculty member of the physiology department at Temple University, and industrial physician for the United Aircraft Corporation in East Hartford.

1915
FLORENCE WHITTEMORE BEGG, A.B., has begun her new duties in the U. S. Office of Education, Washington, in the Division of Inter-American Educational Relations. She finds this field intensely interesting with fascinating developments planned for the future.

DORIS I. NEEL, B.S. in Phy.Ed., is busy fourteen hours a day at the Physical Therapy Gymnasium, 1926 Live Oak Road, Temple City, California.

1916
Judge PATRICK J. REYNOLDS, LL.B., presiding justice of Lowell district court for six years, died September 30 at St. John’s Hospital, Lowell. He was a very prominent citizen of Lowell and his funeral was attended by large delegations, and many business houses closed during the hour of service. The scheduled opening of the fall session of Middlesex Superior Civil Court was delayed in order to allow Judge Felix Forte, a classmate of Judge Reynolds, to attend the funeral.

1917
The Rev. Dr. MOSES R. LOVELL, A.B., successor to the Rev. Dr. S. Parkes Cadman as pastor of the Central Congregational Church, Brooklyn, died suddenly on September 22 at his Brooklyn home. Dr. Lovell was founder of the Brooklyn Life Adjustment Center, in which Catholic, Protestant, and Jewish psychiatrists operate the only clinic of its kind in the United States. Since he was ordained in 1920 he had served pastorate in Durham, New Hampshire, Washington, D. C., Waterbury Connecticut, and Holyoke before going to New York. A fitting tribute to Dr. Lovell will appear in the December issue of BOSTONIA.

Mrs. Victor H. Vaughan, the former SYBIL DAVIS, Sargent, was the subject of the column “Gracious Ladies” of the Boston Traveler, September 20. Following her graduation she taught at the Brantwood School, Bronxville, New York, until her marriage. She has a grown daughter and a son who is in the Navy V-12 Unit at Harvard.

1918
Dr. PHILIP A. KIMBALL, M.D., well known physician in Rochester, New Hampshire, died September 2. About a year ago Dr. Kimball moved from New Hampshire to Northampton, where he was on the staff of the Massachusetts State Hospital. He had been in ill health for a few weeks. He leaves his wife, a son, a sister, and a niece.

Spring flowers decorated the Bethany Congregational Church in Quincy, on April 22, for the wedding of Ida M. Nelson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Peter Alfred Nelson of Quincy, to THAT-CHER DOW TAYLOR, C.B.M., U.S. C.G., Business Administration, of Quincy. Mrs. Taylor attended Bryant and Stratton Business School.

1919
NORMAN B. MORRISON, Major, M.C., Retired, M.D., has seen a large amount of territory in a short time: Panama, Australia, New Caledonia, Loyalty Islands, New Hebrides, Pigis, and most exciting of all, the Japs on Guadalcanal. After Guadalcanal, Major Morrison spent about nine months in various hospitals in New Caledonia, San Francisco, Michigan, Fort Devens, and
Washington. He was finally retired and discharged in March.

Rev. DAVID H. TALMAGE, Theology, died September 20 at his Great Kills, Staten Island, home after an illness of several months. Because of ill health he had retired from the Park Methodist church in Fall River about a year ago. He had held pastorates in Edgartown and Falmouth before going to Fall River. During the first World War he served overseas with the Y.M.C.A. His widow survives.

1920

JOHN F. CLARKE, B.B.A., of Brockton, has been elected treasurer of the Boston Chapter, National Association of Cost Accountants. He is a partner in the accounting firm of Patterson, Teele and Boston Chapter, National Association of Accountants and of the National Business Year Committee.

On August 19, Joanne B. Daly, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John J. Daly, Salem, was married to PATRICK THOMAS KENNEALLEY, B.B.A., of Lynn. Mr. Kennealley is vice-principal of the Salem High School, while his wife taught grade five in the Bowditch School, Salem. She was also treasurer of the Salem Teachers' Association.

Rev. HENRY O. MEGERT, S.T.B., pastor of the South Eliot Methodist Church and president of the Portsmouth, New Hampshire, ministerial association, has accepted the pastorate of the Thorn- ton Heights Methodist Church, South Portland, Maine. Mrs. Megert is the former Ruth McFelters of Sheldon, Vermont. Their daughter, Elinor, teaches the kindergarten department in the church school.

Much of the credit for developments in the field of textiles was given to Dr. DONALD H. POWERS, A.B., at the observance of the seventh annual Research Day in Boston. Dr. Powers, a director of the Textile Research Institute, a member of the American Chemical Society, and author of more than twenty-five patents in both the textile and rubber fields, is the head of the Textile Research Laboratory of the Merrimac Division of the Monsanto Chemical Company in Everett.

1922

HAROLD C. CUTBILL, S.T.B., M.R.E. '26, of Rowayton, Connecticut, has been made director of religious education of the Darien Methodist Church. At present he is assistant personnel manager at the Nash Engineering Company, Norwalk, Connecticut, supervising a recreational and safety program.

NELSON N. MARSHMAN, B.B.A., executive secretary of the Brockton United Community and War Fund, was the principal speaker at the fifty-second commencement exercises of Brockton Business College on August 25.

Lt. PHILIP A. MUNROE, USNR, B.B.A., finds Casablanca, Oran, Algiers, Palermo, Naples and Rome, interesting places to visit, but in time of war not too desirable as places in which to live. On September 1 he wrote: "The prospects of an early conclusion to the war are bright although the rather extreme optimism evidenced by the press in the States is not shared by all employed in the theatre of operations. There will be much work ahead for many months to come even after hostilities have ended. The people in Italy, particularly in the south, will need food and other material assistance for some time. The battlefields of Anzio, Cassino, Formia, Salerno, etc., give pretty grim evidence of the destruction resulting from modern warfare. One can appreciate how those ships loads of tanks, trucks, guns, and other supplies are so necessary when the wreckage of bitter fighting lines the highways for hundreds of miles."

A LETTER FROM ROBERT E. MOODY, CLASS AGENT FOR COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS 1922

The promised class letter has perfocse been delayed until now but at last your class agent for 1944 has been able to gather together some of the information from the all-too-few letters and cards which came in answering his letter of last spring. The items will be taken up just as they happen to come.

MARY BURKE BILLINGS tells us that she taught in Maynard High School 1922-1924 and in Woburn High School, 1924-1936. In September, 1936, she married William A. Billings, a graduate of Boston College and now General Purchasing Agent for the Liberty Mutual Insurance Company. With her husband she also acquired a son and daughter: Clair who is now 18 and a student at Emmanuel College and Bill, Jr., who is described by Mary as being six foot two. He is 16 and is preparing for Tech at Arlington High School. Address 18 Farmer Road, Arlington.

J. CHESTER LITTLEFIELD has been in the Chemistry Department at Tufts since 1929 and is now Assistant Professor. He married Annie Vickers, ex-C.L.A. '25 in 1927. They have a daughter Ellen Louise, age 12. Address 15 Governors Avenue, Medford.

MIRIAM E. WARREN is still running the farm in Chelmsford with her brother. Labor scarcity, feed shortages are not preventing their patriotic production of more milk and vegetables. She still plays in the orchestral group of which she has long been a member. 91 Boston Road, Chelmsford.

ALICE HILL GAMBLE (Mrs. Thomas W. Gamble) has spent much of her time since 1922 working in the College Offices where she is now secretary to Dean Taylor. Her son Richard completed a year at C.L.A. before going into the army in January, 1944.

ALVAH G. PATTERSON is now principal of the Dighton High School. Married 18 years, he has a boy now 13 years of age. Among numerous other activities, "Pat" is engaged in directing the local vocational school, serving as chairman of the rationing board and of the District Boy Scouts Council. He writes, "Don't have any time to get into mischief, hang around talking on 'Marbles' or in libraries, and still have innumerable plans to lay out and arrange for, including dances, yearbooks, proms, banquets, committees, plays, problems of parents, teachers, pupils, ration quacks, etc., etc."

LEON B. SHOREY, writes from Branford, Connecticut, "I'm still alive, married (Priscilla Shaw, C.L.A. '24), have 2 girls — Priscilla Jean 14, and Linda T. 4. Left the educational minis- try in 1928 and have been in life insurance since. Doing all right and having fun. Built a new house two years ago and am still working on it."

MARY E. O'SHAUGHNESSY is now Mrs. John P. Brennan. Her husband is head of the College Department of the Somerville High School. They have two children: John F., 7, and Ellen Ann who is 5.

Hazel Wheeler has just ended her fourth year teaching art at Salem Academy, Winston-Salem, North Carolina. As faculty adviser for the school magazine she gets a chance to pass on some of Professor Sharp's lessons in creative writing. "Doesn't anyone of the class ever get around to this part of the country?" she asks. "Peggy Powers was here a number of years ago before gas rationing. And 'Pick' and her husband
were in the city, too, but I didn't know about it until afterward. North Carolina is mighty pretty, and here's a cordial invitation to anyone who can get around these days.

BURTON B. SMITH has been pastor of the Boston Street Methodist Church in Lynn since 1935. He and his wife (Dorothy Quimby, C.L.A. '21) have four children: Betty, a student at Kent's Hill Junior College; Charles, entering his senior year at Lynn Classical High School; Dorothy Jean, a member of the National Junior Honor Society, who has just completed the eighth grade; and Joyce Evelyn, now in the sixth grade. Burt's hobbies are philately and writing. A cordial invitation is given to his friends to drop in at 319 Boston Street, Lynn.

MERIEL MESERVEY is teaching Latin and Spanish in the Northbridge High School, Whitinsville.

JOANNA FALCONER (Mrs. John D. Byrd) writes from 154 Lake Road, East Cardiff, Wales. "We have three youngsters — two girls and one boy; the latter is 1½ years old while the girls are 4⅓ and 7½. My work consists in trying to run a family without help and with the additional complications of rationing. However, I must say that the Government has managed marvelously well the food difficulties and we are not going hungry although naturally there are a great many things we cannot get. My husband has not been allowed to join up as he is in a reserved occupation but he has given his extra time to the A.R.P. So far (April 3, 1944) our home has escaped damage. We shall be most thankful when the war is over. If there is any member of the class '22 who is over here, we should be very happy to meet him or her."

MARIE BEVERIDGE teaches at the Cooley High School in Detroit, the second largest high school in Michigan. Her subjects are Advanced French and all the German. Also (nota bene) First Aid at 7:15 A.M., called by its members the Dawn Patrol, for "in Michigan under war time it is very dark at that hour. To keep busy she also is assistant counselor in a girls' study hall, teaches American Literature at Night School and directs the Horizon Club, the older Camp Fire organization for Cooley High School girls. Weekends she drives army trucks (G.I. permit) to such places as Reading, Pennsylvania, Boston, New York, St. Louis, etc. In her spare time she does her own sewing. (I wonder when her mother, who lives with her at 14941 Ardmore, Detroit, ever sees her!)"

JOAN FRASER writes that Walter B. Blizard whom she married in 1922 passed away seven years ago. In 1941 she married Baxter Robertson. She has a daughter Margaret Blizard and Mr. Robertson has a son. They live at 25 Hawthorne Avenue, Arlington.

CHARLOTTE SPENCER (Mrs. Warren Bateman) is active as always. She has two sons, George who is 12 and Warren ("Renny") who is 9. Charlotte is commissioner of the North Adams Girl Scout Council; her husband is on Boy Scout and Cub Committees. George is a Scout and Renny is a Cub. She also is a Red Cross Home Service Worker, director of the local Child Welfare Association, and Secretary of the Northern Berkshire Branch of the Mass. S.P.C.C. "My best wishes go out to all who are in the service of their country — and to those whose husbands and sons are in the armed forces". Address: 48 Arnold Place, North Adams.

WARREN HUSSEY is the extremely successful Employment Manager at the Dennison Manufacturing Company, and also special evening lecturer at the College of Business Administration, and a deacon of the Natick Congregational Church. He gardens, camps, and does air spotting (or did until recently). His daughter Elise (who is also Bud Fisher's niece) spent two years at C.I.A. before her marriage a short time ago. His younger daughter has just finished High School and plans to train as a nurse. Mrs. Hussey has made good use of her professional training as a nurse, being Red Cross Instructor is First Aid, Home Nursing, etc. 13 Chestnut Street, Natick.

LEONA SAMPSON has taught about every subject in the curriculum, but mostly French. She spent 1928-1929 in France and got a diploma from the Sorbonne (and also "many happy memories to brighten my future in the Old Ladies' Home"). A summer at Middlebury French School, a summer (1932) driving to California, with side trips into Canada and Mexico, two trips to the Gaspe, have not dimmed Leona's zeal to go places. But this is not all. Leona has a Girl Scout troop, teaches an adult Spanish class, and, when she wrote, was taking a course in American Relations in the Pacific. She ran a summer boarding house two summers, and was cashier of the Edgartown Bathing Beach in the summer of '43. 29 Park Street, Rockland.

MARIAN SHERBURNE HUESTIS lies in Stillwater, Minnesota (R.F.D. 1), where she and her husband have a small farm. Their three children are all in the service. At the time she wrote (March, 1944) Marion, Jr., aged 22, was a Spar in training at Palm Beach; Bill, 20, was Pfc in A.A.F. Gunnerly School at Harlingen, Texas; and John, Jr., 18, was in Army Field Artillery at Camp Robertson, California. Isn't that a fine record!

GERTRUDE L. BLATCHELFORD, who left B. U. at the end of her sophomore year, graduated at Smith cum laude, taught a year, and married a teacher, Frederick C. Stearns, who is now head of the Social Science Department of the Keene, New Hampshire, High School. She has three children, a daughter, 20, at the University of New Hampshire, a son, 19, who is an air cadet, and a daughter, 17, just through high school. For 13 years she has been children's librarian in the public library. Gertrude also plays the organ and directs the choir at the Episcopal Church, and in her spare time (if any) does private tutoring. 287 Roxbury Street, Keene, New Hampshire.

WINIFRED LOVERING-HOLMAN writes from her new home in Lexington that she is still exhuming the ancestors (not hers but those of others, which is more profitable) and is especially trying to put flesh on their skeletons, which are not, says Winnie, in closets. Really to appreciate Winnie's work, the reader of these notes must look up in Who's Who in Massachusetts, and Who's Who, American Women.

ADELINE ALLAN PERLEY and the Five Young Perleys (sounds like a book!) spent a year and a half at the Field Artillery Post at Fort Bragg where Mr. Perley was stationed. At the time Adeline wrote, her husband was on maneuvers in Louisiana. She and the children are back in the country. She gives music lessons, does scouting, while the children raise chickens, rabbits, calves, strawberries, etc.

E. M. GILPATRICK (a member of our class in spite of the fact that he did not receive his degree until 1925) has been in some form of public service for the past ten years. He is now Labor Utilization Consultant for the War Man-power Commission. "My proudest boasts," he says, "are that I still have most of my teeth and a fair percentage of my hair, and actually weigh a couple of pounds less than when in school."

EMILY GILLIS MOLLANDER writes from Montana that she and her husband have turned their Dude Ranch into a cattle ranch for the duration. Their son Dennis left college during his sophomore year to enter the Navy and is now
in the South Pacific. Getting in the hay without hired help is a problem but the neighbors assist. "Greetings from the most beautiful part of the U.S." The postmark is Glacier Park.

WILLIAM J. LOSSONE is a federal official, state official, and local chairman of the O.C.D., town moderator of Easthampton, Victory Garden Head, President of the Modern Language Association of the Connecticut Valley. He has been President of the Southern N. E. Hockey Association, member of the State Bureau of Public Information, etc. (Incidentally, it seems that I’ve heard somewhere that he teaches).

DAISY BASHFORD HILTON records that she and Dave have four daughters: Nancy, 15, Jean, 13, Helene, 6, and Lucille, 4,—all the way from kindergarten to senior high school. Their home is in Framingham.

And now for some notes from hither and yon. MARY E. LYONS is married and has one son, Paul Laffoley, Jr....OTIS ALLEY teaches Chemistry in Winchester High School and assists in Biochemistry at the B. U. Medical School...DAVID B. ALPERT is now back in Boston, where he is a Rabbi at the Hilled Foundation...BUD FISHER is still in the Personal Loan Department at the First National Bank. He has two children—a boy and a girl...KENNETH G. KELLEY is Professor of Music Education in the Boston University College of Music...Dr. JOHN LO VERME’S son Stephen graduated from the college in January, 1944...DONAL H. POWERS, technically of the class of ’21, but really one of us, is doing important research with the Monsanto Chemical Co. in Everett. *Time Magazine* gave him quite a write-up some time ago. His work is partly with textiles, the appearance and wearing qualities of which he is improving with the use of resinous compounds (taking the shine off blue serge, says *Time*) He and his wife, who was Margaret Sale, also of 1922, are living in Concord...MARION PICKLES SELEE WILLIAMS of New York City has a young son. And what she and her husband, Tom Emil Williams, have been doing on stage and in concert deserves a column all by itself...FLORENCE WHITTING TISDEL’s husband, Bill, is with the O.W.I. in New York...PHIL MASON is still in the College’s Chemistry Department. He has two children...And BOB MOODY writes these lines from the office of the College’s History department. He has two boys, 6 and 4...There ought to be more news...

...If any one will send items in, there will be.

1923

HAZEL C. ROBINSON, Sargent, for the past sixteen years associated with the Cambridge, Massachusetts, Y.W.C.A., has been appointed general secretary of the Y.W.C.A., New London, Connecticut. Miss Robinson is a native of Halifax, Nova Scotia, but makes her home in Belmont.

S. RAY SMEDILE, Law, research and industrial engineer, has opened an office on North Main Street, Concord, New Hampshire. He is the author of several scientific and legal books.

1924

On September 16 Lucile G. Poitras, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Maxime Poitras of Salem, became the bride of WILLIAM PAUL FULLER, B.B.A., M.B.A. ’25, of Salem. Mr. Fuller is an executive at the John Flyn Leather Company, Salem. Mrs. Fuller is a former teacher in the Salem schools.

1925

Upon the retirement of the vice-president and cashier of the First National Bank of Mansfield, the board of directors has appointed HAROLD H. EVERETT, Business Administration, as executive vice-president. Mr. Everett has been a director of the bank since 1939, and is a native of Walpole.

RUTH GOODWIN, A.B., is assistant to the director of the Emerson College School of the Theatre. She has been instructor of dramatics at Lasell Junior College and also at Boston University for the past six years.

1926

ADELAIDE DODGE, B.S.S., A.M. ’26, and Joseph Ashton of Andover were married August 29. Mrs. Ashton taught in Cushing Academy and in the Haverhill High School; her husband has taught at Brown University, Wellesley College and Abbott Academy. They are living on Pynchard Avenue, Andover.

CLIFTON FOLLANSBEE, B.B.A., has been serving in the Coast Guard, Temporary Reserve, for over a year doing Port Security duty around Boston. Recently confirmed was the appointment of ALBION L. HOGAN, Business, Evening Division, of Saugus, as trial justice. The Hogan family is living in Saugus; Mr. Hogan is associated with the law firm of Parsons & Wadleigh.

Third Assistant District Attorney BENJAMIN HORVITZ, LL.B., of Fall River, has been promoted to 2d Assistant.

Mr. Horvitz is married and has two children. He is a member of the Fall River, Bristol County, Massachusetts, and American Bar Associations, and was appointed 3d Assistant District Attorney three years ago when the position was created.

Friends of CHESTER SMITH MCKINLEY, College of Business Administration, were shocked on August 13 to hear of his death from an overdose of sleeping tablets, taken accidently his family believes. He was assistant manager of the Malden Gas and Electric Company, and treasurer of St. Paul’s Episcopal Church. Surviving are his wife and two sons, one of whom had recently left on his way overseas.

WALTER E. MERRITHEW, College of Business Administration, public accountant with the Waldorf System for nineteen years, died on September 3 at his home in Saugus. He had been ill for a long time. He leaves his wife, two children, and his mother.

1927

ETHEL NYE CALDWELL, A.B., A.M. ’39, of Walpole, is now teaching science in the high school at Danbury, Connecticut.

I. FRANCIS CALLAN, Jr., L.L.B., of Middleboro, has been named justice of the fourth district court of Plymouth, by Governor Saltonstall. He has been serving as clerk of courts of Plymouth County since early 1943.

On August 20 Nell Russin, daughter of Max Russin of Hudson, was married to JOSEPH GOLDBERG, L.L.B., of Worcester, at a ceremony performed in the Sheraton Room at the Hotel Copley-Plaza, Boston. Mrs. Goldberg is a graduate of the Leslie School, Cambridge, and was a teacher in Hudson. Their home is in Worcester.

Captain SALVATORE LIOTTA, M.C., M.D., has seen more travelling than service, he thinks. From Fort Sam Houston he was sent to Camp Wolters, Texas; to Camp McCain, Mississippi; to Camp Atterbury, Indiana; to Kentucky, Tennessee, Washington, D. C., Fort Dix; to P.O.E.; finally to England "where Spam and salt pork in profusion sent me home minus fifty pounds to listen to live medical boards decide my fate unavailing."

Capt. LAWRENCE L. RUSSFIELD, B.B.A., is in the Engineering Division at Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio, working on flying clothing. He has just returned from Overseas ETO.
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EROLD BEACH, B.B.A., acting principal of Marblehead Senior High School since the illness of the principal, was recently made principal of the school. For the past thirteen years he has been head of the commercial department.

Dr. JOSEPH D'ALFONSO, A.B., S.T.B. '31, Ph.D. '42, has been appointed instructor in philosophy and psychology at Bates College. Previously he had served as minister of the People's Methodist Church in Woodland, Maine. Dr. D'Alfonso is president of the St. Croix International Ministerial Association, and is a member of the Committee on Adult Education of the Maine Council of Churches.

OLIVER W. DOBSON, Business Administration, has been named sales manager of the Sampsel Time Control Company, Inc., Peru, Illinois. Formerly general sales manager of the Economy Electric Manufacturing Company of Chicago, Mr. Dobson at one time handled the sales promotion for the U.S. Gypsum company for eastern United States.

WALTER SCOTT, S.B., Ed.M. '41, has begun his new duties as principal of the Duxbury High School. During the past summer he was head counselor at Camp Boycroft, New Hampshire. He is married and has two sons, Charles and David.

1929

The marriage of ELIZABETH BERRY, A.M., to Howard Stone Power of Norwell, Massachusetts, was announced by her mother, Mrs. Flavius J. Berry of North Barrington. Mrs. Power has taught high school and college English, and for six years was an agent of Norwell, Massachusetts, was married June 24 to CLIFFORD TAYLOR FRANCIS, Business Administration, of Pittsfield and Boston. Mrs. Francis is a graduate of Smith College.

The marriage of RUTH E. GOLDSTONE, B.S. in Ed., of Presque Isle, Maine, to Lieutenant Commander Archie E. Fain, son of Mr. Philip Fain of Brookline, took place August 6 in New York. Before entering the service, Commander Fain was instructing in Prosthetic Dentistry at Harvard Dental School and maintained an office at 482 Beacon Street.

EDWARD C. MALONE, B.S. in B.A., Lieutenant SC, USNR, was married June 24 to KATHERINE L. MOREHARDT, 1930

PETER ANTHONY BERTOCCI, A.B., Ph.D. '35, of Bates College, has been appointed associate professor of philosophy at the College of Liberal Arts, Boston University. Dr. Bertocci was associate professor of philosophy and psychology at Bates College from 1933 until the present time. He and his wife and two children are making their home in Arlington Heights.

MIRIAM ELLIS, Sargent, B.S. in Ed. '32, A.M. '36, will teach at the Roosevelt School, Melrose, this coming year. Formerly she taught in Greenwich, Connecticut. Miss Ellis is a native of Milton.

FRANKLIN E. LEEDS, B.S. in Ed. Ed.M., who has been in the army for the past year, will return to the Hodgeskin School, East Brookfield, to resume his duties as principal. Mr. Leeds received an honorable discharge.

DOROTHY R. McGrath, B.S. in Ed., and Tech. 5th class ARTHUR FRENCH, B.S. in B.A. '32, were married August 16 in the 5th Chapel of the camp where he is stationed. Mrs. French is a teacher at the Girls Trade School, Worcester, while Mr. French is attending Officers Candidate School in Carlisle, Pennsylvania.

The engagement of Jane Helen Cohen, daughter of Harris C. Cohen of Syracuse, New York, to PAUL ABRAMSON, Business Administration, son of Mr. and Mrs. Morris R. Abramson of Boston, was announced in July.

MARY L. COLEMAN, B.S. in Ed., is teaching commercial subjects in the Maynard High School. For nine years she has taught in White River Junction, Vermont.

Priscilla Mackie, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Adam Mackie of West Hartford, Connecticut, was married June 24 to STEPHEN TAYLOR FRANCIS, Business Administration, of Pittsfield and Boston. Mrs. Francis is a graduate of Smith College.

1930

On July 17 the Lakeland Ledger, Lakeland, Florida, printed a picture of Lt. Col. JOHN W. COLPITTS, B.B.A., with a caption announcing that "Major Colpitts of Drake Field Wins Promotion." KATHERINE L. MOREHARDT, A.B., Ed.M. '41, of Hanover, has resigned her position on the faculty of the East Bridgewater Senior-Junior High School to accept a position as head of the English department at the Gilbert High School, Winsted, Connecticut.

Andrew J. Sanborn and Mrs. Sanborn the former DONALD WILKINS, B.S., are the parents of a son, Andrew Ingalls, born July 10. Their home is in Bridgton, Maine.

1931

ROSE H. RAFFERTY, B.S. in Ed., died October 3 at Leonard Morse Hospital, Natick. She had taught in Natick for more than thirty years. Two sisters and a brother survive.

The Woodrow Avenue Synagogue, Dorchester, has elected Rabbi HYMAN J. ROUTTENBERG, A.M., Ph.D. '43, as its leader. Rabbi Routtenberg is the first English-speaking rabbi to be in charge there, and for the past twelve years has been rabbi of Temple B'nai Brit of Somerville. He also serves on the Veterans' Rehabilitation Committee for Somerville.

Lt. GUSTAVE A. SCHULZE, USNR, A.M., S.T.B., after having served as "Sky Pilot" in Texas City, Texas, for three years; in Trinity Church, San Antonio, six years; and in Eagle Lake, Texas, for two years, filed application
for the Naval Chaplain Corps in May, 1943. Since then he has done a tour of duty at Williamsburg, Virginia, and at Great Lakes, Illinois. "Recently," he says, "I've reported aboard for duty at this Naval activity (Naval Ammunition Depot, Hastings, Nebraska) just in time to witness the catastrophies of a major ammunition explosion. I'm sure I know of no place I'd rather be than with the young manhood of America, sharing their insecurities and bearing at least a small portion of their burdens."

1933

CLIFFORD W. BAKER, S.B., A.M. '36, of Westwood, has been appointed teacher of mathematics at Reading High School. Mr. Baker has been a teacher at the Wentworth Institute Naval Training School for the past two years. Since he is leaving Westwood, he is resigning the chairmanship of the Library Trustees, Directorship of the Wentwood Community Health Association and Directorship of the Westwood Scout House.

ALICE COON, Ed.M., reference librarian at the Westerly Public Library, Westerly, Rhode Island, has completed her work for a degree in the field of Library Science at the School of Library Science at Simmons College. She has been employed at the Library for eleven years.

TERESA COSTELLO, B.S. in Ed., of Holyoke, has been appointed supervising principal of the Fairview Schools. Miss Costello was principal in the Willimansett Schools between 1940 and 1943 and principal in Aldenville last year.

Julian D. Steele and Mrs. Steele, the former MARY BRADLEY DAWES, B.S. in Ed., are the parents of a daughter, Emily Dawes, born August 7. Mr. Steele is director of the Arnold Hemenway Foundation.

DESIRE GOLDSMITH, B.S. in Ed., A.M. '40, is teaching at the Roosevelt School, Melrose.

Announcement has been made that Attorney JAMES A. HANLEY, LL.B., has resigned as justice of the municipal court of Franklin, New Hampshire, to accept a position with the St. John's Shipbuilding Company, Jacksonville, Florida.

Miss Charlotte R. Stengel and Dr. ISADORE ILLMAN, LL.B., LL.M. '35, A.M. '37, Ph.D. '41, have announced their marriage, which took place August 27 in New York. They are living in Mt. Vernon, New York.

This year YVONNE MICHE, A.B., of Waltham, will teach French in the Melrose High School. She studied for one year in France and has had nine years' teaching experience, the last five years being in Northbridge High School, Whitinsville.

Lieutenant ANTHONY R. RUSSO, M.D., is a Flight Surgeon attached to a Marine Fighter Squadron and in 1943 "expects to help our fellow flyers in the Pacific theatre of war." At present he is at Kinston, North Carolina.

MILDRED C. THELEN, B.S. in P.A.L., A.M. '42, who has been teaching Spanish and French in Shrewsbury High School, is now teaching in Wellesley High School.

UNUSUAL WAR SOUVENIR

Mrs. Isabel Spector of Belmont, wife of Captain JEAN S. SPECTOR, B.S. in B.A., has received from her husband a piece of tricolor cloth presented to him by inhabitants of a French town liberated in the drive across France. Captain Spector has been in the army for three years and six months and has been serving overseas since February.

1934

FRANCES G. BROWN, B.S. in Ed., A.M. '42, of New Bedford, and Charles F. Bennett, of New Bedford, were married in the First Baptist Church, New Bedford, in June. Mrs. Bennett is a former teacher of music and art at Milton Junior High. She and her husband are living on North Street, New Bedford.

Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Koyovich of Oakland, California, have announced the marriage of their daughter, Violet, to Dr. PAUL WILLIAM BUTTERFIELD, M.D., assistant professor of pathology at the University of Vermont. The wedding took place July 24 in Wilton, Maine, at the home of the groom's mother. Dr. Butterfield has been a professor for the past seven years.

HILDEGARD E. GORANSON, S.B., has arrived in Australia to serve as an American Red Cross assistant program director.

Mrs. Henry J. Harrigan of Dedham has announced the engagement of her daughter, HENRIETTA FRANCES HARRIGAN, Education, to John Joseph Sullivan, of Brighton, assistant district attorney of Suffolk County.

ADOLPH H. HOUDE, LL.B., of Leominster, has passed the Massachusetts Bar examinations. Mr. Houde is engaged in the insurance business in Boston.

Chaplain ABRAHAM RUDERMAN, 1st Lieutenant, S.B., is completing his second year in the service as chaplain. Part of this time was spent overseas in the North Atlantic Wing of the Air Transport Command, where he visited Newfoundland, Labrador, Baffin Island, and Iceland. His assignment was that of circuit chaplain for that wing. In November, 1942, he married Lucille Taylor of New York, and they are the parents of a four months old son. Chaplain Ruderman is re-united with his family at Sheppard Field, Texas.

Katherine T. Sullivan of Fitchburg and Lieutenant RAPHAEL A. SOLOMITO, LL.B., U.S.A.F., also of Fitchburg, were married August 12 in St. Bernard's Church, Fitchburg. Prior to entering the service, Lieutenant Solomito practiced law in his home town, and at present is stationed at Elgin Field, Florida, as a claimed officer.

A MESSAGE FROM "BILL" BAKER, REUNION CHAIRMAN FOR CBA 1934

This year, 1944, marks the tenth year since our graduation from Boston University College of Business Administration. This year, 1944, marks things more important than our graduation anniversary. We, as alumni, can look back to 1930 and the four years at college, and count the seven years of peace we had after college and judge in our own minds whether we have made a contribution to our country. Many of us have married, have children, and have set our mark for the future. This is the natural course, but many of us have set our sights along a different bearing. Many have had their sights changed and are now among our fighting men on the War Fronts throughout the World. Although this is a definite time in our lives when we can say we are ten years out of college, there are many fellows who can never realize that feeling. Many of these fellows were here two years ago, but have died carrying on a plan more important than any reunion we shall ever have in our life time.

It has seemed fitting, by your 10th Reunion Committee, to follow a reunion program in keeping with the present conflict. Any attempt for a personal reunion would be against the code of this War. A reunion by mail was planned and the result of this questionnaire sent to all classmates is contained in the following pages. It is the hope of everyone that 1949 will be a year when we can
Major EDWIN F. ALLEN made his home in Worcester, working in a brokerage office for several years after graduating. Ed finally joined the Travelers Insurance Company of Hartford, and was transferred to their Wheeling, West Virginia, office, working up to District Manager around Jersey City. Evidently Ed followed the Army after school, and is now in an Eastern port awaiting word to go. You all remember Bertha Hertigan, Ed’s crush while at Boston University, this developed, and they were married and have a daughter, Priscilla, now four years old. Ed reports that he has traveled forty-one states and Mexico, and the family have gone with him. It will be interesting to note that Col. A. E. McKenney, former Boston University professor of military science, is at Fort Benning, Georgia. Ed saw quite a bit of him while there. Evidently the insurance business is an easy one, for Ed’s weight went up considerably, but it wasn’t long after getting into the Army that Ed was back to his usual form of 180.

WILLIAM C. BAKER has made his home in Needham, for the past seven years, while fulfilling his duties as the New England Sales Representative of the Washburn Company. Since Pearl Harbor, he has been on war work, which has meant traveling throughout New England on vital contracts. Bill married Helen Woodbury of Worcester, and has two daughters, Constance, six years old, and Carol, two years. Bill is particularly interested in golf and badminton, but has had little time for either since Pearl Harbor. Photography, linoleum block cutting, and oil painting, a la Peter Hunt, have interested him immensely. Bill has had a vegetable garden for the past seven years and has become very handy with hammer, saw, and screwdriver, repairing after two very active daughters.

GEORGE W. BRINSON, Seven D Street, Providence, Rhode Island, is now in the Army with the 608th Ordinance Company. George graduated from Oberlin College and Rhode Island College of Education. He reports that he isn’t married yet, and his present activity is Jerries.

RUSSELL E. BROOKS makes his home at 4 Woodlawn Avenue, Augusta, Maine. Russ is now assistant chief accountant for the Central Maine Power Company, and is a registered C.P.A. in New Hampshire and Maine. He married Vera M. Stetson, and has a boy, two, and a girl, six. Evidently Russ likes the mountains of Maine and its good golf courses, and also takes advantage of the hunting and fishing which Maine is noted for. For sports, he included volleyball.

GWENDOLYN HENDERSON CARTER makes her home at 2588 Seventh Avenue, New York City, 30 New York. Gwendolyn is now a social worker for the Riverdale Children’s Association, Riverdale, New York, and is married to Sylvester J. Carter, M.D.

SAVERIO CERULLO makes his home at 1451-6th Avenue N., St. Cloud, Minnesota. Saverio is teaching at St. John’s University, but expects to make a change very soon. He is married to Rosina Micherone, and has one child, Rosemary. The hunting and fishing are evidently good in Minnesota, as he enjoys these sports most.

COURTLAND HEATH CHARLOT is another one of our classmates now in the Army. Before entering the Army, Courtland was affiliated with Lever Brothers Co. of Cambridge, Massachusetts. After graduating from Boston University, Courtland continued to the Harvard Business School in 1934 and 1935.

AARON HILLARD COHEN lives at 8 Kilsyth Terrace, Brookline. Aaron continued school from Boston University to Harvard and received his M.A. in 1936. He married Barbara Frank, after graduation, and is now Vice-President of the Acme Type Metal Company of Everett. Aaron likes tennis, but has little time for it, as all industries are busy these days. He devotes most of his spare time to symphony collection records and also attends the theater.

NEWTON J. CONGDON resides at Water Street, Foxboro. Newton married Jane Gardner and has two boys. He is now attending Northeastern University Law School, evening division, and evidently likes to get in some tennis and softball to keep himself in trim.

JAMES DAVIDSON makes his home at 7 Haven Road, Wellesley. Jimmy for some time was located with the New England Small Arms division, which aided in the manufacture of the Brown Machine Gun. He is now working in Boston as chief of the Machine Gun Section. He married Evelyn Sibley after graduation, and has two children, James Hal and Bruce Richard.

BERNARD V. DILL lives at 108 Butler Road, Quincy. Bernard married Anne Murphy and has three children. He is evidently kept quite busy as a bank examiner throughout Massachusetts.

LAWRENCE E. DOREY is an accountant in Boston. He married Ruth E. Swainamer and they have two children. Larry makes his home in Westwood, but likes no hobbies or sports. Surety, out in that country there must be something to do.

WILLIAM J. DWYER, JR. is employed by the National Casket Company of Norfolk, Virginia, as manager. Bill married Rosemary Brown, and has a son William J. Dwyer III. His hobby is music, so he is keeping up his musical accomplishments which he started at Boston University, where he played in the band for three years.

JOHN H. EWELL makes his home at 49 Manson Street, Brockton. Johnny is living in Hyde Park, and works at B. F. Sturtevant Company, and is head of the printing department. He married Arlene Paine and has a son Wesley John, three years old. He is a member of the Brockton Rifle and Revolver Association and seems to make time to do a little tennis and sailing. Like many of us, his home occupation takes some of his time and his sport is gardening.

JOHN C. FARLEY is living at 6 Goodway Road, Forest Hills. John worked for the Employer’s Liability Insurance Corporation until the time he was inducted in the army. He is now a sergeant, and we wonder if he is getting in any good gold that he likes so much.

JAMES FAWCETT resides at 223 Warren Street, Waltham. Jimmy has stayed near school, and is now assistant professor of accounting at good old CBA. Jim married Doris B. Lull, and has one very active young son. They say he has red hair and resembles Jim. Jim’s hobby is philately.

SETH H. FIELD makes his home at 27 Main Street, Northfield. Seth was in the Navy, and was discharged after serving for a year and a half, and is now general manager of the Graphic Theatres Circuit in Boston. Seth isn’t married yet, and evidently has found it necessary to devote most of his time to his work, since he returned from the service.

JAMES W. FOOTE lives at 76 Annawan Road, Waban. Jim is an income tax consultant, and no doubt, is very busy with the many troubles all of us are having today. Jim seems to like his golf, skiing, tennis and badminton, and busies himself in his garden when the mosquitoes aren’t too bad.
Reverend WILLIAM E. GARDNER makes his home at 17 Somerset Street, Bangor, Maine. Bill is one of the fellows who didn’t follow the rest of us into the business world, but carried on at Tufts, where he graduated and received his Bachelor of Sacred Theology in 1940. At the present time, he is minister of the First Universalist Church in Bangor, Maine. Bill married Priscilla A. Wright in San Francisco. This is a far cry from Maine. Bill married Priscilla A. Wright in Bangor, Maine. Bill is one of the fellows of furniture and rugs. When Ed left the service, he married Evelyn H. Patch, and now works at Gladings, Inc., as a buyer at 376 Bennett Street, Providence, Rhode Island. He is now a corporal in the Army in Kentucky. (I wonder what happened to all those girls he had while at CBA.)

DANIEL GOLDBERG makes his home at 391 Shirley Street, Winthrop. He married Carolyn Berliner after graduating from law school in 1936. Dan is now active as an attorney. As hobbies, Dan lists reading and taxes — who else considers taxes a hobby?

MILTON GREENBERG made his home at 236 Main Street, South River, New Jersey, before entering the Army. Milton is now a corporal in the Army and wishes he had paid more attention to the ROTC while at CBA. Milt is one of the correspondents and spends a great deal of his time writing. He is rejoicing in England at the moment. Milt married Bernice Polensky in 1941.

FRANCIS E. HANLEY lives at 4442 N. Beacon Street, Chicago, Illinois. Frank is connected with the Liberty Mutual Insurance Company as Audit supervisor, in Chicago. He married Thelma C. Wilhelm. His personal activities include tennis, swimming and skating, and like all of us who have the time, he does the usual amount of reading.

JAMES H. HOWARD, JR., has his home at 154 Union Avenue, Framingham. Jimmy is now in the service and his APO is in San Francisco. This is a far cry from the real estate business he used to be in.

JAMES O. KNIFE makes his home at 43 Lowell Road, Winthrop. Jay carried on in accounting and is now with the Sylvania Electric Products of Salem, in the cost accounting end.

EDGAR W. JAMES makes his home at 376 Bennett Street, Providence, Rhode Island. Eddie was in the service for fourteen months and was discharged in September, 1943, due to eye trouble. He now works at Gladings, Inc., as a buyer of furniture and rugs. When Ed left the service, he married Evelyn H. Patch, and they are making their home in Providence, where Ed plays some golf on the many courses in that section (most of them named after Indians.)

CHARLES H. LADUE resides at 36 Oxford Street, Arlington. Charlie, at present, is a Guidance Director in Arlington. He married Dorothy M. Pierce, and they have two children, both girls, ages seven and two. (Mr. Ladue recently became head of the Accounting Department, Babson Records, Wellesley.—Ed.)

HARRY S. LAYTON is living at 621 Hamilton Street, RFD No. 3, New Brunswick, New Jersey. Harry is supervisor of ESMWT Management courses at Rutgers University. He married Doris Welter and has one daughter. Music is his hobby.

JULIAN D. LITTLE now makes his home in El Campo, Texas, where he is a public accountant, and is also a CPA. He has one child and his personal activities seem to be the all-round sport of golf.

CHARLES B. McHUE makes his home in East Douglas. Charlie continued on to the Babson Institute taking special courses, and is now a meter clerk and single phase tester with the Worcester Suburban Electric Company. He married Elizabeth Frost, and his sports are horses and pistol shooting, in which he has become well versed, — in fact, he qualifies as an instructor.

JAMES A. McKENNA resides at 2125 St. Raymond Avenue, Parkchester, New York. Jim married Jeanne Chagnon, graduate of Sargent School in 1934, and has two sons, John 6, and James, Jr., 4. Jimmy has passed his pre-induction physical and has been accepted by the Navy, and is waiting to be inducted. He is assistant manager of the N. Y. offices of the South-Western Publishing Company, and is selling textbooks for business courses. His hobbies are bridge and reading.

WILLIAM J. MERRICK, JR., now makes his home in Lenox. Bill was inducted into the Armed Services in 1943. He spent five months at Finance School, Fort Benjamin Harrison, Indiana, and was then transferred to Louisiana for five months. Soon after he was accepted for O.C.S. in Finance, but received an honorable discharge, due to an old eye injury which he received while playing baseball at Villanova College. Bill is now back with the Smith Paper Company at Lees. He is still single and still finds time for a rugged game of golf.

JOHN F. MOELLER is living at 5 Farm Road, Belmont. Johnny is a CPA and is the Resident Manager of the Boston Office of Pest, Marwick, Mitchell & Company. Johnny graduated from Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration and earned his M.B.A. in 1936. He has spent some time in South American countries, which has meant some very long trips away from the family. Johnny married Ruth Hoyt and they have two children, Barbara and Jacqueline.

ABRAHAM J. OXMAN, SK3/c, Commissary Store, N.A.S., Paxtuxent River, Maryland. Before induction, Abe was a teacher in the Malden Vocational School in Malden. He married Lillian Sack, and has a daughter, Marilyn Jane, who is one and a half years old. His personal activities included tennis and softball, and his hobby is reading.

JOHN B. OSGOOD now makes his home at 38 Osgood Street, North Andover. John is the assistant editor of the Lawrence Daily Eagle. He married Katherine F. Currier, and they have two sons.

HYMEN J. POCKRIS lives at 116 Hutchings Street, Roxbury. Hymen works for the Ideal Tooth, Inc., in Cambridge and heads up the order department. Now we know where to get these artificial teeth for our 50th reunion. He married Sarah Rader and has little time for any sports or hobbies.

RICHARD CHARLES RICHARDS, alias Ostrowski, When you read this name, don’t wonder, it’s good old Dick, but he changed his name, so that it predominate in Richards. Why didn’t he do it sooner? He is manager of the C. & A. Richards Company in Boston, and can be seen most any day around noon time on Summer Street. Dick makes his home in Squantum, with his wife, the former Kathrynn Tennant Adams, and has a one-and-a-half-year old daughter, Duane Adams Richards. Dick lists personal activity as taking care of his daughter on Saturday afternoon to relieve the pressure on the "little woman". His hobbies seem to be woodworking, repairing and maintenance on his home, and he has found the best way to take down storm windows — in a high wind — no storage.

ARTHUR K. ROGDE now makes his home at 22 Seneca Road, Winchester. Art is a specialist in Military Contracts for Talon, Inc., in Boston. He married Isabelle L. Parker, Wellesley ’35, and has a daughter, Phyllis Arlene. Most of Art’s time is spent in victory gardening, but he would like to have time for some golf and other outdoor activities.

JOSEPH KENNETH SHEPARD lives at 20 Farragut Avenue, Providence, Rhode Island. He is a factory accountant at the Monowatt Electric Corporation in Providence in charge of Cost Depart-
ment and Payroll Department. In June, 1939, he married Gladys Carr, and has one son Joseph Alva, born in August, 1943. Under personal activity, he has listed yachting, and he has been doing instructing on Port Security Boat details.

HARRY SIEGAL is making his home at 90 Capen Street, Dorchester. Harry is a Certified Public Accountant working in Boston. He married Ida Baimel and has one son.

Lieutenant JAMES F. SMITH, JR., Navy Yard, New York, Assistant Shop Supt., Industrial Engineering Section. Jimmy worked in East Walpole after leaving CBA, and went into the Navy after Pearl Harbor. He married Loretta Johnston in November, 1942, and has one child, Mary Anne, born in December, 1943.

Lieutenant PAUL C. SMITH, U.S. Naval Reserve, after leaving college, continued to the Graduate School of Education at B. U. and also the Harvard Graduate School of Education. He taught at the Pennington School of Pennington, New Jersey, his first year out of college, and then came to Malden High which he left after Pearl Harbor. He married Ruth Slocumb, and has two sons, Peter, five, and Mark, three. Paul’s activities include photography and mountain climbing in peacetime.

Lieutenant HAROLD B. THEMEN, 30 Peterborough Street, Boston. Harold is at the Armed Guard Center in Brooklyn, New York. He is married to Edith Stevens and has one son, ten years old, which seems to be a record compared to all other results from this questionnaire. EDWIN C. WALMSLEY now makes his home at 14208 Montrose Avenue, Detroit, Michigan. Ed is at Wayne University as an associate professor of accounting. He received his Ph.B. in 1922 from Brown University. He is married to Hazel Jordan.

OTTO J. WIESE resides at 38 Boylston Street, Jamaica Plain. Otto is office manager of Sears Roebuck and Company in Boston. He is married to Dorothy Mann, and his present hobbies include photography.

CECIL F. WETHERBEE now makes his home at 7 Mechanic Street, Foxboro. Cecil is credit manager in charge of office supplies, war bonds and miscellaneous accounting work at the Foxboro Company. In September, 1940, he married Doris Pulsifer, and has a one and a half year old son, Robert Frost. Basketball, softball, tennis, fishing, and church work, together with Boy Scout training and Community Chest director are among his outside activities. Wonder when he finds time for that young son and a vacation.

Captain ARTHUR B. WORTHLEY, JR., made his home at 276 Pine Street, Lowell, prior to his induction into the Army. Art went into the Army soon after Pearl Harbor. He married June C. McElroy, and has one son, Kelvin Arthur, born in October, 1942.

KENNETH H. WYATT now makes his home at 187 Summer Street, Fitchburg. He married Marion B. Nelson, and has three children: David, John, and Elizabeth Marie. Ken is a reporter on the Boston Herald Traveler, and from his personal activities, he must be in charge of sports, for he lists that he officiated in football and baseball until 1941. His hobbies included numismatics (coins) and philately (stamps).

THE UNHEARD FROM MEMBERS OF B34 TRACKED DOWN

JOHN MEDLEY ANDERSON, still with the Equitable Life Insurance Company and working in Grand Rapids, Michigan.

RUTH VIRGINIA BERNARD, now married and is working in the new Cushing Hospital in Framingham.

EDWARD ROGER BRADY worked for the State Department after CBA, and the latest heard from Ed was that he was at a camp in Louisiana, studying radio. Ed has two or three children, and was one of those who was inducted just before the last change came through for family men.

Dr. DONALD CALDWELL FULLER has been working on his Doctor’s degree in Education since leaving B.U., and in 1943 received his Doctor’s degree from Harvard. In 1935 Don was married to Lena D. Frisley of Southwzth. Since then, he has moved to various parts of the Atlantic Coast, teaching at the present at Westbrook Junior College, Portland, Maine.

KING HATHAWAY went with Lever Brothers and then to New York in 1934 and was there until the time of his induction, and he is now at some midwestern base. The last heard, he was at the Great Lakes Training Station.

Captain RUSSELL GILBERT SPINNEY has won the Purple Heart and Silver Star Medals and his A.P.O. is No. 1, New York, New York.

Lieutenant CHARLES GARDNER TUCKER is in the Infantry.

Major WILLIAM GEORGE WILLIAMS is with the 309th Sub-Depot, Tuskegee, Alabama.

Major RUSSELL BULLARD WIGHT is in command of the 3rd Student Training Company, at Fort Benning, Georgia. He has received the Purple Heart and Silver Star Medals.

EDWARD EARL KALLER, after leaving B. U., took over his father’s jewelry business in Patchogue, Long Island, where he was up until the time of Pearl Harbor. In 1942 he took on some extra work in a defense factory in addition to the jewelry business, and in the spring of 1943 was inducted into the Service. The first to be married in the class, Ed was unfortunate in losing his wife, through death, several years ago, leaving him with a young daughter, Joan, who, at the present time, is living with his brother in Maryland, while he packs a gun. Ed’s address is A.S.N. 42133438. 330 T.H. A.A.F. B.U., Section A.A. Scott Field, Illinois.

1935

Lieutenant HAROLD A. CHRISTENSEN U.S.N.R., B.B.A. ’40, and Mrs. Christensen (KATHERINE M. BAKER, P’35), of Chestnut Hill, are the parents of a daughter, Karen Andrea, born September 18. Lieutenant Christensen is in the Pacific.

ALICE M. COMSTOCK, B.S. in Ed., of Marlboro, has been appointed assistant to the director of the Junior Red Cross Service of the North Atlantic Area, and received special training for her work in New York City and Washington, D. C. She will be in charge of the Junior Red Cross work for New York, New Jersey, and Delaware and will do field work in that area.

ANNE STOREY HAZELTON, A.M., of Cambridge, is teaching science at Avon High School.

Mr. and Mrs. John D. Kaulback of Hudson have announced the engagement of their daughter, RUTH HAZEL KAULBACK, Practical Arts and Letters, to Sergeant John D. O’Connell, U.S.A., of Marlborough. At present Sergeant O’Connell is overseas.

MILTON KLINE, Ill.B., has been appointed principal of the Roxbury Hebrew School.

Abraham Garbose and Mrs. Garbose, the former MADELINE STAVIS, Practical Arts and Letters, are the parents of a daughter, Janet Ruth, born July 3.

1936

As of August 30 THOMAS J. FURLONG, B.B.A., AUS, was promoted to First Lieutenant. He graduated from the Adjutant General Officer Candidate School, Fort Washington, Maryland, in August, 1943, and from the Army Exchange School, Princeton, New Jersey.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bass of Lowell have announced the engagement of their daughter, to Dr. STANLEY T. BLOOMFIELD, M.D., also of Lowell. A child-iren's specialist, and a fellow on the American board of pediatrics, Dr. Bloomfield is on the staff of St. John's Hospital, Lowell.

JOHN P. DIXON, Education, has been appointed medical director at the Norwood Junior High School. A native of New London, he is married and has two small boys. For the past nine years, Mr. Dixon has been working for Bird and Son, Norwood.

Lillian A. Weise, of Haverhill, and Dr. SIDNEY EIGNER, M.D., of Lynn, were married August 13 in Boston. Dr. Eigner has been practicing medicine for three years, having taken a post-graduate course in internal medicine at the University of Pennsylvania. Dr. and Mrs. Eigner are living on Newhall Street, Lynn.

LOIS JOHNSON HALLIWILL, B.S. in Ed., of Bath, formerly of Lewiston, was married on August 3 to Sergeant Charles M. Fillmore, son of Mrs. Anna F. Bradley of Manchester, New Hampshire. Sergeant Fillmore, U.S.A., is now stationed in Greensboro, North Carolina.

ALICE N. JAMESON, B.S. in Ed., Ed.M. '41, of Brookline, has been appointed director of reading in the Hingham school system. She was formerly assistant director of the Educational Clinic at Boston University.

Recently announced was the engagement of ANNIE T. JODAITIS, College and Extension, of Gardner, to Merrill D. Dye, Chief Pharmacist's Mate, U.S.N.R., of Gloversville, New York. Miss Jodaitis is educational director at the Truesdale Hospital School of Nursing, Fall River.

Of interest to many was the marriage June 21 of Rebecca Walther Cable, R.N., of Medford, to PHILIP HENRY KING, B.S. in Ed., also of Medford. Mr. and Mrs. King are living on Warren Street, Medford. For the past year Mrs. King has been substitute school nurse, while Mr. King has been a member of the faculty of the Hobbs Junior High School for fourteen years.

The wedding of Ruth R. Stone and MANUEL L. KUMIN, Evening College of Commerce, of New Bedford, took place recently in Temple Israel, Ken-berma. Mr. and Mrs. Kumin are living in Brockton.

MARIE LEBOURDAIS, Education, of North Abington, is in charge of an "opportunity class" at the McKinley School in Brockton. For the past two years, she has been teaching in Concord, New Hampshire.

ROWENA J. L'ABBE, B.S. in Ed., is teaching English and Social Science at the Manchester High School in Massachusetts.

JOSEPH RACINE, Ed.M., of Chicopee, has been made acting principal of the West Street School, Southbridge. Mr. Racine has taught at Springfield College and also Assumption College.

LAWRENCE BONGIOVANNI, B.S. in Ed., Ed.M. '40, is now teaching social studies in the Plymouth High School. During the past summer he was an assistant in the Middlebury College Summer School.

EMORY STEVENS BUCKE, S.T.B., who was recently elected to the editorship of the Zion's Herald, has been awarded the Advocate "Carnation" by the Boston Jewish Advocate.

Cornelia VanMarter Weeks, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Arnold N. Weeks of New Scituate, became the bride of Capt. ROBERT B. CHADWICK, U.S.N., B.S. in B.A., of Wollaston, on September 6 in Norwell. Captain and Mrs. Chadwick are living in Augusta, Georgia, near Camp Gordon, where he is stationed.

Mr. and Mrs. Leon N. Stern of New York City have announced the marriage of their daughter, Florence Mae, to Lieutenant E. LAWRENCE DANIELS, B.S. in B.A., of Brookline. Lieutenant Daniels served overseas for twenty months.


On August 20, St. Columbkille's Church, Brighten, was the scene of the wedding of FRANCES NORMA DEAN, B.S. in J., of Brighten, to JOHN J. BRESNAHAN, B.S. in B.A., '37, LL.B. '39, of Springfield. Before her marriage Mrs. Bresnan was employed by the Society of Arts and Crafts in Boston. Mr. Bresnan has a law practice in Springfield, where he and Mrs. Bresman are making their home.

On August 20, DOROTHY KAY DONOVAN, B.S. in P.A.L., daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene J. Donovan of Lowell, and Francis J. Sexton, petty officer, second class, U.S.N.R., of Lowell, were married in St. Margaret's Church.
Mrs. Sexton had taught in the Andover High School. The young couple will live on Oakland Street, Lowell.

ALBERT J. DORAN, Jr., B.S. in Ed., is teaching physical education in Wellesley High School. He has been coach at Melrose High School and also taught physical education and science there.

Ruth Mahoney of Hyde Park was married to JAMES P. EGAN, Jr., Business Administration, of Jamaica Plain. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Mahoney.

MARY EWELL, M.S. in S.S., is the district agent of Hampden County S.P. C.C., and goes about on many lecture tours in connection with her work.

In the Methodist Church, Winthrop, August 20, ELOISE G. GILBERT, B.S. in P.A., daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John R. Gilbert of Waltham, became the bride of Sergeant Gordon L. Simson, U.S.A.A.F., son of Mrs. John Simson, Winthrop. The young couple are living in Grand Island, Nebraska, near where he is stationed.

Mrs. Everett Van Scy of Lynn has announced the engagement of her daughter, Grace Keane, to FRANK J. GILMORE, Jr., Evening College of Commerce, of Lynn. Mr. Gilmore is employed at the Boston Navy Yard.

At a nuptial mass in St. Joseph's Church, Belmont, Eileen Marie McMenimen, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. McMenimen, was married September 9 to Lieutenant PAUL THOMAS HENDRICK, U.S.A., B.S. in B.A., of Arlington. Lieutenant Thomas has been in the service for two years. Mrs. Hendrick is living in Alexandria, Virginia, while Lieutenant Hendrick is stationed at Fort Belvoir, Virginia.

PERRY S. JACKSON, B.S. in Ed., of Great Barrington, has been appointed scout executive by the executive board of the Berkshire Council, Boy Scouts. Mr. Jackson, who is held in high esteem in scouting circles, ranked second in the class of the sixty-third national training school for Scout executives.

Mrs. Charles E. Maddox, of Brookline announced the engagement of her daughter, Lieutenant (j.g.), EDNA MAE MADDOX, U.S.N.R. (W), B.S. in J., to Lieutenant Robert Ferrera, U.S.N.R., of New Canaan, Connecticut. Lieutenant Maddox was commissioned in the Naval Reserve in January, 1942 and has since been stationed at Newport, Rhode Island. WESLEY F. PRATZNER, B.S. in B.A., formerly of New Haven, who handles public relations for the Westinghouse Electric Elevator Company, has been named public relations chairman of the Jersey City Committee for Economic Development. This group of business men is now studying post-war problems, planning to provide jobs for all returning members of the armed forces.

HELEN MARY SMALL, B.B.A., of Chelsea, was married to WILLIAM HENRY ROCKETT, B.B.A. '42, of the F.B.I., in August. Mr. Rockett is a native of West Lynn, but lives in East Orange, New Jersey, where he and Mrs. Rockett are making their home. Mrs. Rockett was employed by Glaser and Yoffe, Incorporated, in Chelsea.

Staff Sergeant JOSEPH ULMAN, B.S. in B.A., is finding his CBA training of very practical value to him in his work with the Finance Office at March Field, California. He says the work is interesting and is a real business organization. Their business is the paying of all troops, commercial accounts issuance of War Bonds, and accounting. Sergeant Ulman has been in charge of the Bond department, but recently was transferred to the Check department. He hasn't met any Boston University boys out there.

Mrs. T. Williamson of West Roxbury has announced the engagement of her daughter, HELEN J. WILLIAMSON, Practical Arts and Letters, to Lieutenant Wesley A. Kohl, also of West Roxbury.

Mrs. DELLA H. CLIFFORD, Education, died September 12 at her home in Swampscott. She was a Lynn school teacher for seventeen years, and unsuccessful candidate for mayor of the city in 1925, getting 12,000 votes. A sister and a brother survive her.

"BILL" MONAHAN KILLED IN PLANE ACCIDENT

Too late for inclusion with our regular military notes came the news of the death of WILLIAM JOHN MONAHAN, E'44, in a plane accident at Kendall Field on September 14. His picture and a tribute will appear in the December BOSTONIA.

1939

ERNEST A. BRAGG, Jr., S.B., M.D. '43, and Mrs. Bragg have announced the birth of a daughter, Edith Gall, on August 3.

WILLIAM H. CONDON, 1st Lieutenant, Inf., B.S. in B.A., informed the Alumni Office on September 26 that he was again in the States and a patient at the Cushing General Hospital.

Wesley A. KoHL, also of West Roxbury, to PAUL S. GOODMAN, B.S. in B.A., has returned from service in the Cushing General Hospital.

ROSSLYN G. HERSHENSON, Practical Arts and Letters, of Peabody, who is serving in the WAC, has been promoted to the rank of Lieutenant and is now assigned to the Public Relations Office of the WAC in Boston. Lieutenant Hershenson attended OCS in Des Moines, Iowa, and was an outstanding member of her class. She enlisted as a private. First Lieutenant HERBERT KAISER, B.S. in B.A., has returned from service outside the continental United States and is now being processed at Army Air Forces Redistribution Station No. 2 in Miami Beach, where his next assignment will be determined. He was a B-25 pilot, flying fifty-six missions during seventeen months in Africa and Italy.

On August 12 Alice J. Lajoie, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alexander J. Lajoie of Worcester, became the bride of MARTIN L. MORAN, E.L.M., of Leominster. Mr. Moran is a teacher at the Leominster Junior High School, where Mrs. Moran was teacher of Home Economics.

On June 18 Shirley N. Phillips of Dor-
chester was married to BERRILL OR-KIN, Business Administration, of Brookline. Mrs. Orkin is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Phillips. Mr. Orkin and his wife are living in Brookline.

GERTRUDE PRADEL, B.S. in Ed., A.M. '44, of Danielson, Connecticut, has been appointed to the department of social studies at Killingly High School. For the past two years Miss Pradel has been principal of the Wauregan grade school.

NEWS OF THE CLASS OF 1939 OF THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION, COMPILED FROM QUESTIONNAIRES

MRS. BERNARD W. ADLER (Shirley R. Rivitz) and her husband are living at 24 Fuller Street, Brookline.

MARY S. ANGUS says she has given up teaching and is trying the business world for a change. She is manager of the Andover Consumers' Cooperative Store in Andover, Massachusetts, and at present she has three clerks working with her.

Sergeant MILTON BARON has been very busy since his graduation. After receiving a Master's Degree in Landscape Architecture from Harvard, he worked for almost a year for the T. B. Pitman Studio, Cambridge, designing models and dioramas. For two years he was an assistant landscape architect in the office of J. J. Levison, M.F.; and later was landscape architect on a large war plant for Stone & Webster Engineering Company, doing site planning. Most recently he has made regional studies for land use in and around the reservoirs at the Tennessee Valley Authority and later on War Workers Housing. Then came the army—but he hopes to continue in the same field after the war. He has added hiking, skiing, and color photography to golf, swimming and tennis, his other hobbies and enjoys traveling, having been bitten by the bug since he joined the army.

MAURICE E. BERTHAUME is an employment interviewer for the United States Employment Service in Danielson, Connecticut.

PAULINE F. BLOUIN is an ensign in the U.S.N.R. (W) and is living in Washington, D. C.

ELIZABETH BRANCH is supervisor of Art Education in Rural Connecticut. Her hobby is painting with water colors and recently some of her work was on exhibition in the Boothbay Playhouse, Boothbay Harbor, Maine; Worcester County Artist Show, Worcester Art Museum, Worcester; and recently under the auspices of Tomorrow's Masterpieces, New York City, New York.

MRS. FREDERICK M. BROOKS, Jr., (Miriam Rix) is living in Nahant with her husband and their son, Benjamin, who was born on December 1, 1942. She says her occupation is being at home as a minister's wife.

BARBARA M. BROWN, who was working at the College of Liberal Arts for her Master's Degree, is now stationed at the Office of Naval Officer Procurement in San Francisco, California. Before joining the WAVES with the first V-9 class at Smith College, she was a teacher in Newton. In October, 1943, she was promoted to the rank of Lieutenant (j.g.) and at present is serving as senior WAVE recruiting officer in Colorado and Wyoming. Her hobbies are Mineralogy and Athletics.

MRS. FREELAND H. CARDE is the former Marybelle Finger. Her husband is a Lieutenant in the United States Navy; her daughter Carol is one year old. Still interested in teaching, she follows the Educational Field quite closely through reading and contacts.

MRS. BLAIR I. CHAMPLIN (Eleanor Warren), who had been a teacher for three years, is now working in a Defense Plant packing K rations. She was married two years last March and says most of her time is taken up in her work and in caring for her home.

MATILDA CLEMENT is instructing English and Dramatics in the Senior High School in Everett, Massachusetts. Her hobby is centered around Playwriting and she has had published "Are You Ready For An Air-Raid?" and "Taming of Sue". During the Summer of 1943, she organized a School of Drama with twenty-five students in Fancestown, New Hampshire.

TRAVIS W. CUSHING is Principal of the Centennial Elementary School in Saint John, New Brunswick, Canada. His wife is the former Gladys V. Holder. As for hobbies, they include a home workshop and writing.

MRS. ALBERT V. DANIELSON (Jessie Boyd) and her husband are living at 10 Saunders Terrace, Wellesley Hills, Massachusetts.

MARJORIE GRACE DEAN, Head of the Science Department, Stuart Hall, Staunton, Virginia, is also teaching Biology, General Science and Chemistry.

ARMAND M. GAMBOA is a P.A. Surgeon, connected with the U. S. Public Health Service, Hot Springs, Arkansas. His wife is the former Lucia J. Brienza and their daughter is nine years old. Languages and Travel are his main hobbies.

HAROLD E. GOODIER, of Portland, Maine, is a welder in the South Portland Shipyard. Although interested mainly in sports, his favorites are Basketball, Softball and Horse-shoe pitching. His wife is the former Donna E. Mills.

KENNETH G. GRAY, of Plymouth, Massachusetts, is working with the United States Postal Service.

RICHARD B. GREENMAN, Superintendent of Schools in West Acton, Massachusetts, and Principal of the Acton High School, has a third son now, David Baker, who is three years old. His other two children are Peter, ten, and Dorothy, six. His hobbies are Music, and Personnel work. He has directed the Unitarian Church School, Concord, Massachusetts, for twelve years.

ELIZABETH S. HAGAR, of Rockland, Maine, is Supervisor of Music in Holden, Rutland, Paxton and Oakham, Massachusetts.

ROBERT H. HEIGHAM graduated from the Andover-Newton Theological School with a B.D. degree and he is now pastor of the First Congregational Church in Wiscasset, Maine. He and his wife, the former Ruby Doane, have one daughter, Beverly Anne.

JOHN HOUSTON is Principal of the John D. Hardy Elementary School in Wellesley. He is living in Wellesley Hills with his wife, Miriam Taylor Houston, and their son Alan Praser.

ALFRED J. HURLEY is training supervisor and director of Training in a cotton mill in Manchester, New Hampshire. All of the new workers go through his department for training in the different operations. His son Robert is fourteen years old.

STEPHEN H. KAZARIAN is still living at 27 Carlisle Road, Bedford, Massachusetts.

Lieutenant (j.g.) CHARLES E. LARAMIE, U.S.N.R., of Fairhaven, Vermont, is Communications Officer aboard a ship in the South Pacific. His hobby ties in very well with his occupation as he is interested in collecting curios and material from all ports and in studying the natives and their modes of life.

MRS. ERNEST E. LEAVITT, (June Wright) says her occupation is her home and family. Her family consists of her husband, Major Ernest E. Leavitt, her son, Ernest Eastman Leavitt, Jr., (13) and Judith Park Leavitt, who was born on July 5. She says they have been army people since July, 1941 and have been stationed from Vermont to Carolina,
then Florida, Mississippi, and now here in Washington, D. C., for seventeen months, her husband being stationed at the Army War College. They enjoy Washington and find it is not really a madhouse.

EDWARD E. LIPPA and MRS. EDWARD E. LIPPA (Marcia Cohan) are living in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Mr. Lippa is employed by the Morgan's Home Equipment Corporation while Mrs. Lippa is at home taking care of their daughter, Ann Ruth.

AGNES LOUISE McCaUGHEY of Lonsdale, Rhode Island, is teaching elementary subjects in the sixth grade at Saylesville School, Saylesville, Rhode Island. Active in Red Cross work, she is co-chairman of the Blood Bank for the Town of Lincoln, rolls bandages and has knitted over thirty stump socks (an emergency project). Among her other activities is that of being an observer for the Army on a "high and windy hill", and corresponding secretary for the Rhode Island Branch of Boston University Women's Council.

MRS. JASPER S. MATHEWS, Jr., (Georgiana Brewer) and her husband are living at 71 South Pine Creek Road, Fairfield, Connecticut, with their son, Arthur Brewer Mathews.

HELEN A. MURPHY, of Natick, Massachusetts, is Associate Professor of Education and Dean of Freshman Women at Rhode Island College of Education in Providence. In 1943 she received her Doctor of Education degree from the School of Education.

Lieutenant (j.g.) SAUL NECHTEM, now a communications officer in the Navy, is married to Gladys R. Mack. At the moment his hobby is obtaining the greatest efficiency getting in and out of foxholes. As to special interests, his concerns just how long it will take to march into Tokio.

PEARL ASTRID NELSON, who has studied the 'Cello for the past five years, is assistant Principal in the Chauncey Newhall School in Waltham, and is also teaching the fifth grade. Many of her children's songs have been published in the past two years in anthologies, along with poetry and stories.

MARY QUINN, of Uxbridge, besides teaching Literature in Uxbridge Junior High School, is also serving as a Nurses Aide at the Framingham Hospital.

CONSTANCE H. RAMSEY of Milton is a 2d Lieutenant in the Medical Department, A.U.S., and at present is in the Station Hospital, Fort Bragg, North Carolina, serving as a Physical Therapy Aide.

Haven't taught art and crafts at Wellesley High School from September, 1939, until June, 1942, Mrs. ELIOT SMITH (Lydia Barnes) is now a housewife in Melrose, while her husband, Ensight Smith, is serving with the U.S.N.R. The name of their son is Scott Kincaid Smith.

AYMAR H. TABER, of Reading, was an Instructor for the Army Air Forces Technical Training Command at the New England Aircraft School, Boston, for two years, before taking up his present duties, which consist of teaching Mathematics and Aeronautics in the New Hampton School, New Hampton, New Hampshire. His main interest lies with flying, as he is a Lieutenant in the Civil Air Patrol attached to the Laconia Squadron, Laconia, New Hampshire, as a Training Officer.

MRS. Lester J. THOMPSON (Agnes MacDonald) is teaching Physical Education in the High School in Plainville, Connecticut, and is also supervisor in the elementary schools. Mrs. Thompson and her husband are living in Plainville, Connecticut.

CHESTER G. TODD of New Britain, Connecticut, spends all his time making tools for various war industries, as he is Proprietor of the C & T Tool and Die Company, New Britain.

WALTER R. TOWNSEND, or as he is called by the Navy, Company Commander, is training Navy "Boots" in Sampson, New York. He and his wife, the former Elizabeth Sutherland, have one daughter, Marilyn Marie.

Ensign JOHN WALKER and Mrs. Walker (KATHLEEN D. THORN-BURGH, Mus.B. '40) and their son Richard Henderson, are living in Minneapolis, Minnesota. Ensign Walker is an Athletic Instructor in the Naval Aviation V-5 Program.

HELEN E. WINNING of Newton Centre is teaching Grades 5 and 6 alternately in the Angier School, Waban.

EDWARD W. RICE, Instructor in Personnel Relations in the Newark College of Engineering, Newark, New Jersey, is also in charge of admissions and testing. He is married to Jane Walania and has one child Peter Hyde. Skating, Tennis, and reading in Industrial Problems are his main interest.

MRS. JOHN B. ZATTI (Doris Holcomb) of Windsor, Connecticut, describes her occupation as Homemaker. John B., Jr., is seven months old.

NEWS FROM EARLE M. RUGG, T'16, and MARION L. KUMLER, T'39

FROM RAEWIND, PUNJAB, INDIA

Dear Friends of Raewind:

The first part of our school year is over. School closes on June 30, and then we will have vacation for two months. Last year we had 180 boys in school. Of these 104 were Christians, 38 Sikhs, 26 Moslems, and 12 Hindus. There were 46 boys from farmer families. The rest came from a rural background for the most part. We have few boys from the cities. In the various classes 138 boys were learning English, 129 Urdu and 93 learning Persian. I discourage studying the latter language, as so few boys will ever have use for it. They like it because it is easier than Science. On the other hand, very few boys will ever have use for English.

This year we have begun the first step of a year's training. We have made our first move to the new school in Jullundur. Last July with fifteen boys from the High School classes we had a summer school at our new site — Sura Nussi, which is near Jullundur. We spent a month in the partly finished building which we have purchased. In February the building committee of the United Christian Schools (consisting of the Presbyterian schools at Moga and Amballa and the Methodist School at Raewind) met at Sura Nussi. It was voted then to open classes in April of this year. The Christians from the first year High School at Raewind and the Christians from Junior and Senior Special English classes, both from Raewind and Moga, were to go. Dr. Strickler, the Principal, had the building finished by April. Roofs were put on the large rooms, four rooms were built above the hallways, the walls were plastered and floors were made. On April 22 school opened. There are now 21 boys in the first year of High School. Some one has said that this is the largest 9th class of Christians in the Punjab. At least it is unusually large. One boy has come from as far away as Delhi. There are 19 boys in the English classes.

In the new school we have tried to inculcate new ideals from the very beginning. When the boys arrived they found no sweeper. I went with seven boys from Raewind for the beginning days. The Raewind boys came to me and said that they did not want to sweep. This comes from the age old caste feeling in India. Many Christians come from sweeper castes. They are so afraid that if they sweep, non-Christians will say, "Yes, you
are doing what you were meant to do." These boys unconsciously are afraid of that because their social position is not yet secure, because they are so recently come from the sweeper class. But we want them to go one step farther and then be utterly free. We want them to see that sweeping itself is not wrong — what is wrong is that any individual or group of people should force a certain class of people to do this work. It is not wrong to sweep — it is how it is done that makes it wrong. I said to the boys, "You do not have to sweep in this school. But some one does. So if you will tell me when it is your turn to sweep I will do it for you." Dr. Strickler, Mr. Roy and Mr. Theopholis (the last two are Indian teachers) will also take your turns for you, but we will not have a sweeper doing this work." We have had no trouble about the boys taking their turns with the cleaning of their rooms and the school building.

When the boys arrived they wanted to take Persian. I talked to several and asked them to tell me what advantage there was in taking Persian. Mr. Theopholis began teaching every boy Science. He tried to show them the necessity for Science in the new India. He also tried to make them see that the boys who took Persian were just not up to the mark as students and couldn't make the grade in Science. On May 8 when I was again at Sura Nussi we asked the boys to choose what subjects they wanted. Eleven boys chose Science and Agriculture; nine, Science and Urdu; and only two chose Urdu and Persian. Compare those numbers with our present Tenth class which has four boys in Science and Agriculture!

On May 8 the Board of Directors of the United Christian Schools met at Jullundur and Sura Nussi. In the evening we had the dedication of the new school. It is a small beginning, but it was more with a dedication to the future that we met. Antoine De St Exupery has written, "A rock pile ceases to be a rock pile the moment a single man contemplates it, bearing within him the image of a cathedral." So the sand dunes of Sura Nussi have ceased to be sand dunes. Mrs. Harper spoke on the ideals of the new school. There are five: Truth, Democracy, New Education, Co-operation, and Service.

There is still some red tape to unwind before we will have possession of 200 more acres of land, but we are confident that we will have it soon. We also have applied for permission to put in three tube wells about 400 feet deep. If that is approved we will then be able to begin farming.

It takes a long time for things to move out here with Government Offices, but we feel that the end is in sight.

Most of this letter has been about Sura Nussi. But we are still having school at Raewind. We have entered a non-Christian ninth class of day scholars and the full tenth class is here besides the middle and primary. We are very short of teachers these days. Mrs. Rugg is teaching Mathematics four hours a day, and I am taking the Science and Agriculture. We have three teachers coming after June 4 for which we are grateful. Two are from the present class in the Government Training School. We have 191 boys in school, so they are greatly needed.

This year I made a "beba" or contract with six boys of the tenth class to cut the wheat. They call themselves Chamran's party, after the name of the boy who is a natural leader. These boys have a wonderful spirit of service and are hard workers. They have said to me several times, "Call on us for any kind of work, and we will do it" and they actually do it. When they came in after cutting the wheat several of the boys asked first about their fees and paid them from the money which they had earned. They also advanced Rupees 15 to a boy who was behind with his fees. These boys have as their ideal to train themselves to help "Mother India." It is boys like these who make the missionary's work satisfying and who will have much to do with the future of Mother India.

We are grateful for your continued interest. Continue to remember us in your prayers that we may have courage and wisdom for the living of these days.

Sincerely yours,
MARION L. KUMLER, T'39

Dear Friends of Raewind Christian Institute:

Your letters and contributions and cooperation in keeping the information about our work before the friends in the home Churches are well appreciated though war time may delay our acknowledgments and reports.

Mr. Kumler has written you of developments in cooperation with the Punjab Presbyterian Mission with whom we cooperate in the Forman Christian College as well as in the plans for the new United Christian Schools. In the consolidation of several schools at the new site, we shall be providing for the training of school teachers for both Churches and for high schools for both boys and girls. Our addresses will be Raewind for months or years to come while the new developments are going forward and one unit at a time is moved to the new site and then Raewind will be continued as a district headquarters, rural reconstruction centre, and primary school for boys and girls.

Among the practical projects which our boys and staff have carried on this year, was the production of raw silk. In December, we ordered two ounces of "seed" or eggs of silk-worms and in early March unsealed the box and wrapped the eggs in a handkerchief warmed in the sun. This was then wrapped in an old quiet and blanket also heated in the sun. After a few days the eggs began to hatch into very small mites of worms which had to be fed tender chopped mulberry leaves placed over them on the trays. During six weeks the boys gathered a ton and a half of mulberry leaves from the canal banks and roadways under a permit from government. As the two ounces of eggs produced many thousands of worms which spread from a few trays to many mums they were moved from a small room to three large hostel rooms. For machans they used charpais — the boys beds — as many of the boys went home for Easter vacation just at the right time. After about five weeks' feeding, the worms began to spin their cocoons and these had to be sunned to kill the worms and prevent them from hatching and eating through the cocoons to spoil the silk threads. The cocoons were sunned eight times under black cloth to preserve the golden yellow of the silk. (While killing the grubs in their dormant stage), when the work was complete a dealer came round and paid about $5 dollars for the 49½ lbs. of cocoons (dried). The winding of the silk from the cocoons takes much time and care and is a difficult process for boys to do in connection with regular school work. The profits for the school for the six weeks was about $30 dollars after paying the boys about 35 dollars for gathering mulberry leaves and tending the feeding. The profits will go to developing the First Aid Ambulance Division of the School.

We too are looking forward to post-war planning and the return of our Christian young men from military and defence services. India's "silent revolution" goes on without much disturbance. The squeaking lumbering ox-cart and the high powered motor cars are still passing over the same roads and sharing the right-of-way in India. However, twenty-five years have given us many new developments.

Yours ever sincerely,
EARLE M. RUGG, T'16
1940

Mrs. Hirsch Shiel of Los Angeles, California, has announced the engagement of her daughter, Florence Shiel, to Sergeant IRVING BAKER, U.S.A., B.S. in B.A., of Roxbury. Sergeant Baker is now stationed at Fort Warren, Wyoming.

SUMNER RICHARD COLLIER, Business Administration, and Eleanor E. Mezoff, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Isidore Mezoff of Lynn, were married August 20. Sergeant Collier, U.S.A., is stationed at the Cushing General Hospital in Framingham.

MIRIAM ALICE FAIRLEY, Mus.B., is supervising music for the schools of Killingly and Brooklyn, Connecticut. She is a native of Springfield.

Mrs. Gail M. Carter of Lynn has announced the engagement of her daughter Dorothy Carter to Lieutenant (j.g. D. FRANCIS FAMULARI, U.S.N.R., Liberal Arts, of Nahant. A graduate of Harvard Dental School, Lieutenant Famulari is now stationed at the Naval Training Center, Sampson, New York.

Miss Mary L. Fennell, of New Bedford, has announced the engagement of her sister, ALICIA MARGARET FENNELL, Education, to DANIEL S. LOWNEY, Jr., LL.B., also of New Bedford. Miss Fennell is a teacher at the Roosevelt Junior High School. Mr. Lowney, chairman of the New Bedford House Authority, is a practicing attorney in New Bedford.

The marriage of Esther Applegate of Tallahassee, Florida, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. Ward Applegate of Wilmington, to Staff Sgt. HARRY E. FOSTER, Graduate School, of Wakefield, occurred on July 15 in Wakefield. Sergeant Foster taught history in the Ward Senior High School in Wakefield before his entry into the service. Mrs. Foster will return to Tallahassee to her job.

Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Gross of Revere have announced the engagement of their daughter, Rosalyn, to Lieutenant EDGAR A. GREEN, U.S.A.A.F., B.S. in B.A., of Brookline. Lieutenant Green is now assigned to Instructors Navigation School, Louisiana.

Mr. and Mrs. Roy L. McIntosh, of连线 B.A., A.M. '42, of Woodbridge, Connecticut, was an aviation cadet at the Bainbridge, Georgia, Army Air Field. He completed his pre-flight training at Maxwell Field, Alabama.

Dr. and Mrs. Leon N. Huisian of Worcester have announced the engagement of their daughter, ALICE HUISIAN, Practical Arts and Letters, to Shavarsh H. Markarian of Providence, Rhode Island. Miss Huisian is secretary to Dr. Wallace W. Atwood, president of Clark University. Mr. Markarian is intern at Pawtucket Memorial Hospital, Pawtucket, Rhode Island.

On August 9 at Temple Beth El, Beatrice Geraldine Packer, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Packer of Lawrence, was married to Pfc. MARTIN KALIKOW, Evening College of Commerce, of Lynn, who is home on leave from his army post at St. Petersburg, Florida.

Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Kaufman of Cambridge have announced the engagement of their daughter, SYLVIA KAUFMAN, Evening College of Commerce, to Alfred E. Brown, son of Mr. and Mrs. B. Brown of Elizabeth, New Jersey. Miss Kaufman is now a WAVE stationed in Washington, D.C., and her fiancee, Dr. Brown, is employed as a research chemist in Philadelphia.

The marriage of Catherine G. Mullins to Lieutenant CHARLES C. KELLEHER, Education, took place in June in Brockton. Lieutenant Kelleher is serving with the U.S. Army Signal Corps, Atlantic Overseas Air Service Command, Newark, New Jersey.

The Sudbury schools opened this year with OWEN B. KIERNAN, Ed.M., as superintendent of the school system. He is the former principal of the Henry T. Wing High School, Sandwich.

Major JOHN H. KING, JR., B.S. in B.A., enlisted September 1, 1942, and reached Guadalcanal with the first contingent of fliers to go into action there August 20, 1942, three weeks after the beachhead was established. He once was shot down during his service there and was ordered to Camp Gruber, Oklahoma. He is now stationed at Camp Barkeley, Texas, and is a training officer and platoon leader in a Medical Training Regiment. He finds the work interesting. He is anxious for service overseas, but says that "so far the live ammunition infiltration course is the closest I have come to actual combat."

JENEVE MELVIN, Graduate School, has been named managing editor of the Everett Evening News-Gazette. Miss Melvin belongs to the American Association of University Women.

Mr. and Mrs. Hyman J. Klasky of Plymouth have announced the engagement of their daughter, Harriette B. Klasky, to JACK L. MINSKY, P.M. 2/c, U.S.N.R., Evening College of Commerce. Mr. Minsky is a dental technician, and is stationed at Sampson, New York.

The marriage of Edith Rose Trollope, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Trollope of Stoughton, to S/Sgt. DAVID MORTON BENJAMIN, Evening College of Commerce, U.S.A.A.F., son of Mr. and Mrs. Percy E. Benjamin of Wollaston, took place July 15. Sergeant and Mrs. Trollope are living in Miami, Florida, where he is stationed at an army air force redistribution center.

ANGELA J. CAPOBIANCO, B.S. in B.A., LL.B. '43, of Brighton, has successfully passed her bar examinations and will be associated in the practice of law with her sister, Margaret, at 44 School Street, Boston.

ELEANOR S. CASWELL, Practical Arts and Letters, who was sworn into the WAVES July 12, is now training at the U.S. Naval Training Station (WR), Bronx, New York.

The Oliver Ames High School, Easton, has appointed MARY CAVAN, Ed.M., as head of the mathematics department. Last year she taught in Framingham, and previous to that Miss Cavan taught in Connecticut.

Mrs. A. Schuyler Clapp of Sharon has announced the engagement of her daughter, Martha E. Clapp, to Lieutenant MILTON OSBORNE COREY, A.M., U.S.A., of Mansfield. Lieutenant Corey is stationed in New Orleans, Louisiana.

ELIZABETH L. ENRIGHT, B.S. in Ed., Ed.M. '43, of Belmont, has been...
elected first grade teacher in the Winn Brook School, Belmont. Miss Enright taught in Concord and for the past two years has been teaching in Wellesley.

GLADYS ANDERSON FARKEN, S.B., became the bride of Dr. Stanley Marple, Jr., of Houston, Texas, son of Captain Stanley Marple, U.S.A., and Mrs. Marple of Davis, California, on September 2 in the First Church, Weymouth Heights. Dr. and Mrs. Marple are living in Houston, Texas. Formerly employed as a secretary for the New York Central Railroad in Boston, Mrs. Marple is a member of Pi Beta Phi fraternity. Dr. Marple is a chemical engineer for the Shell Oil Company, Houston.

A November wedding was planned for Elizabeth Mattson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon M. Mattson of Newtonville, whose engagement to Lieutenant ROBERT GROVER FITZGERALD, B.S. in B.A., U.S.A.A.F., was announced in September. Lieutenant FitzGerald, who recently returned from overseas duty, is stationed in Texas.

MARGARET FOSBERRY, A.B., of Gloucester, who taught at Johnstone High School, Johnson, Vermont, for the past two years, is now a member of the faculty of Pinkerton Academy, Derry New Hampshire.

The marriage of ELIZA LOUISE HALLAS, B.S. in Ed., and Milton A. Westgate, son of Cora A. Westgate, took place June 24 in New Bedford. Mr. Westgate is a member of the firm, Fuller and Westgate, Fall River.

The engagement of BETTE ANTONI HINES, A.B., and NICHOLAS T. PHILLIPS, S.B., was announced by Mr. and Mrs. William J. Hines of Nahant and Melrose. At present Mr. Phillips is studying at the School of Medicine.

E. Francis Crowley and Mrs. Crowley, the former RUTH LEVENSALOR, LL.B., of Greenville, Maine, are the parents of a son, William Francis, born July 26 in Greenville.

LENORE C. MEEHAN, M.B.A., daughter of Mayor and Mrs. James P. Meehan of Lawrence, has joined the faculty of Skidmore College, Saratoga Springs, New York, as an instructor in the department of business and commercial sciences. For the past few years she has taught in the high schools of Van Buren, Maine, Tewksbury and Hyannis.

The engagement of Mary Lee Kingman, of Reading, to Sergeant ROBERT HENRY NATTI, U.S.A., Ed.M., of Lanesville, was announced by Mr. and Mrs. Leland Kingman. Sergeant Natti is now serving overseas.

The engagement of Mary Elsie Ricker to DONALD ALLEN PERRY, B.S. in Ed., of Dedham, has been announced by Mr. and Mrs. Dean A. Ricker of Shrewsbury.

Mrs. Douglas A. Moss (DOROTHY RAFFMAN, Mrs.B.) has been appointed director of music in the South Norwalk, Connecticut, Junior High School, while her husband is serving in the Navy. Mrs. Moss is the former supervisor of music in Marion, Massachusetts.

Ernestine J. Dakin of New Sharon, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Stella Dakin, was married to JOHN ALTON ROSE, B.S. in Ed., of Winthrop on June 24 in Lynnfield. At the time of Mr. Rose's induction into the Marines, he was teaching in Revere. Later transferred to the Navy, he was stationed at Jacksonville, Florida, before receiving a medical discharge from the service. Mr. and Mrs. Rose are living in Revere.

EUNICE P. SIMM, LL.B., formerly an assistant attorney general for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, is a seaman in the WAVES, in training at Northampton.

Ethel T. Askman became the bride of Warrant Officer CARL A. WHITMAN, U.S.A., B.S. in B.A., of Beverly, on August 6, at the Covenant Congregational Church, Beverly. Mrs. Whitman is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mauritz A. Askman of Beverly.

Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Gold of Poughkeepsie, New York, have announced the engagement of their daughter, Florence Gold, to Lieutenant MERVIN WINEBERG, U.S.A., B.S. in B.A., of North Adams, Massachusetts. Before entering the service, he was associated in business with his father.

Announcement is made of the appointment of EMANUEL BORENSTEIN, M.S. in S.S., as executive director of the New England Zionist Region. Actively identified with the Zionist movement in New England and Washington, Mr. Borenstein has served as president of the Nordau Judaean Club, president of the Palestine Society, and in various other organizations. He has an outstanding record in social work.

SHIRLEY BROWN, M.S. in S.S., was married on September 23 to Lieutenant Paul B. Plumb, U.S.A., son of Mrs. M. Raymond Plumb of Windham, Connecticut. Mrs. Plumb is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John C. Brown of Middleboro, Rhode Island. Lieutenant Plumb is stationed at Camp Gordon, Georgia.

BERTRAM COHEN, 1st Lieutenant, A.C., B.S. in B.A., has landed Somewhere near New Guinea, and to his surprise, he says, it really isn't bad. He finds the natives friendly with an understanding of the English language; — and very shrewd bargainers. He has had two experiences which gave him much pleasure: a meeting with a cousin, and the opportunity of taking a nine-hundred-mile flight to visit his brother, BOB COHEN, B'43.

JOSEPHINE CONNOR, A.B., of Newburyport, will teach English and Mathematics at Newburyport High School this year. Last year she taught at Ipswich High School.

On June 24 ANNE THERESA COX, Ed.M., of New Bedford, became the bride of Leo A. Marx, son of Mrs. John J. Marx of Detroit and Wyandotte. Mrs. Marx was a teacher at the Parker Street School.

GILMOUR, ROTHERY & CO.
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New Bedford. Her husband served as captain in the American Field Service overseas for two years. Mr. and Mrs. Marx are living in Detroit.

MARION F. DEMPSEY, B.S. in P.A.L., of Brockton, has been appointed a member of the faculty of Edgewood Junior College, Edgewood, Rhode Island. She was formerly head of the commercial department of the Maynard High School.

The marriage of PHYLLIS H. ELIAS, Evening College of Commerce, of Rochester, and T/Sgt. RICHARD M. JACOBSON, C'41, A.A.C., of Roxbury, took place August 29. Mr. and Mrs. Jacobson will make their home in Florida, for the duration.

LESTER B. GOLDBERG, College of Commerce, has been promoted to Captain. He is finishing his nineteenth month overseas (September 9), and indications, he said, point to a still longer stay, and he adds, "It's OK as far as I'm concerned."

With her father, the general secretary of the Massachusetts Baptist Convention, officiating, HESTER ANNE HIGGINBOTHAM, B.S. in Ed., of Wollaston, became the bride of FORREST HALL LINS 10 C, B'40, of Flushing, New York. Mrs. Linscott is teaching in a Day Nursery, Orange, New Jersey. Mr. Linscott is a flight engineer with the American Airlines, A.T.C. They will live in Orange.

ROBERT LAWRENCE JOHNSON, S.B., who was ordained to the Diaconate on June 17 in Natick, is now serving St. Andrew's Church, Hartford, Connecticut. Mr. Johnson is engaged to Emogene Lane, formerly of Natick, now a teacher at Union, Connecticut.

CAPTAIN HENRY R. LAREAU, M.D., is stationed in New Guinea. Captain Lareau is senior doctor and surgeon of his Battalion. His wife is the former Natalie Breslin of Milton, Massachusetts.

MARY MARTHA LEWIS, Practical Arts and Letters, became the bride of Gordon S. Leary, son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred G. Leary of Lowell, on September 16. Mr. and Mrs. Leary are living in Boston.

Sacred Heart Church, Watertown, was the scene August 30, of the wedding of FLORENCE LOONEY, B.S. in P.A., of Watertown, to Lieutenant Robert E. Plett, U.S.A., son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Christian Plett of Jamaica Plain and Cohasset. Lieutenant Plett is a graduate of West Point, and is stationed at Camp Van Don, Mississippi.

SALLY B. MAYBURY, Ed.M., is now teaching economics at the University of Vermont. Formerly she was head of the School of Secretarial Science, Nason College, Springfield, Maine.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Martin of Waterbury, Connecticut, have announced the engagement of their daughter, Jane Louise, to CHARLES MORRELL, JR., U.S.N.R., A.B., of Stoneham. Miss Martin is Assistant Supervisor in the Operating Room at the Peter Bent Brigham Hospital, Boston; Mr. Morrell is a student at the Harvard Medical School.

RUTH M. MOWREY, B.S. in Ed., Ed.M., has accepted a position teaching in the biology department, Stonington High School, Stonington, Connecticut.

T/Sgt. JAMES B. OLIVER, Theology, has been honored at TAAF. He is the latest "GI of the Week" to be so honored at the Tuskegee Army Air Field, Alabama. He is said to be one of the hardest-working men on the post. He is a graduate of the Army Air Forces Clerical School and the Administrative Inspector's Office. In early 1942 he was assigned to the Office of Public Relations and was the first editor of "The Hawk's Cry", Tuskegee Army Air Field's weekly newspaper. His spare moments are spent playing bridge and he is considered one of TAAF's experts.

DENISE IRENE PALFYN, Practical Arts and Letters, was married on August 18 in the post chapel at Big Springs, Texas, to Lieutenant William J. Croes of Lawrence. Mrs. Croes is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Cornwall Palfyn of Lawrence. Lieutenant and Mrs. Croes are making their home in Big Springs, where he is attending Bombardier School.

According to information received by his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Morris Pearlmutter of Quincy, Lieutenant FREEMAN PEARLMUTTER, Education, has been awarded the Purple Heart for wounds received in action in Italy. Some time ago he was a member of a group which had an audience with Pope Pius XII.

GRACE ESTELLE REEMIE, Mrs.B., and DONALD HUBBARD FREEMAN, student at the School of Theology, were married on September 9 in the First Congregational Church, Hulliston. Mrs. Freeman is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar W. Reemie of Hulliston. Pastor of St. Andrew's Methodist Church, Jamaica Plain, Mr. Freeman is a native of Belmont and the son of Mrs. Alice Freeman.

Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence E. Mulloney of Needham have announced the engagement of their daughter, Jane Anne, to JAMES PAUL SULLIVAN, B.S. in Ed., son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Sullivan of Jamaica Plain. Miss Mulloney is employed in the office of the William Carter Company, Needham. At present Mrs. Sullivan is supervisor of physical education in the elementary and junior high schools of Dedham. No date has been set for the wedding.

The Kathleen Dell School, Boston, recently announced that MARY TALTY, B.B.A., has joined the faculty of the school.

TRIBUTE TO CAPTAIN "BILL" SHOEMAKER, B'42

Though the Alumni Office cannot give consideration to anonymous communications, this tribute seemed so genuine that we are printing it. It is signed "One who knew him."

News has just arrived of the death of Captain Bill Shoemaker, U.S.M.C.R., B'42. Bill lost his life on Guam while engaged in combat with the enemy.

It is difficult and sad to know that Bill has left us, for he was one of those fellows that the world lacks. Yes, he was an athlete, and a good one; yes, he was a Marine Captain and an excellent one, but above and beyond this, Bill was a friend, a human being, a person that lived the Golden Rule. He had that "something" that placed him above other men, yet that "something" didn't make him lose the "common touch."

One could relate innumerable instances of Bill Shoemaker's character. It so happens that, knowing him best in athletics, it is easy to recall several things about him: — How when once a green substitute replaced him, Bill went out of his way to help and encourage this fellow; when his legion of friends unfurled a banner at the Arena upon which was crudely printed — "Our Boy — Shoemaker"; when Bill played even though he had the mumps; when he passed his Marine examination at CBA in a weakened condition as a result of this sickness. Bill was B.U.'s hockey captain, but he was a captain everywhere he went and in whatever he did. He was a captain of men, a leader who showed by example and not by words.

In him one saw the integration of aggressiveness and politeness, toughness, and tenderness, friendship, helpfulness, cooperation, and cheerfulness that made him a living example of what man can be to his fellow-man.

Boston University has lost a fine man; Bill's friends have lost a pal. May the memory of Bill Shoemaker inspire in others a light that will make him live amongst us all for years to come.
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taking, — it is so beautiful. I'm sure I could never describe it adequately. The places that intrigue me most are the ancient buildings. The Coliseum, the Forum, and other ruins fill me with awe, they are so old.

The city itself is much nicer than any other I have seen since leaving the States. Naples was nice enough, but there was a lot of destruction, and there is more here. The stores more nearly approach those at home than in other cities. Clothing is plentiful, but food is scarce. I understand that when the Germans were here eggs were $1.00 a piece; now they are 20¢ per — but you can't find any to buy. Silk stockings can be had for $5.00 a pair (Japanese silk, of course) and sweaters and lingerie range from $3.50 to $50.00. Everything is expensive.

I saw Frances Morgan several times before leaving Africa. She looks just the same. I think that there is a possibility that she may be home within the next few months. Also saw Ruth Otto and Pauline Schneider when I was first in Italy. All are working hard and doing a good job.
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Mr. and Mrs. Fritz C. Blomquist of Winchester have announced the engagement of their daughter MURIEL ELAINE BLOMQUIST, B.S. in Ed., to Captain Chester Hugo Swanson, U.S.A. Captain Swanson is a graduate of New York University College of Dentistry. Mr. and Mrs. David Broude of Brookline have announced the marriage of their daughter, Lieutenant BARBARA RUTH

Second Lieutenant MARY E. WALSH, Education, has been assigned to a station hospital on New Britain Island in the Southwest Pacific. Arriving with a contingent of army nurses, she was one of the first white women to set foot on this island since the Japanese overran most of the Pacific shortly after Pearl Harbor. The hospital to which Lieutenant Walsh is assigned accommodates infantrymen who are evacuated from forward areas, while Allied troops are pushing through the jungle on New Britain's north and south coasts toward the Japanese garrison at Rabaul. She has been on active duty since February 2, 1943. She has been stationed at Fort Devens, Yale University, and Camp Carson, Colorado. Overseas since January 26, she was stationed previously in Australia and New Guinea. (Under date of September 1 clippings were received in the Alumni Office telling of Lieutenant Walsh's serious illness with a fractured hip in an Army hospital somewhere in New Guinea. — Ed.)

On August 13 Pauline Jacobsohn, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Morris Jacobsohn of Springfield, was married to Pvt. MAURICE ALLAN WOLPERT, Evening College of Commerce, of Greenfield. The ceremony took place in Temple Beth El, Springfield. Private and Mrs. Wolpert are making their home in Las Vegas, New Mexico, near Camp Luna, where Mr. Wolpert is stationed.

FROM ARLINE ADAMS, Sar'42,

2d Lieut., USAMC, Somewhere in Italy

Margaret Coleman, Sar'42, has been kind enough to share this letter with BOSTONIA.

You asked for news and left yourself wide open for a bagful because there are a lot of new things of interest to tell you.

Our new location is several miles out from town in what in peace time was a Catholic institution for orphan and wayward girls. It was interesting to hear that some of the nuns were Americans, one from Chicago, and one from Detroit. The building is tremendous in scope and includes a beautiful chapel, a small theater, and an officer's club or staff room. It is an everyday occasion to be stopped by a patient who asks, "How can I get around to the front of the building so that I can find my way back to the ward?"

The Germans had occupied the building as a hospital before us and had been ordered to evacuate it so suddenly that two corpses were found in the laboratory when we arrived, the sickest patients were left alone on the top floor, and the food was still warm in the kitchen. The wards and basement were in an upheaval, but worse than the mess was the horrible odor throughout the entire building from a disinfectant the Germans use. It took days of cleaning and scrubbing to get rid of the smell.

On our first day here I went through the basement looking for useful articles or souvenirs. We profited somewhat by their hasty departure since we found hypo needles, medicines, uniforms, helmets, mosquito bars, and bedding. Miss Chandler and I were especially pleased with some physio equipment including a diathermy, a carbon arc, and a baker — all donated by the Germans for our department.

All the hospital personnel are quartered in tents — the girls are living two to a small tent. I had a great deal of fun trying to make a living room out of what my roommate called the "shed." The shed is a fly-tent addition to the rear of the main tent.

When we first arrived we were fed via the chow-line out in the field. However, now a mess-hall has been more or less established in the basement, but we still have the line.

As yet there is no water or electricity and consequently no plumbing or lights. The engineers are working on the problem and so until it is solved we will visit the outdoor latrine and bathe in helmets with water that the engineers bring in trucks.

While the building was being literally scoured, and until our department was ready to be unpacked I had some free time and was able to play the tourist's role.

May we suggest that you patronize our advertisers
BROUDE, U.S.M.C.R. (W), B.S. in Phy.Ed., to Major M. C. Plumley, U.S. M.C., son of Mr. and Mrs. Calvin R. Plumley of Nashville, Michigan, On September 10, at Coronado, California. Mrs. Plumley entered the Marine Corps in 1943, receiving her commission at Camp Lejeune, North Carolina, last November, and is now on duty at the Marine Base, San Diego, California. Major Plumley is serving with the Amphibious Training Command, Pacific Fleet.

Captain and Mrs. William C. Washburn of Salem have announced the marriage of their daughter, Nancy, to BENJAMIN JUDSON BROWNE, A.B., of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, formerly of Newton Center. The wedding took place in Marblehead on August 29. Mr. Browne is a second year student at Andover-Newton Theological Seminary.


S/Sgt. HERBERT W. COHNE, College of Business Administration, is in charge of a training aids department of a SQ Squadron at Robins Field, Georgia. His duties are varied: instructing, making up and publishing training posters, taking men out on AAF maneuvers, giving realistic training demonstrations, scheduling training films: in fact, preparing men for all types of situations which they may encounter overseas. In addition Sergeant Cohne spends his spare time as a Special Services NCO, arranging for Squadron athletic meets, running Squadron parties, and even in taking the part of a vocalist with the dance band. He says that he is definitely "not a Frank Sinatra," but he has managed to get on quite a few A.A.F. broadcasts. If he finds any time over and above all this, he writes a news column for his squadron and feature stories for the Robins Field News-Beacon. At the time of his writing (August 31) he expected to be home on furlough early in September, and on the 10th of the month anticipated "walking down the aisle" with Miss Bernice Fishman of Newton, — and a honeymoon in Canada.

THEODORE DeLUCA, Theology, was granted the honorary degree of Doctor of Letters on June 6, at the Commencement of Calvin Coolidge College of Liberal Arts.

Recently announced was the engagement of SHIRLEY MARISE DEROMA, A.B., A.M., daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Anthony C. DeRoma of Norwood, to Guy R. Abbate, Chief Ph.M., U.S.N.R., of Dedham. Miss DeRoma was a member of the faculty of the Bellingham High School. At present Mr. Abbate is stationed at the dispensary, Boston Navy Yard.

MADLYN ANN DWYER, Education, of East Braintree, and Lieutenant HENRY MULLOWNEY, B.S. in B.A. '34, son of Dr. Patrick H. Mullowney of Roslindale, were married in May.

FOSTER J. FLINT, Ed.M., who has been teaching at Laconia, New Hampshire High School for the past two years, is now teaching in the Lincoln School, Melrose, Massachusetts.

Second Lieutenant PETER L. FURIGA, B.S. in Ed., has received his commission in the Air Corps as a navigator. He expects overseas duty after the tenth of November.

At a candlelight ceremony in St. Paul's Episcopal Church, Newton Highlands, MARY ROBBINS GILLESPIE, A.B., became the bride, September 15, of Sergeant RICHARD FRANCIS LINCOLN, U.S.A., B.S. in B.A. '41, of North Attleboro. Mrs. Lincoln is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James G. Gillespie of Newton Highlands; she is a member of the staff of the Boston Public Library in the Fine Arts room. Sergeant Lincoln has returned from overseas duty with the 45th "Thunderbird" Division, having fought in the Sicilian and Italian campaigns. Sergeant and Mrs. Lincoln are making their home in Newton Highlands.

EUNICE STANTON HEALEY, A.B., LL.B. '44, was the youngest woman lawyer sworn in September 20 by Supreme Court Justice J. J. Ronan. At present she is employed as a classification analyst at the Whittemore service command depot, Ayer.

Mr. and Mrs. Michael J. Gould of Weymouth Heights have announced the engagement of their daughter, Eleanor Marie, to EDWARD THOMPSON HENLEY, U.S.N.R., Education, of Weymouth Heights. For the past eighteen months Mr. Henley has been serving overseas in the South Pacific.

The engagement of Wenona Alice Clark of Phillips, Maine, to Lieutenant ROBERT LEONARD HOMER, U.S.A., (Ch.C.) S.T.B., was announced by Rev. and Mrs. Roy A. Clark. Miss Clark is teaching in Norway, Maine. Before entering the service, Lieutenant Homer was pastor of the Methodist Church, Charlton City, Massachusetts. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Lester E. Homer of Dryden, New York.

DORIS HORTON, B.S. in Ed., was recently appointed to teach in the elementary schools in Amesbury. Miss Horton has been teaching in Groveland for the past several years, and is now connected with the Whittier School, Prospect Street, Amesbury.

In July, Virginia Coleman, daughter of Mrs. George A. Coleman of Newton Highlands, became the bride of Sergeant EDWARD G. HUNTER, U.S.A.A.F., Business Administration, also of Newton. Sergeant Hunter is stationed at Will Rogers Field, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

On September 5, NORMA M. HYLAND, B.S. in Phy.Ed., newly appointed Girl Reserve Secretary of the Brockton Y.W.C.A., began her duties. She was a former instructor at the Brimmer-May School, Boston.

PRUDENCE ELEANOR KELSEY, Liberal Arts, became the bride of Franklin G. Hazen, U.S.M.S., of Milton, Washington, on August 19. Mr. Hazen is attending the Maritime Service Radio School on Gallup's Island. Mrs. Hazen is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Warren G. Kelsey of Newton Highlands.

Announcement has been made of the engagement of ETHelyn H. KNIGHT, Education, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
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had received a letter from HERBERT Ana, California. He reported that he had been in Panama Canal Department and has been assigned to duty as a Platoon officer.

Pfc. ROY N. LOKKEN, Graduate School, has written that he is enduring the rain and mud of an Indian monsoon "while trying to do my best for good old Uncle Sam. Between trying to find a wash-wash wallah to do my laundry for me and making a desperate effort to catch up with my correspondence, I am making out about as well as can be expected. I hope things aren't too tough back home? (That always rates a good laugh here. None of us had an idea how good we had it back in the States until we got stuck out here in this land of rice fields and mud.) We think of America as the heaven we'll go to when we die."

Mr. and Mrs. Armas Marin of Wollaston have announced the engagement of their daughter ELISIE RACHEL MARIN, A.B., to Lieutenant (j.g.) Matthew T. Hannuksela, U.S.N.R., son of Jacob Hannuksela of Wyoming, Rhode Island. For the past year Miss Marin has been a member of the faculty of Upton High School. Lieutenant Hannuksela is now on duty with the Navy and is serving as a chaplain on an aircraft carrier.

The School Committee of Belmont has announced the appointment of G. JAMES MASTROGIOVANNI, A.B., as football coach at the senior high school.

On Saturday August 12, Betty Liddell, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Liddell of Dedham, and Lieutenant (j.g.) KERMIT MEIER, S.T.B., were married in Dedham. Lieutenant Meier is a chaplain in the Naval Reserve, and was stationed in California a short time before going overseas. Mrs. Meier is living with her parents.

ALBERT G. MERRILL, JR., B.S. in B.A., entered the Army in June, 1943, and was commissioned a second lieutenant five months later. He is now in the Panama Canal Department and has been assigned to duty as a Platoon Officer.

ARTHUR O. MOVSESIAN, College of Commerce, Corporal, U.S.M.C.R., since joining the Marine Corps has been stationed in South Carolina; Cherry Point, North Carolina; Quantico, Virginia; Mirimar, San Diego, and now in Santa Ana, California. He reported that he had received a letter from HERBERT McPIKE, Lt. (j.g.), U.S.N.R., College of Commerce, '42, now stationed somewhere in the South Pacific.

MADELINE M. MURPHY, Ed.M., of Leominster, has been appointed associate dean of women and instructor of English on the faculty of the State Teachers' College, New Britain, Connecticut. Miss Murphy has been teaching in the Lancaster Street School, Leominster, for several years.

ANN NANCY PATRIQUIN, A.B., is teaching Spanish and social studies at the R. W. Traip Academy, Kittery, Maine.

MARGARET M. QUILL, A.B., LL.B. '44, of Brockton, has successfully passed her State Bar examinations.

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur B. Putnam of Sutton, Massachusetts, have announced the engagement of their daughter, LAURA E. ROSEBROOKS, A.B., to Pfc. Pendleton Havener, U.S.M.C.R., of Worcester. For the past year Miss Rosebrooks has been teaching at Antrim High School, Antrim, New Hampshire. Private Havener is stationed in the Hawaiian Islands.

LOIS SMITH, Evening College of Commerce, of Londonderry, New Hampshire, is working as a traffic controller at the Augusta Municipal Airport. She has a private pilot's license and has sixty flying hours to her credit. Her work is controlling the traffic around the field, carried on mainly by radio.

The engagement of Helen Hennessy of Belmont to Ensign JOHN H. SPANG, U.S.N.R., B.S. in B.A., of Winchester, has been announced. Ensign Spang, now stationed in England, is a graduate of Columbia Midshipman's School.

BENJAMIN D. THOMAS, B.S. in Ed., has been appointed teacher in the Hingham High School. Formerly principal of the School Street School, Middleboro, he will teach social studies.

PRISCILLA WALKER, B.S. in Phy. Ed., and RICHARD S. LANE, U.S.A. A.F., Business Administration '44, were married August 6 in San Marcos, Texas. Mrs. Lane is instructing physical education at San Rafael High School while studying for her master's degree at Scripps College, Pomona, California.

The newly appointed principal of North Brookfield High School is DANA WEBBER, Ed.M. He has been head of the Mathematics Department and Director of Athletics, coaching football, basketball and track in the Auburn High School.

Mr. and Mrs. R. Webber of Farmington, Maine, have announced the marriage of their daughter, ELINOR WEBBER, to Private NORMAN H. COHEN, B.S. in B.A., of Dorchester, has been an
nounced. Private Cohen is stationed with the combat engineers.

RITA COLLINS, Education, of Winchester, graduated from the Massachusetts General Hospital School of Nursing in September. She is head nurse in the outpatient department of the hospital.

On June 25 Louise Mabelle, daughter of Mrs. L. G. Smith of Boston, became the wife of THOMAS CURTIS, Theology, minister of the First Congregational Church, Boxford.

RITA DRINKWATER, A.B., of Chelsea, has joined the faculty of the high school at Croton-on-the-Hudson, New York, as a teacher of Latin and Spanish.

AGNES MARY DUCHARMÉ, A.B., is a member of the faculty of the Edgartown High School.

The engagement of Shirley J. Bamford to F. ALMON FOGG, U.S.N.R., Business Administration, has been announced by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clayton F. Bamford of Center Ossipee, New Hampshire. Mr. Fogg is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Milton H. Fogg of Effingham Falls, New Hampshire.

Rev. RICHARD C. GILLUM, S.T.B., and Mrs. Gillum, the former Barbara Jean Arnold, are making their home in Indianapolis, Indiana.

The engagement of HOPE LIVINGSTON GURNEY, B.S. in P.A., daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Chester R. Gurney of Scituate and Hancock, New Hampshire, to Hazelwood Rowe, U.S.A., son of Mrs. Frank H. Rowe of Wallingford, Connecticut, has been announced. Mr. Rowe attended Williams College before enlisting in the Army.

On September 2, GLADYS ALLINE HARTSHORN, B.S. in P.A., became the bride of Harry F. Remde, Jr., in the Park Congregational Church, Springfield. Mrs. Remde is assisting in the art studio at the College of Practical Arts and Letters; Mr. Remde is employed in the research laboratory of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The young couple are living in Boston.

Rosalie J. Grow and Lieutenant NEAL LEE HUBBARD, U.S.A., Business Administration, were married June 25. Mrs. Hubbard is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George Grow of Commonwealth Avenue, Newton Center. The young couple are living in Farmville, Virginia.

Among the recent faculty appointments at Norwich Free Academy, Norwich, Connecticut, is that of PHYLLIS JORDAN, B.S. in Pby.Ed., of Wilmot, Connecticut. She will instruct the girls in physical education.

Pvt. HELEN J. KERSHAW, B.S. in Pby.Ed., is now taking her basic training at the Third WAC Training Center at Fort Oglethorpe, Georgia. On completion of her six-weeks course, she will be assigned to fill one of the noncombatant jobs open to women in the army. Private Kershaw's father is Col. C. G. Kershaw, in charge of the tactical section at the Infantry School at Fort Benning, Georgia.

The Alumni Office heard from T/S HARRY KESHIHIAN, College of Business Administration, under date of August 4 from England.

PAUL J. KELLY, Mus.B., is employed as a music teacher at the Southern Junior High School, Somerville.

In the Congregational Church at Peabody on September 8, MARY B. KIMBALL, Liberal Arts, and Henry M. Bosworth, A.M.M. 2/c of Halifax, Massachusetts, were married. Mrs. Bosworth is a laboratory technician at the Children's Hospital, Roxbury.

GRACE H. LUNT, B.S. in Ed., has accepted a position as teacher in Grade 3 in the Mason School, Newton Center. For the past year she has been teaching the second grade in the Warren School, Melrose.

CHARLOTTE M. MacKELVIE, Ed. M., of Pittsfield, has been assigned as a public health educator to the Berkshire and Connecticut Valley districts in connection with cancer control education. She will have headquarters in the district health office, Pittsfield.

DOROTHY McKENNA, B.S. in Phy. Ed., has accepted the position of Instructor in Girls' Physical Education and General Science in the Rockville, Connecticut, High School. A native of Gardiner, Maine, Miss McKenna has done practice teaching in Medford and Belmont.

PAUL MITMAN, JR., College of Business Administration, Second Lieutenant, U.S.M.C.R., went to Quantico, Virginia, in June and entered the 51st Officers Candidate School. For the first three weeks Captain RUSSELL H. LAWRY, B.S. in Ed. '39, was his company commander. He said, "Everyone in our company liked Captain Lawry a great deal and we were sorry to lose him as our company commander." Lieutenant Mitman graduated from OCS in August and entered Reserve Officers School on the same day. He expects to graduate from ROS on October 24. Some day he hopes to get back to Boston University and get his degree.

ELIZABETH NELSON, A.M., former music director at the First Nazarene Church, Malden, resigned to accept the
position of teacher at Bethany-Peniel College, Bethany, Oklahoma.


Pvt. BERNARD NORWOOD, College of Business Administration, in France wants to hear something of the successful ASTP students in the “gravel-agitating Infantry.”

MILDRED OGINTZ, Practical Arts and Letters, Evening, was married to Sergeant Harold Horne, son of Mrs. Abe Horne of Brighton, on August 15. Mrs. Horne has been active in USO work. The young couple are living in North Carolina, near the camp where Sergeant Horne is stationed.

A late September wedding was planned for JOSIE ANN PENNE, B.S. in Phy. Ed., and Lieutenant (j.g.) John R. Moreton, of Salt Lake City. At present Lieutenant Moreton is interning at the Massachusetts General Hospital.

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Poland of Scituate have announced the engagement of their daughter, HELEN POLAND, A.B., son of Mr. and Mrs. William Lang Biggart of Salt Lake City.

In May, Mr. and Mrs. William F. Pullen of Augusta, Maine, announced the engagement of their daughter GRAYCE PULLEN, Mus.B., to Lieutenant DONALD H. BLATT, Business Administration, son of Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Blatt of North Quincy.

LIVIA RODRIGUEZ, B.S. in Ed., R.N., is an instructor in Science at St. Luke’s Hospital Nursing School, New Bedford.

A son was born to Lieutenant and Mrs. Louis P. Amoruso on August 30. Mrs. Amoruso is the former ANN SCANEL, Liberal Arts. Lieutenant Amoruso is stationed at Camp Davis, North Carolina.

The engagement of Selma G. Kravit, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Kravit of Brookline, to THEODORE S. SHAPIRO, A.B., son of Mr. and Mrs. P. Shapiro, also of Brookline, has been announced.

The engagement of Esther Goldman, of Mattapan, to ABRAHAM SHUFRIK, Evening College of Commerce, of Dorchester, was announced by Miss Goldman’s sister, Gertrude. Mr. Shufrin is a member of the U. S. Naval Reserve.

Marilyn Helene Powers and Lieutenant GEORGE W. SIWICKE, U.S.A., Business Administration, of Brighton, recently announced their engagement. Miss Powers is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John J. Powers of Brighton. Lieutenant Siwicke is stationed at Camp Pickett, Virginia.

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur DeCane of Malden have announced the engagement of their daughter, Victoria DeCane, to Sergeant HARRY F. SMITH, U.S.A., Evening College of Commerce.

CHARLOTTE ESTHER TUCKER, B.S. in P.A.L., of Belmont became the bride of Lieutenant Arnold J. Ryden, Jr., U.S.A., son of Mr. and Mrs. Arnold J. Ryden of Minneapolis, Minnesota, on June 5. Lieutenant and Mrs. Ryden will make their home in Greenville, South Carolina, where he is connected with the Quartermaster’s Price Adjustment, District Office.

HELEN VANMETER, Mus.B., of North Amherst, is supervisor of music in the Seymour, Connecticut, schools.

MARGARET VANNAH, Ed.M., is the head of the Commercial Department at the Brookfield High School. She taught in Southbridge for two years.

Pfc. THEODORÉ ZECY, College of Business Administration, is now in a Forward Observation section as a radio operator. Also, one hour each week he summarizes the war news and leads the discussion for the Battery. While Forward Observation is not the kind of work he would elect to do, he feels that the task to be accomplished overshadows his personal likes and dislikes.

1945

Mr. and Mrs. William Lang Biggart of Needham have announced the engagement of their daughter, Jane Thompson, to Corporal DAVID EATON ALLAN, Business Administration, son of Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Allan of Needham. Corporal Allan is a Technician fifth grade in the Army Signal Corps.

John Evans of Portland, Maine, formerly of Quincy, has announced the engagement of his daughter, Marjorie Isabella, to WILLIAM CAMERON BISSETT, Liberal Arts, of Wollaston. Miss Bissett is employed as a dietitian at a restaurant in Quincy. There are no immediate plans for the wedding.

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur A. Brown of Canton have announced the engagement of their daughter, PRISCILLA M. BROWN, Practical Arts and Letters, to Corporal Robert A. Mason, U.S.A.A.F., son of Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Mason of Montreal, Canada, formerly of Walpole. Corporal Mason is stationed in England.

Mr. and Mrs. Isadore Mezoff of Lynn have announced the engagement of their daughter, Eleanor Eileen, to Sergeant S. RICHARD COLLIER, Liberal Arts, of Malden, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Collier. Sergeant Collier has just returned to this country, having been overseas in the Middle East for the past two years.

First Lieutenant OWEN F. CONNOLLY, Education, enlisted as an aviation cadet in April, 1942 and started training in August of that year at Santa Ana, California; from there to Phoenix, Arizona; Pecos, Texas; Marfa, Texas, where he graduated as a second lieutenant with Wings. He was assigned to Troop Carrier for duty, to fly C-47 Transports. After this he spent time in Austin, Texas; Maxton, North Carolina; and Fort Wayne, Indiana. Then begun a thriling flight across the Pacific to the Land Down Under and on to New Guinea for a long stay—over a year now. Lieutenant Connolly has been awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross with two Oak Leaf Clusters, Air Medal with two Oak Leaf Clusters, and the Bronze Star.

SALVATORE J. MACCAGNANO, Jr., College of Business Administration, now a Corporal with the 97th General Hospital, writes that during his travels he has found that an education is very valuable, and he has no regrets for the time and money which he spent in acquiring one. He hopes to return and finish his course at CBA.

Sgt. WILLIAM F. McSWEENEY, Jr., College of Commerce, was recently promoted from the grade of corporal. He is an engineer-gunner with a B-24 Liberator Bomber group which is bombarding enemy bases in Germany, France, Italy, Austria and the Balkans. He received his technical training at New England Aircraft School and Laredo Aerial Gunnery School.

MILDRED GRACE RUGG, Practical Arts and Letters, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Howard S. Rugg of South Boston, and Lieutenant Arthur R. Ferrera, of Arlington, were married on September 9 in South Boston. Lieutenant Ferrera has returned from ten months’ duty in Newfoundland.

The Atherton Memorial Chapel, Cambridge, was the scene of the wedding of Doris Elizabeth Hulgan, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Hulgan of Pawtucket, Rhode Island, and Ensign JOHN PRESTON VERITY, Jr., U.S.N.R., Business Administration, on August 16. Ensign Verity was a member of Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity at Boston University and was also in the University band.
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Leonard of West Roxbury have announced the engagement of their daughter, Georgina Leonard, to Lieutenant AUSTIN ADAMS, JR., U.S.A.F., Evening College of Commerce, of Brockton. Lieutenant Adams recently returned from overseas duty.

Recently announced was the engagement of MARILYN LAYS, Secretarial Arts, to C. Wayland Kline, Son of Mr. and Mrs. H. Clinton Kline of Boston, and Augusta, Maine. Mr. Kline is a graduate of Bowdoin College and at present is associated with an advertising agency in Boston.

Ann Loretta King and JOHN JOSEPH MAHON, Evening College of Commerce, were married September 2 in Quincy. Mrs. Mahon is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Michael E. King of Wollaston. Having been medically discharged from the service, Mr. Mahon is now employed by the Prudential Insurance Company. He and his wife are living in Wollaston.

Staff Sergeant WILLIAM E. McAULIFFE, College of Business Administration, is a combat gunner with a Twelfth Air Force B-25 Mitchell bombardment group which participated in the D-day all-out air support of the invasion of Southern France. This B-25 bombardment group has figured in every major operation through Tunisia, Sicily, and Italy. They supported the air-seal land attack from a base in Corsica, and worked in close support with all other Twelfth Army Air Force bombers, fighters, and troop carrier aircraft. They had bombed German targets in Southern France for eleven days prior to D-day, knocking out gun positions, destroying communication and transportation facilities, and otherwise softening the German ground forces.

Mr. and Mrs. Emil Picozzi of Roslindale have announced the engagement of their daughter, GLORIA L. PICOZZI, Practical Arts and Letters, to S/Sgt. Cadorna W. Columbar, U.S.A., also of Roslindale. Miss Picozzi is employed in Brookline.

FACULTY

Lieutenant Harold J. Adlington and Mrs. Adlington have announced the birth of a son, Robert Winslow Adlington, born July 13. Lieutenant Adlington is a former instructor in English literature at the College of Practical Arts and Letters. He and his wife are living in Bayonne, New York, while he is stationed there.

Deaths

ROSE H. RAFFERTY, E'32, October 3.
Shirley Barton Eldridge, exB'34, July 7.
DONALD RANDAZZO, B'34, August 1.
Leon Marshall Winslow, B'35, August 11.
GEORGE PRESTON BRIGGS, exB'36, August 8.
THOMAS STEPHEN DWAN, exB'36, August 5.
Leonard Fleischer, exB'38, July 31.
Clifford Leroy Parkinson, exB'38, August 8.
JEREMIAH AIDAN SLEEPHAN, exM'38, August 7.
STEPHENV SILVERMAN, E'40, August 20.
WILLIAM S. GREGG, B'41, July 26.
HERBERT E. BROOK, B'42, reported August 30.
PAUL HOMER JUNGERMAN, exM'42, April 28.
CHRISTOS DAFNOULEIS, B'43, week of July 31.
WENDELL L. WILLIE, LL.D. (Hon.) '43, October 8.
ANTONIO JOSEPH MILILLO, exC'44, reported August 30.
ALBERT LLOYD BERRY, B'45, July 7.
ALBERT FRANCIS DUVALL, exE'45, August 3.
GEORGE MARTIN NEILSON, exC'45, March 13.

*Additional information in class notes.
†Died in war service.
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May we suggest that you patronize our advertisers
Biteskys, Jason B'34, Honorable discharge from Army after serving ten months.

Blackett, William C, B'44, Lt, B-26 Marauder pilot, has 53 missions to his credit in the Mediterranean theatre. (17 Lee St., Chestnut Hill, Mass.)

Bladen, Eugene V, B'37, Co. C, 35th Inf., A.P.O. 410, Camp Van Dorn, Miss.


Bonastridge, Frank, B'41, 2d Lt., 19th Air Force, Lt., 556th Med. Group, 11th Troop Carrier Base. Member of the first wave to fly over enemy territory on D-Day.


Bruce, Frederick R., A'24, Army Chaplain. (Staffordville, Conn.)


Burke, John T., L'32, Comdr., Naval Unit, Terre Haute, Ind.

Calke, Nathan, B'33, Army. (86 Newhall St., Lynn, Mass.)


Campbell, John D., B'41, 2d Lt., A.A.F., Aerial navigator, A.A.F., Lincoln, Nebr.

DALMANS, E. LAWRENCE, B'38, Lt., U.S. N.R.

DAVIS, ROBERT C., M'39, Army. (342
Franklin St., Hollis, N. H.)

DAVISON, WILBUR A., E'30, Navy Seabees,
overseas.

DELANO, ERNEST T., B'40, A.A.F.

DEPASQUALE, MATTHEW N., M'31, Lt.,
Ashland Genl. Hosp., White Sulphur Springs,
W. Va.

DEPASQUALE, MATTHEW N., M'31, Lt.,
Dept. Economist, American Embassy, Rome,
Italy.

DIPIERRO, JAMES, C'40, S/Sgt., radio
mechanic with AAF in England.

DIVENUTI, BIAGIO, former Fac., State
Dept. Economist, American Embassy, Rome,
Italy.

DOLFIN, WILBUR E., M'36, Capt., Station
Hosp., Liberal A.A.F., Liberal, Kans.

DONOHUE, JOHN J., M'27, Capt., Army
Med. Corps, A.P.O. 658, c/o Postmaster, New York, N. Y.

DORAN, FREDERICK C., C'46, Pharm.
2/c, Navy. (690 Broadway, Chelsea, Mass.)

DOTY, MILES R., J'47, Pvt., Co. B.,

DOUGHTY, ROSWELL K., B'31/2, Major,
regimental staff officer, with 5th Army
in Italy.

DOW, STANLEY L., C'43, Army. (38
Water St., Hyde Park, Mass.)

DRAPEAU, RAOUL L., M'31, Lt., U.S.
R., Camp Wallace, Hitchcock, Tex.

DUCHARME, HENRY, C'46, 2d Lt., Army,
12th Armored Div., N. Y. N. Y.

GOLDBERG, MAX C., A'30, 2d Lt., U.S.
M.C.

GOLDNER, PAUL D., B'43, Corp.,
Army.

GOLDFARB, MAX, C'43, S/Sgt., A.P.O.
627, c/o Postmaster, New York, N. Y.

GOLUB, BENJAMIN S., J'48, Lt., Medical
Corps, Station Hosp., A.A.B.,
Oscoda, Mich.

GOLDBERG, MAX, C'43, A.P.O.
956, C/o Postmaster, San Francisco,
South Pacific. (817 Commercial St., West-
oplace, Calif.)

GOLDBERG, NAPOLEON J., M'39, Lt.,
U.S.M.C., in South Pacific. (25 Lane Park,
Brighton, Mass.)

GOLDFARB, MAX, C'43, A.P.O.
956, C/o Postmaster, San Francisco,
South Pacific. (817 Commercial St., West-
oplace, Calif.)

GOLDFARB, MAX, C'43, A.P.O.
956, C/o Postmaster, San Francisco,
South Pacific. (817 Commercial St., West-
oplace, Calif.)

GOLDFARB, MAX, C'43, A.P.O.
956, C/o Postmaster, San Francisco,
South Pacific. (817 Commercial St., West-
oplace, Calif.)

GOLDFARB, MAX, C'43, A.P.O.
956, C/o Postmaster, San Francisco,
South Pacific. (817 Commercial St., West-
oplace, Calif.)

GOLDFARB, MAX, C'43, A.P.O.
956, C/o Postmaster, San Francisco,
South Pacific. (817 Commercial St., West-
oplace, Calif.)

GOLDFARB, MAX, C'43, A.P.O.
956, C/o Postmaster, San Francisco,
South Pacific. (817 Commercial St., West-
oplace, Calif.)

GOLDFARB, MAX, C'43, A.P.O.
956, C/o Postmaster, San Francisco,
South Pacific. (817 Commercial St., West-
oplace, Calif.)

GOLDFARB, MAX, C'43, A.P.O.
956, C/o Postmaster, San Francisco,
South Pacific. (817 Commercial St., West-
oplace, Calif.)

GOLDFARB, MAX, C'43, A.P.O.
956, C/o Postmaster, San Francisco,
South Pacific. (817 Commercial St., West-
oplace, Calif.)

GOLDFARB, MAX, C'43, A.P.O.
956, C/o Postmaster, San Francisco,
South Pacific. (817 Commercial St., West-
oplace, Calif.)

GOLDFARB, MAX, C'43, A.P.O.
956, C/o Postmaster, San Francisco,
South Pacific. (817 Commercial St., West-
oplace, Calif.)

GOLDFARB, MAX, C'43, A.P.O.
956, C/o Postmaster, San Francisco,
South Pacific. (817 Commercial St., West-
oplace, Calif.)

GOLDFARB, MAX, C'43, A.P.O.
956, C/o Postmaster, San Francisco,
South Pacific. (817 Commercial St., West-
oplace, Calif.)

GOLDFARB, MAX, C'43, A.P.O.
956, C/o Postmaster, San Francisco,
South Pacific. (817 Commercial St., West-
oplace, Calif.)

GOLDFARB, MAX, C'43, A.P.O.
956, C/o Postmaster, San Francisco,
South Pacific. (817 Commercial St., West-
oplace, Calif.)

GOLDFARB, MAX, C'43, A.P.O.
956, C/o Postmaster, San Francisco,
South Pacific. (817 Commercial St., West-
oplace, Calif.)

GOLDFARB, MAX, C'43, A.P.O.
956, C/o Postmaster, San Francisco,
South Pacific. (817 Commercial St., West-
oplace, Calif.)

GOLDFARB, MAX, C'43, A.P.O.
956, C/o Postmaster, San Francisco,
South Pacific. (817 Commercial St., West-
oplace, Calif.)

GOLDFARB, MAX, C'43, A.P.O.
956, C/o Postmaster, San Francisco,
South Pacific. (817 Commercial St., West-
oplace, Calif.)

GOLDFARB, MAX, C'43, A.P.O.
956, C/o Postmaster, San Francisco,
South Pacific. (817 Commercial St., West-
oplace, Calif.)

GOLDFARB, MAX, C'43, A.P.O.
956, C/o Postmaster, San Francisco,
South Pacific. (817 Commercial St., West-
oplace, Calif.)

GOLDFARB, MAX, C'43, A.P.O.
956, C/o Postmaster, San Francisco,
South Pacific. (817 Commercial St., West-
oplace, Calif.)

GOLDFARB, MAX, C'43, A.P.O.
956, C/o Postmaster, San Francisco,
South Pacific. (817 Commercial St., West-
oplace, Calif.)

GOLDFARB, MAX, C'43, A.P.O.
956, C/o Postmaster, San Francisco,
South Pacific. (817 Commercial St., West-
oplace, Calif.)

GOLDFARB, MAX, C'43, A.P.O.
956, C/o Postmaster, San Francisco,
South Pacific. (817 Commercial St., West-
oplace, Calif.)

GOLDFARB, MAX, C'43, A.P.O.
956, C/o Postmaster, San Francisco,
South Pacific. (817 Commercial St., West-
oplace, Calif.)

GOLDFARB, MAX, C'43, A.P.O.
956, C/o Postmaster, San Francisco,
South Pacific. (817 Commercial St., West-
oplace, Calif.)

GOLDFARB, MAX, C'43, A.P.O.
956, C/o Postmaster, San Francisco,
South Pacific. (817 Commercial St., West-
oplace, Calif.)

GOLDFARB, MAX, C'43, A.P.O.
956, C/o Postmaster, San Francisco,
KILEY, FREDERIC, C'44, Lt., Army Med. Corps, overseas.
KING, JULIUS B., RE'27, Army, overseas.
KELTON, J. F., E'26, Navy. (312 Carter St., Chelsea, Mass.)
KUPERSLAK, IRVING, C'43, Army.
KUPRATHIS, PETER F., B'40, Navy.
LALLY, JOHN R., A'41, Army.
LAMBERT, ROGER R., B'37, Army, stationed in Greenville, Pa.
LANE, MYRON N., L'30, Army.
LAVERS, MILTON D., C'43, Lt., A.P.O. 557, c/o Postmaster, New York, N. Y.
LAVOIE, LIONEL D., M'36, Capt., overseas with the Army Med. Corps.
LAWSON, WILLIAM S., C'44, Navy, Fleet P.O., New York, N. Y.
LEVITT, DANIEL, C'42, Corpl., Port of Embarkation, Charleston, S. C.
LEONARDI, MARK J. J., R6'40, Capt., fiscal officer at an invasion port.
LERNER, HENRY, A'31/M'34, Capt., A.A.F., O.R.D. No. 2, Regional Station Hosp., Kearns, Utah.
LEVINE, DANIEL S., C'43, Army, overseas.
LEVOVSKY, SIMON Y., B'32/L'33, T/ Sgt., counter intelligence work with Army Inf. Div. in England.
LIBBIN, LOUIS, L'31, National Labor Relations Board, Washington, D. C.
LINCOLN, SANFORD A., B'34, Lt., Army.
LOVEY, STEPHEN K., E'42, 2dLt., U.S.N.R., overseas.
LUCY, GEORGE A., E'39, Army, Prisoner of War in Germany.
LYNG, EUGENE A., B'40, Sgt., AAF, overseas.
LYTLE, WILLIAM G., B'44, Sgt., with 15th A.A.F. in Italy, in charge of paratroop depot.
MCAFEE, EVERETT P., B'42, Lt., U.S.N.R. (54 Ashland St., Manchester, N. H.)
MACALFIE, ROBERT H., B'39, Field Artillery, (60 Walker Rd., Swampscott, Mass.)
McCAUGHEY, CHARLES R., B'33, Instr., A.A.F.T.T.C. (46 Liberty St., Westerly, R. I.)
McINERNY, JAMES H., C'43, Army, McINNES, DONALD H., C'44, Army, (461 LaGrange St., West Roxbury, Mass.)
McINNES, JOSEPH R., E'42, Personnel technician, Army.
McKENNY, JAMES E., C'44, Army, Fort Jay, N. Y.
MADDEN, ROBERT W., B'44, T/5, Eastern Signal Corps Trg. Center, Camp Wood, Eatonontown, N. J.
MAGNUS, PHILIP A., M.S'40, Division Band of Army for 4 years. (49 Harvard St., Chelsea, Mass.)
MAHAN, WILLIAM E., B'35, PFC, Rifle Range Det., Box 1132, Parris Island, S. C.
MAKSYMUK, NICHOLAS H., C'41, Sgt., Asst. air crew chief with 13th A.A.F. Sqdn. in South Pacific. Has been commended for saving planes which had taken up in more than 175 missions.
MANTALOS, THEMISTOCLES A., L'41, Army, A.P.O. 511, c/o Postmaster, New York, N. Y.
MARLEY, DONALD W., B'45, Flight officer, A.A.F. (1335 Union St., Beverly, Mass.)
MASON, MAHLION R., M'43, Lt., Station Hosp., Camp Stoneman, Calif.
MAYNARD, OSCAR M., E'34, Army, stationed in Murfreesboro, Tenn.

MAZE, WILLIAM T., E'43, Navy Seabees in South Pacific.
MILLER, ROBERT K., C'41, Mt/Sgt., U.S. M.C. (161 Common St., Watertown, Mass.)
MILLER, THEODORE T., M'38, Chaplain's Asst., 5th Regimental Chapel No., Ft. McClellan, Ala.
MILLIKEN, LEON G., E'32/E'38, Navy Seabees. (11 Adelaide Rd., Old Orchard Beach, Me.)
MORRISROE, JOSEPH J., C'43, 2d Lt., A.A.F., navigator. (8 Walnut St., North Quincy, Mass.)
MULLANE, JOHN J., B'38, U.S.N.T. School, Camp MacDoungall, Plattsburgh, N. Y.
MULLEN, GEORGE D., E'44, Ensign, U.S. N.R.S., overseas.
MURDOCH, LOGAN T., A'42, Corpl., draftsman in a Port Marine maintenance Co., overseas.
NELSON, LOUIS, B'33, Technical instr., A.A.F., Box 102, Boca Raton, Fla.
NOTO, SALVATORE L., M'42, Lt, Army Med. Corps, A.P.O. 546, c/o Postmaster, New York, N. Y.
OMITERHELD, ROGER G., M'24, Comdr., U.S.R. N. Recruiting Station, P.O. Bldg., Baltimore 3, Md.
OSULLIVAN, JOHN F., B'42, Capt., Co. 12, 1st Regt., E.R.P.C., Camp Butner, N. C.
OTWAY, H., HORACE B., Ens, Fort Schuyler, New York 61, N. Y.
PEMBROKE, HERBERT A., C'46, S/Sgt., Admn. Staff, Invasion port.
PHIPPS, WILLIAM JR., B'38, Navy.
Pierce, Ames S., G'36, Navy.
PIGNATO, FRED, L'37, Corpl., Allied Forces Hqtrs., Mediterranean area.
PILLONI, LOUIS, M'30, Capt., Army Med. Corps, Port of Embarkation, c/o Postmaster, New York, N. Y.
QUAGLIERI, ROBERT A., C'43, Navy.
RAND, WOODBURY H., C'44, Lt., U.S. C.S. Officer.
RAPHAEL, GALE L., B'46, T/5, Co. C, 125th Engr. (C), Bn, Fort Jackson, S. C.
RAPPS, HENRY A., B'42, Army. (80 Concord St., Nashua, N. H.)
RATTIGAN, JOHN P., M'39, Lt. (j.g.), Fleet P.O., San Francisco, Calif.

Distinguishing Flying Cross
Awarded by the United States Army, Navy, Marines and Coast Guard.
BENNETT, GEORGE A., B'43, Lt., A.A.F.
TRAEVERS, JOSEPH P., C'43, Capt., U.S.M.C.
THE ROLL OF HONOR

A supplementary list of the members of the Boston University family who have made the Supreme Sacrifice in the service of Our Country:

BERRIE, ALBERT LLOYD, B'45, 2d Lt., A.A.F., navigator. Killed in action over Yugoslavia, July 7, while on eighth mission.

BRIGGS, GEORGE PRESTON, B'36, Lt., Inf., Killed in action in France, August 8.

BROOK, HERBERT E., B'42, Lt., U.S.M.C., Killed in action in South Pacific, previous to August 23.

DAFNOULEIS, CHRISTOS, B'43, Killed in action in France, during week of July 31.

DUVAL, ALBERT FRANCIS, B'45, Lt., A.A.F., navigator. Killed in action in European theatre August 5.

DWN, THOMAS S., B'36, Lt., Inf., Killed in Action in France, August 5.


FLEISCHER, LEONARD, B'38, Pvt., A.A.F., Killed in action in South Pacific in attack on the Bikak Islands, July 31.

GREGG, JAMES W., B'41, Capt., Inf., in action in Italy, July 26.

JUNGERMANN, PAUL H., M'42, Navy Air Corp, Killed in plane crash at Winslow, Ariz., April 28.

MILLO, ANTONIO J., C'44, S/Sgt., A.A.F., radio operator-gunner, Killed in action over Germany previous to August 30.

NEILSON, GEORGE MARTIN, C'45, Lt., Engineers, Amphibious Command, Died from wounds received in action, in Italy, March 13.

PARKINSON, CLIFFORD L., B'38, Killed in action, August 8.

RANDAZZO, DONALD, B'34/35, Pvt., Army, Killed in action in France, August 1.

SHEEHAN, JEREMIAH A., M'38, Capt., Killed in action in France, August 7.

SHOE MAKER, WILLIAM G., B'42, Capt., U.S.M.C. Killed in action at Guam, reported August 30.

SILVERMAN, STEPHEN, E'40, Capt., A.A.F., navigator, Killed in action over China, August 20.

SULLIVAN, JOHN P., JR., B'31, Navy, Killed in action, June 19.

WINSLOW, LEON M., B'35/37, S/Sgt., aerial photographer and gunner, A.A.F., Killed in action somewhere in Asiatic sector, August 11.

SMITH, HARRY F., C'44, Sgt., Army, in Miss.

SQUIRES, LYNDON H., M'38, Capt., Army. (Lyndonville, Vt.)


STEINBERG, BERNARD, M'22, Surgeon, U.S.P.H.S. (inactive), Toledo Hosp., Toledo, Ohio.


SULLIVAN, CHARLES S., JR., L'25, Lt, Comdr, Senior Judge Advocate, General Court-martial, Island of Oahu, T. H.

SULLIVAN, JOSEPH J., B'40, Major, Army in England.


SYLVIESTER, ROWLAND E., M'43, Lt., Army Reserve. (11 Fern St., Auburndale, Mass.)


TAYLOR, TATTERSON D., B'18, CBM, U.S.C.G.

THOMAS, CRAIG B., B'38, Army.

THOMPSON, HARLAND S., E'44, 2d Lt., co-pilot on Flying Fortress. Missing in Action over Germany since August 25.

THOMPSON, JOHN W., C'41, Ensign, U.S.N.R.


**GOOD CONDUCT MEDAL**

BEAULIEU, WILLIAM J., B'45, PFC.

BERNHARDT, LEONARD B', 36, Sgt., for "exemplary behaviour, efficiency, and fidelity."


PIGNATO, FRED P., L37, Corp., STIEFEL, HAROLD E., C', 44, T/Sgt., awarded three medals.

WATERS, EARL R., B', 46, Sgt.

**EXPERT INFANTRY BADGE**

LINCOLN, RICHARD F., B', 41, Expert Infantry Badge.

VAUNBINNS, HERMAN, E', 29, PFC, Army

VANDOW, JULES E., M', 32, Capt., Army


WILEY, JOHN H., B', 32, Army, (144 Oxenbridge Rd., Wollaston, Mass.)

**COMBAT INFANTRY BADGE**


MATTHEWS, MILTON A., B', 39, Major,

**PRESIDENTIAL CITATIONS**

BARNIE, RALPH E., B', 39, Sgt.

STIEFEL, HAROLD E., C', 44, T/Sgt., awarded with cluster.

WILSON, WILLIAM J., JR., M', 33, Capt., Army Medical Corps, A.P.O. 885, c/o Postmaster, New York, N. Y.

**PRESIDENTIAL UNIT CITATION**

HINES, HAROLD E., E', 41, Capt., U.S.M.C., awarded for his work with the Marine Corps at Guadalcanal.

**PRESIDENTIAL BATTALION CITATION**

COOPERSTEIN, MENAHAM, A37/M41, Capt., Army Medical Corps, for serving at a first aid station directly in the battlefield.

**ARMY NURSES' CORPS**

GROGAN, ELIZABETH C., E', 39, overseas.


NOYES, ROSAMOND H., B', 42, overseas.

TAYLOR, RUTH I., E', 36, Lt., Col., Chief Nurse Branch, Hdqs. First Service Command, Boston, Mass.

URBAN, ALICE F., Sdr', 25, 2d Lt., in New Britain Island.

WALLA, LOUISE M., B', 49, 2d Lt., 210th Hosp. Ship, Compl., Station Hosp., Camp Stoneman, Calif.


**MEDICAL CORPS (WOMEN)**

CRAWFORD, ISABEL, Sar', 44, 2d Lt., Army Medical Corps, Lovell General Hospital, Fort Devens, Mass.

HARMON, BERTHA E., M', 01, Lt., Contract Surgeon, Station Hospital, Frankford Arsenal, Philadelphia, Pa.

JONES, Mrs. ALICE GIBSON, Sar', 45, Station Hospital, Camp Edwards, Mass.

LOCKWOOD, JANET, Sar', 44.

MACKIE, LILLIAN, Sar', 44, 2d Lt., Cushma General Hospital, Framingham, Mass.

REYNOLDS, PATRICIA, Sar', 44, 2d Lt., Cushma General Hospital, Framingham, Mass.

**WOMEN'S ARMY CORPS**

BATTIT, NANCY CALDWELL, Sar', 40, Lt., 105, Fort Des Moines, Iowa, BENT, CAROLE, Sar', 44.

CURTIS, ELINOR S., E', 34, 2d Lt.

PETTER, ELLEN C., G', 32, Army Recruiting Hqrs., 444 Market St., San Francisco, Calif.

FRUTIGER, VIRGINIA A., Sar', 43, Field Motor Pool, Santa Maria A.A.F., Santa Maria, Calif.


HEALEY, MARY, Sar', 44.


RUOCCO, CONSTANCE, Sar', 44.

SKALDAL, ALICE, Sar', 44.

**MARINE WOMEN'S RESERVE**

SHEA, MILDRID G., S', 33, Pvt., M.C.W.R., Camp Lejeune, N. C.


**ORDER OF THE PURPLE HEART**

Awarded by the United States Army, Navy, Marines and Coast Guard for "Military Merit" (wounded in action).


MILLER, ROBERT K., C', 41, M/Sgt., U.S.M.C.

POSNER, ROBERT, B', 41/E', 41, Sgt., Army.
WOMEN APPOINTED FOR VOLUNTEER EMERGENCY SERVICE (U.S.N.R.)

FREEMAN, HELEN, A'42, (33 Wellington Hill St., Mattapan, Mass.)
HAGER, EDITH I., P'40, A/C. (154 Summer St., Plymouth, Mass.)
KEYES, HELEN, Sar'44.
SAYBOIT, Mrs. MARGUERITA HOLLYDAY, P'43, Ph.M. 2/c, WAVES Bks., U.S. Naval Hosp., Mare Island, Vallejo, Calif.
WELLS, GENEVIEVE M., P'45, (11 Colby St., Belmont, Mass.)
WHEELER, ANITA M., Sar'44.

Air Medal with Nine Clusters

Lieut. George O. Clinch, B'43, has written interestingly of his experiences overseas. He says, "During my tour of combat I was stationed in Africa and Italy with the 325th Fighter Group, more widely known as the Checker Tail Group. I completed fifty missions in a P-47, Thunderbolt, over Balkan, German, Italian, and French targets. My group was twice cited by the President for outstanding work in escorting and protecting the heavy bombers. For myself, I didn't find the going too tough and had only one close call, when my plane was severely damaged over Northern Italy. I managed, however, to get the plane to friendly territory and land. On the flight, I was hit with shrapnel in my right leg and right hand, for which I received the Purple Heart. I was always a little nervous before take-off, but once I was in the air I was all set to go out and do my job." And for completing his missions successfully he now has nine clusters to his Air Medal.

AEF—American Exiles in Florida

Captain Gerald P. Burns, Ed'41, reported that there is, — or was on September 9, the date of his letter, — quite a delegation of Boston University men in Sarasota, Florida, the majority of whom are instructing and training, and, much to their disgust, never see foreign service. Speaking of his own job, Captain Burns says: "The title is Physical Fitness Officer, and the job is much like that of the combined functions of John Harmon and Jim Wylie. The physical fitness classes are more rigorous than those back at the Arena Gym. The athletic program is very similar to the collegiate program, having separate intermural and varsity divisions."

"We've enjoyed remarkable success with our Base (varsity) team in boxing, swimming, basketball, tennis, and golf. At the moment, the baseball team is receiving national recognition due to a winning streak of 14 straight; and 26 wins in the last 28 starts. Since there is little time available for practice, we attribute the success of these teams to a dual feature that all coaches must eventually come to accept — (1) just plain luck, and (2) the development of a 'will to win'. The latter feature is nothing new in sports coaching, but is receiving new emphasis in the Armed Forces. In civilian life we know it as 'spirit'; in the Army we know it as 'morale'. We think we've found the secret of developing it down here."
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WHO, HOW, and WHAT?

Who is eligible to belong?

"If you have been a student at Boston University," says President Daniel L. Marsh, "you are a permanent member of the University family." As such, you are eligible to join the Alumni Association.

How do I join the Alumni Association?

There are no dues. All subscribers to the Annual Alumni Fund Roll Call automatically become members in good standing. The amount of your contribution is determined by your ability and will to support the University. (In 1944, gifts varied in amount from two dollars to several thousand; the average was about ten dollars.)

What do I get from membership in the Alumni Association?

You have the right to vote for Alumni Association officers; to hold office in the Association; to participate in Alumni affairs. You get a subscription to the alumni magazine, BOSTONIA, published monthly during the college year.

But, more important, you gain the satisfaction of taking an active part with your fellow alumni in supporting the University, and in contributing to the strength and development of your Alma Mater.

Judson Rea Butler, 178 Newbury Street, Boston 16, Mass.
Executive Alumni Secretary